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ABSTRACT
Rutledge, Matthew S. M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering,
Wright State University, 2010. Aircraft Gearbox Dynamics Subject to Electromechanical
Actuator Regenerative Energy Flow.

To increase reliability and efficiency, standard aircraft components are being replaced
with more electric subsystems aimed to reduce weight, conserve space, and improve
energy management. One application of this process replaces standard hydraulic
actuators used in flap or aileron movements with electromechanical actuators powered by
an external generator. During different types of return movements, the electromechanical
actuator will produce regenerative power that flows back through the generator and
pulses into the engine-gearbox subsystem. The regenerative power, defined by
characteristic amplitude, frequency, and other pulse attributes, coupled with the driving
force produced by the engine may dramatically impact the performance and life of the
gearbox.
Steady state and transient subsystem models have been developed in the
MATLAB/Simulink® environment to simulate gearbox behavior subject to incurred
engine loads, regenerative power loads, and other dynamic phenomena such as backlash
present in the gear interactions. Employing a lumped inertia approach, derived equations
of motion incorporate damping and stiffness parameters pertaining to bearings, shafts,
and gear mesh interactions. Particularly sensitive to the amount of damping acting at the
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gear mesh, the contact force and inter-gear dynamics are modeled by three separate
methods of contact force calculation. The models and development process utilized in
this study can be used as practical gearbox design and scaling tools for other gearbox
systems.
Application of regenerative energy causes instantaneous oscillations of the
angular velocity and transient torque profiles of the gearbox components and connecting
shafts. Several shafts experience high stress fluctuations and absolute reversal of rotation
that possibly act as sources leading to accelerated fatigue failure. Depending on the
applied method of contact force calculation, instances of gear backlash at engine start-up
conditions are experienced. Regenerative transients cause variations in the amount of
inter-gear penetration, but backlash never occurs for any gear pair operating at the
provided conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE
𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 – accessory i

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 – linear impact damping coefficient (lbf-s/in)

viscous damping coefficient of component i (in-lbf-s)

𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – gear mesh damping in linear contact force model (in-lbf-s)
𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 – oil damping coefficient (in-lbf-s)

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 – torsional damping coefficient of component i (in-lbf-s)

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 – drive branch gear i
𝐸𝐸 – aircraft engine

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 – engine/starter generator

𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 – force applied to the driving mass (lbf)
𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 – force applied to the load mass (lbf)

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 – contact force between colliding components (lbf)

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 – damping force component of the contact force (lbf)

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 – elastic force component of the contact force (lbf)

𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 – applied/load force acting on component i (lbf)

𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖 – polar moment of inertia of component i (in-lbf-s2)
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 – linear impact elastic/restorative response (lbf/in)

restorative/stiffness coefficient of component i (in-lbf/rad)

𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – gear mesh stiffness in linear contact force model (in-lbf/rad)
xviii

Li – left branch gear i
𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 – main branch gear i

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 – gear ratio of gear pair i

𝑃𝑃 – power amplitude of regenerative energy (W)
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 – right branch gear i

𝑎𝑎 – user selected coefficient of the low-pass filter
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 – damping coefficient of component i (lbf-s/ft)
𝑐𝑐 – linear backlash clearance distance (in)
𝑑𝑑 – oil film thickness (in)

𝑒𝑒 – coefficient of restitution

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 – contact force of meshing gears (lbf)

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 – restorative spring constant of component i (lbf/ft)
𝑙𝑙 – bearing length (in)

𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷 – driving mass of linear impact pair (lbf-s2/in)

𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 – load mass of linear impact pair (lbf-s2/in)
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 – mass of component i (slug)
𝑛𝑛 – Hertzian contact coefficient
𝑟𝑟 – bearing radius (in)

𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 – base radius of gear i (in)

𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 – pitch radius of gear i (in)

𝑠𝑠 – frequency domain independent variable
𝑡𝑡 – time (sec)

𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 – linear displacement of driving mass of linear impact pair (in)
xix

𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 – linear displacement of load mass of linear impact pair (in)

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 – relative translational position to equilibrium of component i (in, ft)

𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑖𝑖 – translational velocity of component i (in/s, ft/s)

𝑥𝑥̈ 𝑖𝑖 – translational acceleration of component i (in/s2, ft/s2)
Greek

𝛼𝛼 – scaling parameter in the coefficient of restitution

𝛽𝛽 – scaling parameter in the coefficient of restitution

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 – internal damping coefficient of component i (in-lbf-s)

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – gear mesh damping in non-linear contact force model (in-lbf-s)
𝛾𝛾 – damping ratio

𝛿𝛿 – interpenetration distance between mating bodies (in)

𝛿𝛿̇ – interpenetration velocity between mating bodies (in/s)
𝛿𝛿0̇ – initial impact velocity between mating bodies (in/s)
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Aircraft stability and engine control systems have evolved from mechanical
linkages and pulleys, to fly-by-wire (FBW) technology and powered control subsystems
(PCS).

Inclusion of the FBW and PCS eliminates the need for mechanical pilot

interfaces and replaces the traditional mechanical linkages with a central hydraulic
system. Although an improvement over FBW and PCS, the central hydraulic systems
bear burdens of their own. A typical hydraulic system consists of three independent
hydraulic sub systems, each with its own uninterruptible, electric power source in case of
the occurrence of possible failure. Because of the built-in redundancy of the hydraulic
system, the aircraft is laden with additional weight limiting its maximum payload and
performance.
To further improve engine and flight performance, the aviation industry is moving
toward a more electric aircraft (MEA) by replacing bulky central hydraulic systems with
power-by-wire actuation. By exchanging rigid, inflexible hydraulic lines with supple
electric cable, the hydraulic actuators and internal hydraulic fluid can be replaced by
more efficient electric actuators. Accompanying the actuator interchange is a significant
decrease in overall weight/volume of the aircraft, increase of reliability, lack of hydraulic
fluid leaks, reduction in the amount of support/personnel required for aircraft
maintenance, and an increase in re-usable energy optimization. Furthermore, unlike
central hydraulic systems which must at all times generate and maintain considerable
hydraulic pressure, electric actuators draw power only when called upon [1 - 3].
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The operation of electrical actuators is quite simple. Electrical actuators receive
energy in the form of a control signal and convert the electrical energy into mechanical
output which is then utilized by a motor or pump to displace a positional device known as
a ram. In short, an electric actuator obtains energy in one form and emits the same
energy in another form taking into account the power losses. Additionally, electric
actuators do not require a separate power source, only an input signal. The two main
types of electric actuators employed in MEA are electromechanical actuators (EMA) and
electrohydrostatic actuators (EHA) [4, 5] as pictured in Figure 1.1. In general, an electric
actuator will operate in three different modes: accelerating to maximum speed, changing
the control surface position to the desired value, and the control surface returning under
its own weight to its initial starting position.

Figure 1.1: Electromechanical and Electrohydrostatic Actuator
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Even with all the advantages of MEA systems, there are still engineering design
issues that must be managed. For example, because much of the generated power within
the aircraft system will be electrical in nature, new problems may possibly arise as the
electrical power passes through the generator on its way to the appropriate components.
Another concern occurs during return movements, where the electric actuator will act as a
power source generating an electrical regenerative energy that flows back through the
system pictured in Figure 1.2 [6].

Figure 1.2: Bi-directional Energy Flow from the Engine to the Control Surface

Pictured in Figure 1.2, the bi-directional flow of the aircraft’s energy from the
engine to the control surfaces must pass through several components along the way.
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Powered by the engine, the tower shaft rotates and transmits a transient torque to the
auxiliary gearbox (AGB) in order to supply power to the corresponding aircraft
accessories. Passing through the AGB, the transient torque enters the engine/starter
generator and is converted to a representative electrical signal. Continuing down the path
to the electric actuators utilized to manipulate the position of the control surfaces, the
electrical signal propagates through the electric accumulator unit (EAU) employed
mainly during occurrences of regenerative energy. When a control surface returns under
its own weight or external load to a resting position, regenerative energy is generated and
propagates back through the system of Figure 1.2. Because the path of the regenerative
energy is opposite of the previously described path, the engine/starter generator converts
the regenerative signal into a mechanical torque that may possibly transmit through the
auxiliary gearbox back to the aircraft’s engine.
The level of regenerative energy can be quite high. One potential solution is to
dissipate the regenerative energy through the EAU as shown in Figure 1.2. Essentially
acting as a bank of resistors, the EAU removes the regenerative electrical transients
generated by the electric actuators during the control surfaces return movements. The
downside to this solution is it adds additional heat loads on the aircraft’s already
overburdened thermal management system.
An alternative method to routing the regenerative energy through the EAU is to
allow the regenerative energy to flow back into the AGB and permit the gears, shafts, and
attached accessory subsystems to further disperse the regenerative energy. Feasibility of
this scenario would rely mainly on the ability of the torsional gear shaft vibrations and
other gear related dynamics to diffuse the regenerative energy without the gearbox and its
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associated components incurring failure [7]. This approach has not been extensively
investigated and is the primary topic of this research.
In order to investigate using the auxiliary gearbox as an energy absorber, its
behavioral response and operational dynamics subject to regenerative energy flow must
be determined.

A number of publications have covered the modeling of gear-gear

interactions and have extended the analysis to simple gearbox systems. Many of these
publications are theoretical or mathematical investigations of multi-body systems limited
in practical scope. In this thesis, an extensive AGB transient model representative of
those found in modern tactical fighter systems is modeled, developed, and analyzed. The
model includes:

•

Regenerative energy

•

Engine and accessory load torques

•

Gears and shafts identified by inertias and stiffness coefficients

•

Load bearing and frictional losses

•

Shaft torsional losses

•

Transient MATLAB/SimulinkTM codes

During the model development process, two separate cases of the AGB behavior
were considered:
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•

Ideal case: the gears are treated as completely rigid structures resulting in perfect
gear meshes such that no backlash clearance exists and reversing loads can be
transmitted with smooth continuous rotation

•

Real case: backlash clearances are included creating the opportunity for reversing
loads to cause gear pair impacts

Contained within this thesis is a detailed explanation of the construction and
application of the two AGB models. Presented in Chapter 2 is a background literature
survey describing what has already been accomplished in this particular and related areas
of research. The AGB system of interest along with development of its mathematical
models based on rotational dynamics and coupled subsystems of gear pairs is presented
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Chapter 5 details the gear dynamics subject to backlash by
utilizing and building upon the concept of the impact pair. Furthermore, both the linear
and non-linear models of the contact forces are developed and compared for ease and
effectiveness of application into the AGB system model.
Chapter 6 serves as a preliminary outline introducing the two developed AGB
system models, PGear and RGear. In Chapter 7, the MATLAB/Simulink model of the
AGB under ideal constraints, PGear, is expanded upon and subjected to different
regenerative energy profiles. System normal mode calculation as well as generated
velocity and torque curves are analyzed and compared for behavioral trends and dynamic
phenomena.

Similar to the preceding section, Chapter 8 details the construction,

operation, and performance of AGB backlash model, RGear.

Finally, Chapter 9

contains concluding remarks and recommendations for future work and improvements.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE SEARCH
Utilized to transfer power from a source to specific application, gears have been
in existence for millennia. Spurred to development by early Greeks such as Aristotle’s
toothless wheels, Archimedes’ water screw, and the Antikythera mechanism (thought to
compute astrological positions of the sun and moon), these concepts mark the beginning
of a branch of science integrating mathematical theory and engineering principles.
Continued through the Middle Ages and Renaissance, clockmakers continued to
further the designs of mating gear pairs while Leonardo da Vinci’s visionary ideas on
gear tooth profile designs were revolutionary and centuries ahead of actual
implementation.

Cycloidal gearing was developed by Philip de la Hire who also

recommended the implementation of involute curves as gear tooth profiles. The famous
mathematician, Leonard Euler, advanced the concept of involute gear tooth profiles and
developed the law of conjugate action such that gear pairs maintain steady speed ratios.
Industrial revolutions of Great Britain and the United States led to increased scientific
developments in gearing technology incorporating advancements in material sciences,
stress analysis, and fatigue prediction [8 - 10].
The dynamic behavior of gears is susceptible to many contributing factors
including tribological effects, that is, incurred stress and strain, fatigue, and vibration.
Often, these factors warrant their own field of study and are critical in understanding
wear, tooth life, and noise generation.
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An important characteristic of real gears is the appearance of tooth spacing
inherent even in the highest quality manufacturing processes. This spacing is the source
of backlash phenomena and demand special investigation since backlash is a primary
source of noise emissions and possible catastrophic failure.
Comprehensive descriptions of gear technology and the landscape of
mathematical modeling methodologies are continually performed to keep the gearing
community informed on the current state of knowledge and expertise. An investigative
survey by Ozguven and Houser [11] chronicles the development of mathematical models
representing the dynamic behavior of gear pairs from the early 1950s to the mid 1980s.
Covering a broad spectrum, the models range in complexity from simple linear to
complex torsional, vibrational models with the incorporation of backlash and time
varying gear mesh stiffness. Collated by Wang, Li, and Peng, non-linear vibrational
models for gear transmission from the mid 1980s to the mid 2000s incorporate new
technologies and solution methods including the extensive use of finite element analysis
[12].
Surveys are not only conducted on the state of modeling analysis, but on the
applicability of the available mathematical and computational models.

Nordin and

Gutman collected various types of backlash models and determined their respective
applicability to controlling the speed and precision of mechanical systems with
clearances [13].

Not all comprehensive sources of knowledge are contained in

investigative surveys, other examples contained in handbooks include the work of Dudley
and that of Stokes covering the design and dynamics of gears and the considerations for
gearbox design respectively [14, 15].
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Early investigations into the phenomena of backlash of meshing gears originated
in the development of theory relating to the impacts and collisions between solid
structures. One of the first models to capture the physics of clearance gaps was the linear
impact pair for vibrating systems originated by Kobrinskii [16]. Meanwhile, Goldsmith
developed a theory pertaining to the behavior of colliding solids. Goldsmith generated
experimental data for metallic ball to ball impacts utilized in the calculation of the
coefficient of restitution measuring the amount of elasticity in a collision [17].
Kobrinskii, Dubowsky and Freudenstein created a dynamic, rectilinear model of
the linear impact pair by assuming a linear, Kelvin-Voigt form of the contact force
comprised of constant values of damping and stiffness [18, 19]. The collaborative work
of Hunt and Crossley [20] suggested that the linear contact force of the classic impact
pair model does not accurately represent the physical phenomena of the interacting
structures. Instead, they argued that a non-linear form of the contact force must be
implemented such that the contact force is always equal to zero when the solids are
separated by a clearance gap. Continuing the development of Hunt and Crossley, Azar
and Crossley generated a digital simulation of the dynamics of a spur gear pair subject to
backlash clearances employing a non-linear form of the contact force [21]. Likewise,
Herbert and McWhannell utilized data generated by Goldsmith to conclude that a nonlinear form of the coefficient of restitution provides a much better estimation than the
previous linear form when calculating the response of the impact pair [22].
Continuing to add complexity to existing gear pair models subject to backlash,
Yang and Sun developed a circular rotational impact pair for a spur gear system based on
geometrical proportions [23]. A non-linear form of the contact force accounts for the
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non-linear, discontinuities of backlash while providing an analytical method for
estimating the gear mesh stiffness. Using Hertzian contact theory and initial impact
velocities, the amount of damping present at the gear mesh is determined.
Several improvements to Yang and Sun’s model have been devised including the
work of Gerdes which accounts for a time varying gear mesh stiffness based on the gear
pair’s contact ratio [24]. Meanwhile, Shing, Tsai, and Krishnaprasad suggest utilizing
Yang and Sun’s rotational impact pair in conjunction with a linear form of the contact
force aimed at increasing the performance of real time control. In this approach, the gear
mesh stiffness is time variant calculated from not only the amount attributed to Hertzian
contact but the gear tooth bending moment, shear stress, and foundation deflection.
Eliminating the need for initial impact velocities, the gear mesh damping coefficient is
calculated from a function of gear mesh stiffness, inertia, and experimental values of the
system’s damping ratios [25]. Utilizing the work of Yang and Sun accompanied with
that of Gerdes; Sarkar, Ellis, and Moore proposed the utilization of signal analysis by
using simple sensors to detect the occurrence of backlash in mating gears [26].
Because the implementation of the non-linear form of the contact force is
difficult, numerous improvements to the contact force’s linear form have been made as to
be capable of predicting the non-linear dynamics of a gear pair associated with
discontinuous backlash occurrences. Predicting the non-linear dynamics of a spur gear
pair utilizing digital simulations and the harmonic balance method, Kahraman and Singh
developed a model that accounted for the effects of backlash and transmission error for
constant gear mesh stiffness [27]. Collaboration between Kahraman and Blankenship
produced a model capable of capturing the non-linearity of dead zone clearances while
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accounting for time variant mesh stiffness subject to parametric and external excitation
[28]. Together Al-Shhyab and Kahraman produced a series of torsional dynamic models
of multi-mesh gear train system subject to backlash, time variant mesh stiffness, and
transmission error. One model incorporates the effect of flexible connection shafts while
the others focus primarily on responsive behavior to periodic and sub-harmonic motions
[29 - 31]. Another technique to capture the non-linear operational dynamics of a gear
pair subject to backlash, time variant mesh stiffness, and dynamic transmission error is
the numerical Gear’s method presented by Wang and Wen [32].
As technology continues to improve, becomes readily available, and is cost
effective, it must be incorporated into engineering and mathematical applications. One
particular instance of an advanced technological application is the utilization of finite
element analysis to examine the behavioral dynamics of a gear pair in mesh. Several
finite element studies have been performed on calculating the gear mesh stiffness,
specific element selection on incurred contact characteristics, and capturing the
performance of gear-shaft-bearing systems [33 - 36].
Since the inception of gear implementation, lubrication has been a prominent
concern in limiting or amplifying the performance of gears in mesh. In essence, the
objective of a lubricant is to reduce the frictional forces incurred during periods of
contact. Originally, animal fat served as a source of lubrication until increased load
demands led to the inclusion of extra pressure additives. Usually gear failure stems from
the deterioration of the lubrication medium, a change in the medium’s performance in the
regions of contact resulting from a decrease in lubrication thickness, increased contact
temperature, or the addition of foreign particles [10, 37]. Therefore, inclusion of the
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effects of lubrication and contact friction could greatly affect the performance of a gear
pair subjected to the discontinuous non-linearities of backlash. To discern the effects of
damping attributed to lubrication, Gill-Jeong studied the non-linear dynamics of a spur
gear pair subjected to backlash, time variant mesh stiffness, and incurred damping from a
one-way clutch or hydrodynamic lubrication accompanied by sliding friction [38, 39].
Judging from the aforementioned descriptions of performed work on the analysis
of the dynamic behavior of gears subject to backlash, the opportunity seems ripe to study
the operational dynamics of a multi-mesh gear train system experiencing backlash and
regenerative energy. The obtained results and conclusions could add beneficial amounts
of information along with general behavioral trends to the already existent repository of
knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM OF INTEREST
3.1

GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 3.1.1 illustrates the AGB system of interest chosen as a representation of a

typical aircraft gearbox. The particular system was chosen as it consists of an engine
source driving a main shaft connected to auxiliary branches composed of both gears and
accessory components. Accessories are simply designated by 𝐴𝐴1 , 𝐴𝐴2 ,… except for the

engine/starter generator (ES) providing the source of regenerative energy. An associated
load torque accompanies each accessory and is represented by 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴1 , 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴2 , etc.

For the purposes of nomenclature, the AGB has been subdivided into Left, Right

and Drive branches, as well as a Main shaft. The gears and shafts are assigned a label
based on branch location 𝐿𝐿 (Left), 𝑅𝑅 (Right), 𝑀𝑀 (Main), and 𝐷𝐷 (Drive) respectively.

Gears are labeled by corresponding branch and number. For example, the designation 𝑅𝑅5
refers to the fifth gear on the salmon colored Right branch in Figure 3.1.1.

The assigned directions of gear rotational motion are represented by the symbols
𝑋𝑋 and 𝑂𝑂; 𝑂𝑂 indicates that the portion (top or bottom) of the gear is rotating out of the
page whereas 𝑋𝑋 designates that the corresponding portion of the gear is rotating into the

page. However, the actual rotational directions of the AGB may be opposite to what is
pictured in Figure 3.1.1 as the direction of gear 𝐷𝐷3 was assumed first and as a result the
rotational direction of all the other gears stem from that initial designation. Had the
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initial assumption of rotational direction of 𝐷𝐷3 been opposite, the behavior of the AGB
would match identically except in sign by a factor of -1.

Figure 3.1.1: Schematic of AGB System of Interest

3.2

GENERAL MODELING APPROACH
Based on lumped mass approximations for the gears and accessories, the

mathematical models of the AGB system act as large collections of torque driven,
damped harmonic oscillators subject to characteristic component parameters as well as
applicable initial conditions. The typical behavior of damped harmonic oscillators is
separated into the three categories of under-damped, critically damped, and over-damped.
Simply stated, the physical meaning of damping is a comparison between the strength of
the resistive forces and the natural restoring forces of the system.
14

A critically damped system returns to its corresponding equilibrium position at
the fastest rate possible without undergoing oscillatory motion past equilibrium.
Similarly, over-damped systems also decay to equilibrium without experiencing
oscillatory motion, but at an exponentially slower rate.

Behavior of over-damped

systems can be considered slow and lethargic making them ill suited for fast response
system applications in the automotive or aviation industries. Under-damped systems
return to equilibrium faster than critically damped systems but are prone to decaying
series of oscillations during the process.

These oscillatory motions, depending on

amplitude, may be harmful to the system if oscillation occurs at one of the resonant
frequencies. Based on these characteristics, it would be improbable that the AGB system
would operate in a critically or over-damped manner due to the response times required
for optimal operation.

Prediction of the AGB oscillatory motion is imperative,

specifically in determining the system’s normal mode frequencies as to avoid possible
catastrophic operation at a resonant frequency [40, 41].
Utilizing the “building block” approach, smaller, simpler models representing
parts of the overall AGB system were developed before attempting to attack the complex
system model.

Constructing subsystem “building blocks” facilitates an easier

examination of the acting physical phenomena and serves as a sanity check to ensure all
component behavior is within the laws of nature. As the “building blocks” are combined
to produce increasingly complex systems, simplifying assumptions can be applied to
reduce the complex system to a previously known result.

Combination of the

independent subsystems not only provides a view into the dynamics of the overall AGB
system, but serves as a metaphorical measuring stick during the behavioral scaling
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process. In subsequent sections, descriptions of the smaller “building blocks” employed
in the overall AGB system are provided along with the corresponding Simulink models
and generated results.
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CHAPTER 4: MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
4.1

SIMPLE TRANSLATIONAL OSCILLATOR
Before delving into the dynamics of rotational systems, examination of a standard

translational mass-spring-damper (MSD) system, illustrated in Figure 4.1.1, will serve as
the first physical foundation in understanding the behavior of second order systems.
Typical MSD systems are composed of a mass 𝑚𝑚 connected to a spring-like mechanism

of negligible inertia which is attached on the opposite end to an immovable ground.

Because the ground is immovable, the mass’ relative position to its point of equilibrium
𝑥𝑥 as well as its subsequent velocity 𝑥𝑥̇ act as the state variables of the system. The
system’s linear, second order differential equation of motion is given by,

𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥̈ + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡),

Eq. 4.1.1

where 𝑘𝑘 is the spring’s natural restorative force, 𝑏𝑏 is the damping force associated with
energy loss, and 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) represents all other forces acting on the system (natural or forced)
[42].
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Figure 4.1.1: Typical Mass-Spring-Damper System

Conversion to a form applicable in the MATLAB/SimulinkTM environment is
performed for the MSD system of Eq. 4.1.1 as a guide to be followed for any succeeding
system regardless of the inherent complexity. Before model construction can begin, the
governing equation(s) of motion, in this case Eq. 4.1.1, must be solved for the highest
order differential term,

𝑥𝑥̈ =

𝐹𝐹
𝑏𝑏
𝑘𝑘
− 𝑥𝑥̇ − 𝑥𝑥.
𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

Eq. 4.1.2

Simulink is a convenient, graphical user interface (GUI) environment designed to
provide a library of predesigned blocks capable of performing a multitude of functions
ranging from multiplication, division, integration, compare/contrast, etc.

Simply by

selecting the appropriate blocks from the Simulink library browser and dragging into the
model workspace, any type of equation including rhetoric can be created [43]. Following
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the prescribed drag and drop process, the Simulink model representative of Eq. 4.1.2 is
pictured in Figure 4.1.2.

Figure 4.1.2: MATLAB/Simulink Model of MSD System

The beauty of employing a Simulink model lies in the user’s innate ability to
quickly and easily change the input parameters, perform trade studies, and obtain
viewable results. In the case of the MSD system, Figure 4.1.3 provides the graphical
representations of the mass’ relative position, velocity, and acceleration versus time for
the input parameters listed in the Function Block Parameters. Extending the application
to the task at hand, Simulink functions as a vehicle allowing the input parameters of the
AGB system to be continuously modified while generating performance plots for the
system’s state variables.
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Figure 4.1.3: MATLAB/Simulink Input and Results for MSD

4.2

TRANSLATIONAL SYSTEMS
Coupled oscillating, translational systems are composed of two or more individual

MSD systems linked together such that the behavior of the system conforms to that of
Newton’s laws. In determining the response of a multiple MSD model, the “nearest
neighbor” approach suggests each mass is influenced by only its nearest neighbor.
Therefore, mass 𝑚𝑚2 , in Figure 4.2.1, is only influenced by the two nearest masses, 𝑚𝑚1
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and 𝑚𝑚3 coupled together via each of the mass’ particular stiffness 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 and damping 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
values.

Figure 4.2.1: Coupled MSD System Driven by Two Distinct Forces

The system portrayed in Figure 4.2.1 is driven by two distinct forces, 𝐹𝐹1 acting on

mass 𝑚𝑚1 and likewise 𝑚𝑚2 is influenced by 𝐹𝐹2 . Applying Newton’s second law and
summing the forces, the system’s equations of motion are given by,

𝑚𝑚1 𝑥𝑥̈ 1 + (𝑏𝑏1 + 𝑏𝑏2 )𝑥𝑥̇ 1 + (𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2 )𝑥𝑥1 − 𝑘𝑘2 𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑏𝑏2 𝑥𝑥̇ 2 = 𝐹𝐹1 (𝑡𝑡),

Eq. 4.2.1

𝑚𝑚3 𝑥𝑥̈ 3 + (𝑏𝑏3 + 𝑏𝑏4 )𝑥𝑥̇ 3 + (𝑘𝑘3 + 𝑘𝑘4 )𝑥𝑥3 − 𝑏𝑏3 𝑥𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑏𝑏4 𝑥𝑥̇ 4 − 𝑘𝑘3 𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑘𝑘4 𝑥𝑥4 = 0,

Eq. 4.2.3

𝑚𝑚2 𝑥𝑥̈ 2 + (𝑏𝑏2 + 𝑏𝑏3 )𝑥𝑥̇ 2 + (𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3 )𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑏𝑏2 𝑥𝑥̇ 1 − 𝑏𝑏3 𝑥𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑘𝑘2 𝑥𝑥1 − 𝑘𝑘3 𝑥𝑥3 = 0,

Eq. 4.2.2

𝑚𝑚4 𝑥𝑥̈ 4 + (𝑏𝑏4 + 𝑏𝑏5 )𝑥𝑥̇ 4 + (𝑘𝑘4 + 𝑘𝑘5 )𝑥𝑥4 − 𝑘𝑘4 𝑥𝑥3 − 𝑏𝑏4 𝑥𝑥̇ 3 = −𝐹𝐹2 (𝑡𝑡).

Eq. 4.2.4

Incorporating additional masses into Figure 4.2.1 is a straightforward process
requiring the further application of Newton’s second law. As the complexity of the
system of coupled differential equations is continually increased, the ease of obtaining an
analytical solution becomes exponentially difficult and most likely requires a numerical
solution [40, 42]. Solutions of the system in Figure 4.2.1 are not provided as the AGB
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system of interest is characteristically rotational rather than translational. Exploring the
coupled system of translational oscillators serves as an example to provide insights into
the physical phenomena of coupled systems as translational components are more
familiar than the equivalent rotational even though the mathematical behavior is similar.
Determination of the normal mode frequencies of the coupled oscillators is of
utmost importance as to ensure the system does not operate at a resonance leading to
possible detrimental behavior. However, how many normal modes characterize a system
and what are some techniques used in the calculation process? John and Daniel Bernoulli
conducted the first analysis of the dynamics of interconnected masses and concluded that
a system of 𝑁𝑁 masses has exactly 𝑁𝑁 independent normal modes of vibration. Extending
his observations, Daniel Bernoulli in 1753, determined that the motion of a vibrating
system is inherently described by the superposition of its normal modes.

The first

algorithm devised to calculate the normal modes of a torsional system was the
computationally intensive Holzer’s method.

Another technique frequently applied

involves determining the Fourier series of the system since the principle of superposition
is merely a special case of the Fourier series. Later in ensuing sections, a deeper analysis
of the AGB system normal modes via the Fourier series will be explored [44, 45].

4.3

SIMPLE ROTATIONAL OSCILLATOR
Before attempting to create a torsional model of the AGB system, smaller

rotational systems are first explored to establish a physical and mathematical foundation.
The fundamental rotational element is the simple rotational oscillator (SRO), pictured in
Figure 4.3.1. Composed of a disc with inertia 𝐽𝐽, attached to a fixed plate by a shaft with
negligible inertia, and acted upon by a torque 𝜏𝜏 the SRO is also subject to other forces
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including the damping/energy loss 𝐵𝐵 and the shaft’s natural restorative force/stiffness 𝐾𝐾
[46].

Figure 4.3.1: Simple Rotational Oscillator

As previously mentioned in Section 4.1, the fixed nature of the disc requires the
state variables be given by the disc’s relative position 𝜃𝜃 and the angular velocity 𝜔𝜔 = 𝜃𝜃̇.

The system’s equation of motion is given by,

𝐽𝐽𝜃𝜃̈ + 𝐵𝐵𝜃𝜃̇ + 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = 𝜏𝜏(𝑡𝑡).

Eq. 4.3.1

The solution to Eq. 4.3.1 is mathematically identical to the simple translational
oscillator of Eq. 4.1.1 except for the nomenclature of input parameters and state
variables. To ease the transition between translational and rotational systems, Table 4.3.1
provides a direct comparison of the two systems.
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Table 4.3.1: Translational versus Rotational Parameters and Variables
Translational
x (Linear Displacement)
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑥𝑥̇ (Linear Velocity)
𝑎𝑎 = 𝑥𝑥̈ = 𝑣𝑣̇ (Linear Acceleration)
m (Mass)
k (Spring Stiffness)
b (Resistive Coefficient)

Rotational
θ (Angular Displacement)
𝜔𝜔 = 𝜃𝜃̇ (Angular Velocity)
𝛼𝛼 = 𝜃𝜃̈ = 𝜔𝜔̇ (Angular Acceleration)
J (Moment of Inertia)
K (Shaft Stiffness)
B (Resistive Coefficient)

Solution of Eq. 4.3.1 yields important system characteristics, given by Eq. 4.3.2,

𝐾𝐾
𝐵𝐵
𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 = � , 𝛾𝛾 = , Ω2 = (𝛾𝛾 2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜2 ),
𝐽𝐽
2𝐽𝐽

where 𝜔𝜔0 is the natural frequency and 𝛾𝛾 the damping constant.

Eq. 4.3.2

A combinatory

expression of 𝜔𝜔0 and 𝛾𝛾 produces the quantity 𝛺𝛺 employed to determine whether the

system is under-damped (𝛾𝛾 < 𝜔𝜔0 ), over-damped (𝛾𝛾 > 𝜔𝜔0 ), or critically damped

(𝛾𝛾 = 𝜔𝜔0 ). As the solutions to Eq. 4.3.1 are already well established in literature [40],
further investigation will not be performed.

4.4

TWO-BODY COUPLED SYSTEM: DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

4.4.1 EFFECTS OF TORSIONAL DAMPING
Most analyses of torsional dynamics take into account the restorative torque of the
shaft and frictional losses due to the system’s interaction with the environment (Section
4.4.2). However, there are also energy losses due to the twisting of the shaft that need to
be incorporated into the model. These torsional losses are the subject of this section.
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To study the effects of torsional damping, a system of two inertial bodies,
subjected to applied/load torques 𝜏𝜏1 and 𝜏𝜏2 , connected by a shaft, as shown in Figure

4.4.1, with equations of motion given by Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2 will be examined. The
torsional energy loss coefficient representing the twisting of a shaft is represented by the
term 𝐶𝐶 and should not be confused with the shafts natural restorative torque represented
by 𝐾𝐾.

Figure 4.4.1: A Two-Body Rotational System

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝐵𝐵𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐶𝐶 (𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝐾𝐾 (𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2 ) = 𝜏𝜏1

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝐵𝐵𝜔𝜔2 − 𝐶𝐶 (𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝐾𝐾(𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2 ) = 𝜏𝜏2

Eq. 4.4.1
Eq. 4.4.2

Unlike the SRO of Figure 4.3.1, the governing equations of motion, Eq. 4.4.1 and
Eq. 4.4.2, must account for the effects of the nearest neighbor along with the ability to
spin freely as the system is no longer connected to ground. Comprehension of the
characteristics of the system’s governing equations will involve an analysis of the system
solutions. Also note, the equations of motion, Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2, are written as a set
of first order differential equations by substituting 𝜃𝜃̈ = 𝜔𝜔̇ . Treating Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq.
4.4.2 as a linear system and performing addition/subtraction results in the set of coupled
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equations, Eq. 4.4.3 and Eq. 4.4.4, where 𝜔𝜔̇ + = 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 and 𝜔𝜔̇ − = 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 − 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 when
𝐽𝐽1 = 𝐽𝐽2 ;

𝐽𝐽𝜔𝜔̇ + + 𝐵𝐵𝜔𝜔+ = 𝜏𝜏1 + 𝜏𝜏2 ,

𝐽𝐽𝜔𝜔̇ − + (𝐵𝐵 + 2𝐶𝐶 )𝜔𝜔− + 2𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾_ = 𝜏𝜏1 − 𝜏𝜏2 .

Eq. 4.4.3
Eq. 4.4.4

Note the following analysis is a special case scenario aimed at understanding the
underlying physics of the system of interest, not meant to be a proof for the general
situation.
If the torques are expressed as elementary time dependent functions, employing
the integration factor technique, and dummy variable 𝜏𝜏 yields the solution of Eq. 4.4.3 in
the form provided by,

𝜔𝜔+ (𝑡𝑡) =

𝑒𝑒

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑡𝑡
−
𝐽𝐽

𝐽𝐽

� 𝑒𝑒
0

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽

[𝜏𝜏1 (𝜏𝜏) + 𝜏𝜏2 (𝜏𝜏)]𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝜔𝜔+(𝑡𝑡)|𝑡𝑡=0 .

Eq. 4.4.5

Comparing Eq. 4.4.4 to Eq. 4.3.1 of the SRO, the following differences result in a
shift of the natural frequency and damping parameters,

𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 = �

𝐾𝐾
2𝐾𝐾
𝐵𝐵
𝐵𝐵 + 2𝐶𝐶
⟶ � , 𝛾𝛾 =
⟶
.
𝐽𝐽
𝐽𝐽
2𝐽𝐽
2𝐽𝐽

Eq. 4.4.6

Due to the addition of torsional losses, both the natural frequency and system damping
are increased. Whether the system is under-damped, over-damped, or critically damped is
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based on the value of 𝛺𝛺 calculated from the new values of 𝜔𝜔0 and 𝛾𝛾. Combining Eq.

4.4.5 with the already known solution of the SRO, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝜔𝜔̇ − = 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 − 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 [47], the
solutions of Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2 are given by,

𝜔𝜔1 =
𝜔𝜔2 =

𝜔𝜔+(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
,
2
𝜔𝜔+(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
.
2

Eq. 4.4.7
Eq. 4.4.8

After substituting the solution of Eq. 4.4.5 and setting both 𝜏𝜏2 = 0 and 𝜏𝜏1 = 𝜏𝜏0 𝜏𝜏(𝑡𝑡)

where 𝜏𝜏(𝑡𝑡) is a unit step function and 𝜏𝜏0 is the corresponding magnitude, Eq. 4.4.7 and
Eq. 4.4.8 become,

𝜔𝜔1 =
𝜔𝜔2 =

𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜 �1 − 𝑒𝑒
2𝐵𝐵

𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜 �1 − 𝑒𝑒
2𝐵𝐵

−

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽 �

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
−
𝐽𝐽 �

+

𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒 −𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 𝛾𝛾 2 + Ω2
�
� 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠Ωt,
Ω
2𝐽𝐽𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜2

Eq. 4.4.9

−

𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒 −𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 𝛾𝛾 2 + Ω2
�
� 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠Ωt.
Ω
2𝐽𝐽𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜2

Eq. 4.4.10

Examining Eq. 4.4.9 and Eq. 4.4.10, it is seen that the first term of each equation
is the steady state solution while the second term corresponds to the transient behavior.
Therefore, as 𝑡𝑡 → ∞, the solutions of 𝜔𝜔1 and 𝜔𝜔2 both converge to the value of 𝜏𝜏0 /2𝐵𝐵

indicating only the viscous losses affect the final angular velocity. However, torsional
shaft losses are present during the transient dynamics [45]. The physical validity of this
conclusion is upheld by examining the angular velocity difference terms of the original
system equations, Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2. As the shaft begins to spin, a difference in
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angular velocity will exist between the two inertias. As time progresses to steady state,
both inertias will rotate at the same angular velocity thus rendering the absolute value of
the angular velocity difference |𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 | equal to zero.

Multiplied directly by the torsional loss coefficient 𝐶𝐶, a zero value of absolute

angular velocity difference ensures that only the viscous losses are present at steady state
while the torsional losses only appear during the transient period [46]. Once again, this
derived conclusion is a special case assumed as an attempt to easily understand the
system level dynamics. Even so, this conclusion makes physical sense after performing
angular velocity difference analysis of Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2.
To further examine the effects of including torsional damping, the system of
Figure 4.4.1 is re-examined with 𝐽𝐽1 ≠ 𝐽𝐽2 and with both torques set equal to zero.

Assuming the solution forms of Eq. 4.4.11 and Eq. 4.4.12 where 𝜃𝜃�𝑖𝑖 represents the initial

conditions of the respective variables, substituting them into Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2, and
cancelling common 𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 terms yields a matrix of governing system equations given by Eq.
4.4.13.

𝜃𝜃1 = 𝜃𝜃�1 𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ,

�

𝐽𝐽1 𝑠𝑠 2 + (𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶 )𝑠𝑠 + 𝐾𝐾
−(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐾𝐾)

𝜃𝜃2 = 𝜃𝜃�2 𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ,

𝜃𝜃�1
−(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐾𝐾)
0
�
�
� = � �.
0
𝐽𝐽2 𝑠𝑠 2 + (𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶 )𝑠𝑠 + 𝐾𝐾 𝜃𝜃�2

Eq. 4.4.11
Eq. 4.4.12
Eq. 4.4.13

The determinant of the 2x2 matrix in Eq. 4.4.13 is equal to zero as long as 𝜃𝜃�1 and

𝜃𝜃�2 are not equal to zero. The resulting characteristic equation is given by,
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𝐽𝐽1 𝐽𝐽2 𝑠𝑠 4 + [𝐽𝐽1 (𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶) + 𝐽𝐽2 (𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶)]𝑠𝑠 3 + [𝐽𝐽1 𝐾𝐾 + 𝐽𝐽2 𝐾𝐾 + 𝐵𝐵 2 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵]𝑠𝑠 2 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 0.

Eq. 4.4.14

The characteristic equation is fourth order in 𝑠𝑠 and therefore has four

corresponding roots. One root, named the zeroth root, pertains to a root value equal to
zero representative of the given system as a rigid body.
Determination of the fourth order roots is a cumbersome process made much
easier by simply letting 𝐵𝐵 = 𝐶𝐶 = 0 and then solving for the roots of the resulting

equation. The system’s natural frequency given by,

(𝐽𝐽1 + 𝐽𝐽2 )𝐾𝐾
𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 = �
,
𝐽𝐽1 𝐽𝐽2

Eq. 4.4.15

corresponds to that of a SRO of Eq. 4.4.6 and is only a function of inertia and shaft
stiffness [41]. Re-visiting the special case condition of 𝐽𝐽1 = 𝐽𝐽2 , the natural frequency of
the system simplifies to match exactly that given earlier in Eq. 4.4.6. The usefulness of
Eq. 4.4.15 will be seen in the provided explanation below.
Theoretically, torsional damping coefficients are often calculated by Rayleigh
damping models that assume 𝐶𝐶 is a complicated function of the system’s inertia and

stiffness values [48]. However, it has been found that with increasing size and number of
nodes, the involvement of inertia values in calculating the torsional damping coefficient
decreases resulting in a relationship where the torsional damping coefficient is primarily
proportional to the shaft stiffness. Even under this assumption, the full calculation for 𝐶𝐶

is still somewhat cumbersome. Fortunately, determination of 𝐶𝐶 via the relationship of
Eq. 4.4.15 is possible due to its simplicity and the fact that stiffness and inertias are
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readily measured quantities. Though some scientists in the field question the reliability
of Rayleigh damping, it will be used hereafter as it allows the modeling process to have
continuity.
In order to arrive at a simplified expression for 𝐶𝐶, note that the Rayleigh torsional

damping coefficient for a shaft with a large number of nodes n is given by Eq. 4.4.16
where σ is a material constant of the shaft [45],

𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 =

𝜎𝜎𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛
.
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛

Eq. 4.4.16

However, as stated above, solving for 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 proves to be a complicated iterative

process as it is a function of the natural frequency 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 which is initially unknown before

the system of equations is solved. Conversely, the solution of the system of equation
requires the known value of 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 to calculate the natural frequency 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 [48, 49].

To alleviate this concern, 𝐶𝐶 can be estimated by using only the natural frequency

of the nearest gear pair. By the substitution of Eq. 4.4.15 into Eq. 4.4.16, the following

result is produced strictly based on the known values of inertia, shaft stiffness, and the
aforementioned material constant,

(𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛1 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛2 )𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛
𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 = 𝜎𝜎�
.
𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛1 + 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛2

Eq. 4.4.17

In the case the AGB system, a value of 𝜎𝜎 ≈ 0.035 is standard for components composed
of stainless steel.
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Often the effects of 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 are not captured in torsional system models as it is

generally accepted that the discrepancies in results are approximately 2-3%. However,
the torsional damping coefficient is included in the AGB system model not only for the
sake of academic completeness but also as a point of future consideration to develop a
more robust torsional damping model especially when power and energy considerations
must be taken into account [45].
4.4.2 FRICTIONAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT
Rotating shafts are usually supported by bearings aimed at aiding motion while
minimizing the effect of friction. As with any other object interacting with a rotating
component, bearings cause energy losses attributed to effects of damping.

Bearing

damping and frictional damping in general differs from torsional damping in two
respects. First, the bearing damping coefficient of oil lubricated assemblies can be easily
measured or calculated. Second, bearing damping is a function of angular velocity not
the difference between adjacent angular velocities [46, 50],

𝐵𝐵 =

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓
.
𝜔𝜔

Eq. 4.4.18

If the frictional torque is not provided from measurements, it can be calculated from the
expression,

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 4𝜋𝜋 2

𝑟𝑟 3 𝑙𝑙
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇,
𝑑𝑑
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Eq. 4.4.19

where 𝑟𝑟 is the bearing radius, 𝑑𝑑 the film thickness, 𝑙𝑙 the length of the bearing, and 𝜇𝜇 is
the absolute viscosity [51, 52].

Bearing and torsional damping are not the only forms of viscous damping present
in the AGB system. Internal damping 𝛽𝛽 within the accessory components themselves is

also present, but often it is difficult to determine these values without experimental data.
When experimental data is not available, the calculation of bearing damping in the AGB
system can be found from Eq. 4.4.18 and Eq. 4.4.19 whereas the internal damping values
are left variable to be utilized as a calibration mechanism. Further explanation of the
topic and technique is contained in later sections.

4.5

A GROUNDED RIGID TWO-BODY GEAR PAIR
A first look into the dynamic interaction of a gear pair in mesh is performed by

deriving the governing equations of motion for Figure 4.5.1 given in Eq. 4.5.1 and Eq.
4.5.2. In Figure 4.5.1, the gears of inertia 𝐽𝐽1 and 𝐽𝐽2 with respective radius 𝑟𝑟1 and 𝑟𝑟2 are
each connected to shafts with negligible inertias and torsional damping but possess
corresponding stiffness values 𝐾𝐾1 and 𝐾𝐾2 . Viscous damping acts on the shafts via the
bearings and is designated by the terms 𝐵𝐵1 and 𝐵𝐵2 .

Figure 4.5.1: Grounded Rigid Two-Body Gear Pair Coupled Rotational System
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𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐾𝐾1 𝜃𝜃1 + 𝑟𝑟1 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡)

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝐵𝐵2 𝜔𝜔2 + 𝐾𝐾2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑟𝑟2 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡)

Eq. 4.5.1
Eq. 4.5.2

The gears themselves are not free to rotate as the connecting shafts are grounded
on the opposite ends to immovable surfaces in a manner similar to the case of the SRO.
In response to an applied torque, the corresponding shaft will twist resulting in an angle
difference between the ends of the shaft. As a shaft twists, the attached gear rotates and
meshes with its corresponding mate causing the transfer of rotational motion through the
mating gear into its attached shaft. Transfer of rotational motion via the dynamic gear
interaction produces an angle difference in the other connecting shaft. When a torque is
applied to the system, the gears will mesh in an oscillatory pattern until the damping
force overcomes the driving inputs causing the system to settle back to equilibrium.
Introduced in Eq. 4.5.1 and Eq. 4.5.2, a new term, the contact force 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 captures the

dynamics of the gear pair while in mesh. When multiplied by the radius of the gear, the

contact force on each tooth face becomes a contact torque. Theoretically barring any
discontinuities, misalignments, surface wear, etc., the contact force acting on the two
gears in mesh is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. However, if the teeth of
the two gears are not in contact with one another, the value of the contact force is zero.
Determining the actual magnitude of the contact force is a tedious, complex process
requiring the implementation of many contact conditions and models. More on this
subject will be detailed in subsequent sections [24, 25].
A simpler way to solve Eq. 4.5.1 and Eq. 4.5.2 without actually having to
determine the magnitude of the contact force is to assume the gears function ideally as
completely rigid structures where the gear teeth mesh perfectly. Operating under these
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ideal conditions, the contact forces on the gears in Figure 4.5.1 are equal in magnitude
and opposite in direction. Therefore, either Eq. 4.5.1 or Eq. 4.5.2 can be solved for 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐

and substituted into the remaining equation. Because the contact force relates Eq. 4.5.1
and Eq. 4.5.2, the equations themselves are not independent. The behavior of the two
gears is related directly to the gear ratio 𝑁𝑁 [50],
𝑁𝑁 =

𝜃𝜃1
𝜔𝜔1
𝑟𝑟2
=
= .
𝜃𝜃2
𝜔𝜔2
𝑟𝑟1

Eq. 4.5.3

Solving Eq. 4.5.1 for 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 yields Eq. 4.5.4 that when substituted in to Eq. 4.5.2

along with Eq. 4.5.3 results in Eq. 4.5.5 describing the behavior of the gear with
inertia 𝐽𝐽2 ;
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 =

𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 − 𝐵𝐵1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝐾𝐾1 𝜃𝜃1
,
𝑟𝑟1

(𝐽𝐽2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐽𝐽1 )𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + (𝐵𝐵2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐵𝐵1 )𝜔𝜔2 + (𝐾𝐾2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐾𝐾1 )𝜃𝜃2 = 𝑁𝑁𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡).

Eq. 4.5.4
Eq. 4.5.5

Simplifying Eq. 4.5.4 and Eq. 4.5.5 yields,

𝐽𝐽2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = (𝐽𝐽2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐽𝐽1 ),

Eq. 4.5.6

𝐾𝐾2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = (𝐾𝐾2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐾𝐾1 ),

Eq. 4.5.8

𝐵𝐵2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = (𝐵𝐵2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐵𝐵1 ),

Eq. 4.5.7

𝐽𝐽2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝐵𝐵2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜔𝜔2 + 𝐾𝐾2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜃𝜃2 = 𝑁𝑁𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡),

Eq. 4.5.9

𝜃𝜃1 = 𝑁𝑁𝜃𝜃2 ,

𝜔𝜔1 = 𝑁𝑁𝜔𝜔2 .
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Eq. 4.5.10

Mathematically, Eq. 4.5.9 is identical to the solution of Eq. 4.3.1 except for the
additional term 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡) on the right hand side. Consequently, all analysis performed on the
SRO holds true and is applicable to the analysis of the system of Figure 4.5.1.
Construction of Eq. 4.5.6 - Eq. 4.5.10 in the Simulink environment following the
aforementioned techniques of Section 4.1 is performed as part of the “building block”
approach to obtain numerical results of the two gears’ dynamic behavior. Using the nondimensional values of Table 4.5.1 as input parameters, Figure 4.5.2 captures the behavior
of the pinion gear with inertia 𝐽𝐽1 and the driven gear with inertia 𝐽𝐽2 .
Table 4.5.1: Input Parameters for Rigid Two Body Gear Pair
Input Parameters for Rigid Two Body Gear Pair
Moment of Inertia, J2eq
(in-lbf-s2)
10
Shaft Stiffness, K2eq
(in-lbf/rad)
1440
Damping, B2eq
(in-lbf-s)
60
1000
Input Torque, τ1
(in-lbf)
0
Input Torque, τ2
(in-lbf)
Gear Ratio, N
3
Initial Position, θ0
(rad)
1
Initial Angular velocity, ω0 (rad/s)
10

Notice in Figure 4.5.2 the reactions of the gears are absolutely identical except the
magnitude of the driven gear is multiplied by the gear ratio. Both sets of plots in Figure
4.5.2 are shown in a positive orientation for the ease of visibility, but in actuality, the
driven gear rotates in the opposite direction of the pinion gear. A true visualization of the
driven gear performance would require the analogous plots to be rotated about the x-axis.
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Figure 4.5.2: Results - Grounded Rigid Two-Body Gear Pair with a Gear Ratio of 3

4.6

A FOUR-BODY RIGID TWO-GEAR SYSTEM
Joining together the analysis of Sections 4.4 and 4.5, a new system, pictured in

Figure 4.6.1, consisting of two, two-body rotational systems is developed. On each twobody rotational system, one of the inertias, represented by J2 or J3 , is a gear that interacts

with its corresponding mate of the other two-body rotational system. The end masses, J1

and J4 , represent gear accessories capable of subjecting the system to applied/load

torques. Energy losses to the system occur through viscous damping B and torsional

damping C while concurrently restorative forces K act within the shaft. In this system,

the inertias are free to rotate as they are no longer connected to an immovable ground.
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Figure 4.6.1: A Four-Body Rigid Two-Gear System

The derived equations of motion for the system in Figure 4.6.1 are given by Eq. 4.6.1 –
Eq. 4.6.4;

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐶𝐶12 (𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝐾𝐾12 (𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2 ) = 𝜏𝜏1 ,

Eq. 4.6.1

𝐽𝐽3 𝜔𝜔̇ 3 + 𝐵𝐵3 𝜔𝜔3 + 𝐶𝐶34 (𝜔𝜔3 − 𝜔𝜔4 ) + 𝐾𝐾34 (𝜃𝜃3 − 𝜃𝜃4 ) = 𝑟𝑟3 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 ,

Eq. 4.6.3

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝐵𝐵2 𝜔𝜔2 − 𝐶𝐶12 (𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝐾𝐾12 (𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2 ) = −𝑟𝑟2 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 ,

Eq. 4.6.2

𝐽𝐽4 𝜔𝜔̇ 4 + 𝐵𝐵4 𝜔𝜔4 − 𝐶𝐶34 (𝜔𝜔3 − 𝜔𝜔4 ) − 𝐾𝐾34 (𝜃𝜃3 − 𝜃𝜃4 ) = 𝜏𝜏2 .

Eq. 4.6.4

Once again, the gears are assumed to be perfectly ideal. Following the process
outlined in Section 4.5, elimination of the contact force and application of the gear ratio
results in the new governing equations Eq. 4.6.5 – Eq. 4.6.8;

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐶𝐶12 (𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝐾𝐾12 (𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2 ) = 𝜏𝜏1 ,

(𝐽𝐽2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐽𝐽3 )𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + (𝐵𝐵2 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐵𝐵3 )𝜔𝜔2 + (𝐶𝐶12 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐶𝐶34 )𝜔𝜔2
+ (𝐾𝐾12 + 𝑁𝑁 2 𝐾𝐾34 )𝜃𝜃2 − 𝐶𝐶12 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝐾𝐾12 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶34 𝜔𝜔4
− 𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾34 𝜃𝜃4 = 0,
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Eq. 4.6.5

Eq. 4.6.6

𝜃𝜃3 = 𝑁𝑁𝜃𝜃2 ,

𝐽𝐽4 𝜔𝜔̇ 4 + 𝐵𝐵4 𝜔𝜔4 − 𝐶𝐶34 (𝑁𝑁𝜔𝜔2 − 𝜔𝜔4 ) − 𝐾𝐾34 (𝑁𝑁𝜃𝜃2 − 𝜃𝜃4 ) = 𝜏𝜏2 .

Eq. 4.6.7
Eq. 4.6.8

Construction of a Simulink model to obtain the numerical solutions of Eq. 4.6.5 –
Eq. 4.6.8, pictured in Figure 4.6.2, is yet another “building block” in the process of
developing the AGB system model.

Figure 4.6.2: Simulink Model for the Four-Body Rigid Two-Gear System

Comparing the Simulink models of the simple harmonic oscillator, Figure 4.1.2,
and the four-body rigid two-gear system, Figure 4.6.2, clearly illustrates the dramatic
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increase of difficulty when additional inertial bodies are added to the system. Based on
this trend, the Simulink model of the final AGB system will be geometrically more
complex, requiring many subsystems and an efficient system of signal routing.
Subject to the listed input parameters of Table 4.6.1 and zero initial conditions,
the response of the four-body rigid two-gear system is calculated by the numerical
solvers of the Simulink model. Examining the angular velocities of each component
within the system, pictured in Figure 4.6.3, several conclusions can be drawn about
component performance based on location and operational parameters:

•
•
•

The steady state angular velocities for 𝐽𝐽1 and 𝐽𝐽2 are equal.

The steady state angular velocities for 𝐽𝐽3 and 𝐽𝐽4 are equal.

The ratio of steady state angular velocities between 𝐽𝐽1 /𝐽𝐽2 and 𝐽𝐽3 /𝐽𝐽4 are exactly
equal to the specified gear ratio.

•

The direction of motion is opposite for the pinion and driven gears.

•

Only the viscous damping term affects the steady state angular velocities.

The conclusions above are completely in line with intuition and previously discussed
results in earlier sections.
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Table 4.6.1: Input Parameters for the Four-Body Rigid Two-Gear System
Four-Body Rigid Two-Gear System
Moment of
Viscous Damping Shaft Stiffness
Torsional Damping
2
Inertia (in-lbf-s )
(in-lbf-s)
(in-lbf/rad)
(in-lbf-s)
J1
100
B1
50
K12
600
C12
10
J2
100
B2
50
K34
600
C34
10
J3
100
B3
50
Input Torques (in-lbf)
Gear Ratio
J4
100
B4
50
N
5
τ1 = 1000
τ2 = 0

Figure 4.6.3: Angular Velocities of the Four-Body Rigid Two-Gear System
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CHAPTER 5: BACKLASH IN GEARS
5.1

GEAR DYNAMICS
In the preceding analysis, gears were treated as rigid and perfectly meshing

structures resulting in relatively ideal dynamic behavior.

However, the dynamic

interaction of gears is far from ideal. Gears are subject to manufacturing flaws, surface
deformations, and fatigue loading capable of introducing a multitude of errors including
[53]:
•

Backlash: the resulting play between mating gear teeth caused by manufacturing
defects, loose connections, tooth thinning, or a change in the center difference
between the gears in contact. A source of discontinuities and impact effects, the
resultant products of backlash are primarily prevalent during non-continuous
movements accompanied by reversals of rotational motion. However, a finite
amount of backlash must be incorporated into almost all geared configurations. If
not enough backlash clearance is available, interference between the meshing gear
teeth occurs resulting in less efficient load transmission.

Nevertheless, if a

surplus of backlash clearance is supplied, the mating gear teeth will mesh at a rate
less than the prescribed contact ratio. Resultant infrequent, irregular contact is
accompanied by increased energy loss due to amplified vibrational behavior [14,
53, 54].
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•

Transmission Error: the discrepancy between a gear tooth’s perfectly
concentric, theoretical position and the tooth’s actual physical location. Caused
by surface deformations due to load torques and manufacturing errors,
transmission error is usually a small, measurable quantity.

Minimization of

transmission error is of chief concern as transmission error is the leading cause of
acoustic emissions [33, 55, 56].
•

Mesh Quality: best described as how well the mating gear teeth fit together
during operational procedures. During contact, the meshing teeth displace the
surrounding lubricant oil resulting in frictional forces at the point of impact. Due
to friction, the power entering the system is subject to losses before it is extracted.
This discrepancy between the amount of power input and output is known as the
mesh losses and corresponds directly to a decrease in mesh quality [14, 53]. A
change in mesh quality may in turn alter the gear’s contact ratio and
consequentially affect the value of the gear mesh stiffness.

•

Gear Misalignment: occurs when the gear teeth do not mesh evenly across the
pitch line. Generally, misalignment enters the gearing system by uneven wear on
the supporting bearings. However, designers assume that all misalignment is
caused by manufacturing errors and do not incorporate bearing wear into design
considerations. If gear misalignment takes place because of noticeable bearing
wear, gear failure is likely to occur as gear failure usually accompanies bearing
failure and vice versa. Therefore, the problem presented in the face of a breakage
is to determine whether the bearings failed first leading to a gear failure or if a
gear failure resulted in bearing wear [14, 53].
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Because backlash effects are common and can be detrimental in geared systems, it
is the only type of error that will be included in the forthcoming analysis. Furthermore,
analysis of the other processes, beyond a theoretical approach, requires extensive
manufacturing data not readily available. The inclusion of transmission error, mesh
quality, and gear misalignment to the constructed models provide opportunities for future
work and development.

5.2

DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF GEARS SUBJECT TO BACKLASH
The single degree-of-freedom gear pair, pictured in Figure 5.2.1, will provide the

basis to understand the effects of backlash on the gear pair’s dynamic behavior. The
dynamics will be assumed to be dependent only on the inertia and interaction of the
meshing gear teeth.

Figure 5.2.1: Single Degree-of-Freedom Gear Pair
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5.2.1 LINEAR IMPACT PAIR WITH BACKLASH
The relationship between the meshing gear teeth can be approximated by the
linear “impact pair” theory formulated by Kobrinskii [16] and further developed by
Dubowsky and Freudenstein [18, 19]. Illustrated in Figure 5.2.2, the impact pair is
composed of two masses separated on either side by a backlash clearance distance.
When in contact with one another, the masses are enacted upon by a specified value of
stiffness and damping. Definitions of the various input parameters of Figure 5.2.2 are
listed in Table 5.2.1. Variable constraints for the impact pair are given by,

|𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 | ≥ 𝑐𝑐,

Eq. 5.2.1

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ,

Eq. 5.2.3

𝛿𝛿 = |𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 | − 𝑐𝑐,

Eq. 5.2.2

where 𝛿𝛿 is the penetration distance. Not pictured in Figure 5.2.2, δ has an associated
value of zero when the masses are not in contact.

Figure 5.2.2: Model of Linear Impact Pair
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Table 5.2.1: Linear Impact Pair Backlash Definitions Corresponding to Figure 5.2.2
Linear Impact Pair Backlash Definitions
Parameter Definition
mD
Mass of the driver
mL
Mass of the load
Respective displacements of the masses from a
xD, xL
fixed arbitrary point
Bi
Impact damping coefficient
Ki
Impact elastic/restorative response
c
Backlash clearance distance
FD, FL
Respective external forces acting on the masses

Dynamic behavior of the impact pair depends on the whether or not the driver and
load masses are in contact with one another. In the case of meshing gear teeth, contact
can occur on either side of the pinion gear tooth when the constraint of Eq. 5.2.1 is met
such that penetration distance 𝛿𝛿 between the two masses is given by Eq. 5.2.2.

Principally, the penetration distance is a measure of how far the driver mass penetrates
either side of the load mass causing deformations possibly leading to load stress or highcycle fatigue failure.
Linked directly to the contact force 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 given by Eq. 5.2.3, the elastic 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 and

damping 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 components are a function of the penetration distance and its corresponding

derivative. If the masses are not in contact, hypothetically the value of interpenetration is

zero [24, 26].

Theoretically, backlash is a non-linear, discontinuous quantity that

produces a non-linear, discontinuous contact force. The relative displacement between
the interacting masses can be approximated via a piecewise linear approach
corresponding to the three different regimes of contact. If backlash is non-existent in an
encountered system such that the masses are in constant contact, the contact force
automatically assumes a linear form [35, 57].
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Examining the constraints of Eq. 5.2.1, the dynamics of the impact pair system
are divided into three different regions of operation (front-side contact, separation, and
back-side contact), each possessing a different set of governing equations of motion.

•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact

Front-side contact occurs on the right hand side of Figure 5.2.2 when 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 > 𝑐𝑐.

The resulting equations of motion of the driver and load masses are given by Eq.
5.2.4 and Eq. 5.2.5:

𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐷𝐷 + (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 ,
𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐿𝐿 − (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 .

•

Eq. 5.2.4
Eq. 5.2.5

Case 2: Separation

When |𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐, the driver and load masses are not in contact.

Thus the

separation between the two masses indicates the absence of a contact force and its
elastic and damping components.

Consequentially, the governing equations of

motion are strictly a function of inertia and applied force as listed in Eq. 5.2.6 and
Eq. 5.2.7:

𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 ,
𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐿𝐿 = 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 .
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Eq. 5.2.6
Eq. 5.2.7

•

Case 3: Back-Side Contact

Opposite of front-side contact, back-side contact occurs on the left hand side of
Figure 5.2.2 when 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿 < −𝑐𝑐.

Subsequently, the sign associated with the

contact force in Eq. 5.2.4 and Eq. 5.2.5 is reversed resulting in the equations of
motion given by Eq. 5.2.8 and Eq. 5.2.9:

𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐷𝐷 − (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 ,
𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝐿𝐿 + (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿 .

Eq. 5.2.8
Eq. 5.2.9

5.2.2 ROTATIONAL IMPACT PAIR WITH BACKLASH
As it stands, the linear impact pair theory is not readily applicable to rotary
systems. Transformation to a rotary impact pair moving in a circular path composed of a
driving mass representing a pinion gear tooth traveling between a load mass of two
driven gear teeth is required.

To account for rotational quantities such as angular

position, angular velocity, and acting torques, Yang and Sun [23] proposed a rotary
impact pair based on analogous gear geometry such as pitch radius, pitch angle, number
of teeth, etc.

However, conceptual extension of the transformation of translational

distance to rotational arc length is valid and produces resultant equations equivalent to
those obtained by Yang and Sun [24 - 26],

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 .
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Eq. 5.2.10

Rotational transformation for a geared system is valid due to the inherent nature
of involute gear pairs. During contact of two involute gear tooth profiles, the point of
contact will always be on a line tangential to both gear bases called the common normal
(line of action) as illustrated in Figure 5.2.1. If contact always occurs along the common
normal, this interaction corresponds directly to the aforementioned linear impact pair
model via Eq. 5.2.10 where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the distance traveled along the line of action, 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the
base radius of gear, and 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 is the angle of rotation.

Following the process of Section 5.2.1, the relationships of the linear impact pair

can be transformed to correspond to a rotational impact pair utilizing Figure 5.2.3 and the
definitions of the various input parameters listed in Table 5.2.2.

Figure 5.2.3: Geometry of Gear Pair used to Describe Rotational Impact Pair
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Table 5.2.2: Rotational Impact Pair Backlash Definitions
Rotational Impact Pair Backlash Definitions
Parameter
Definition
J1
Polar inertia of the pinion gear
J2
Polar inertia of the driven gear
Respective angular displacements of the gears from a
θ 1, θ 2
fixed arbitrary point
ω1 , ω2
Respective angular velocities of the gears
Bi
Impact damping coefficient
Ki
Impact elastic/restorative response
c
Backlash clearance distance
τ1, τ2
Respective external torques acting on the gears
rb1, rb2
Respective base gear radii
rp1, rp2
Respective pitch gear radii
C1, C2
Respective gear centers
Common Normal Tangential line between the gear base circles
Common Tangent Tangential line common to the two gear base circles
φ0
Angle between common normal and common tangent

As long as the backlash clearance is measured along the line of action, the
rotational equivalent contact restraint, the penetration distance, and contact torque are
given by,

|𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≥ 𝑐𝑐,

Eq. 5.2.11

𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 cos 𝜙𝜙0 .

Eq. 5.2.13

𝛿𝛿 = |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | − 𝑐𝑐,

Eq. 5.2.12

It is important to note that when two gear teeth mesh, each tooth experiences a contact
force acting along the line of action at an angle ϕ0 with respect to the common tangent.

In turn, the contact force acting over the radius of the gear produces a contact torque 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 ,

Eq. 5.2.13, composed of both elastic and damping components assuming the absence of
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friction. However, if the gear teeth reside in the separation regime without contact, the
attributed value of the interpenetration distance is equal to zero. From the geometry of
Figure 5.2.3, the gear pitch radius is related to the gear base radius and is employed to
obtain a relationship between the contact torque and the gear base radius,

𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 = 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 cos 𝜙𝜙0 ,

𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 = 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ).

Eq. 5.2.14
Eq. 5.2.15

Investigation of the three aforementioned contact regimes given in Section 5.2.1
yields the equations of motion, Eq. 5.2.16 - Eq. 5.2.21, for the mating gear pair.
References to the leading and trailing edges of a gear tooth are pictured in Figure 5.2.4.

Figure 5.2.4: Gear Pair Leading and Trailing Edges Reference
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•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact

Front-side contact takes place when the leading edge of the pinion gear tooth
contacts the trailing edge of driven gear tooth such that 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 > 𝑐𝑐 resulting
in Eq. 5.2.16 and Eq. 5.2.17:

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡),

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡).

•

Eq. 5.2.16
Eq. 5.2.17

Case 2: Separation

Separation occurs when |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐 such that the contact force does not act
on the gear pair. The governing equations are given by Eq. 5.2.18 and Eq. 5.2.19:

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 = 𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡),

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 = 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡).

•

Eq. 5.2.18
Eq. 5.2.19

Case 3: Back-Side Contact

Back-side contact takes place when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 < −𝑐𝑐 corresponding to when the
trailing edge of the pinion gear tooth contacts the leading edge of the driven gear
tooth such that the gear dynamics are governed by Eq. 5.2.20 and Eq. 5.2.21:

𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝜏𝜏1 (𝑡𝑡),

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝜏𝜏2 (𝑡𝑡).
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Eq. 5.2.20
Eq. 5.2.21

Now that the gear pair dynamics subject to backlash have been expressed, a
functional form of the contact force must be established. In subsequent sections, the two
most common forms of the contact force found in literature will be explored, compared,
and contrasted to determine what form/forms is appropriate for inclusion into the AGB
system model.
5.2.3 LINEAR CONTACT FORCE MODEL
A linear relationship for the contact force is derived from the Kelvin-Voigt model
in which the contact force is composed of a linear approximation for both the elastic
stiffness and damping components is given by,

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿̇ .

Eq. 5.2.22

The elastic force is the product of the interpenetration distance, defined in Eq. 5.2.12, and
the gear mesh stiffness coefficient 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . Obtained from experimental data or calculated,
the gear mesh stiffness can take the form of a constant or time-varying value depending
on the nature of the defined system [27, 29, 32].
As the gear mesh damping coefficient is difficult to calculate and is usually not
normally measured during system prototype testing, an approximation is required to
proceed further with the analysis.

Making an analogy to the torsional damping

component presented earlier in Eq. 4.4.17, the gear mesh damping coefficient 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is

calculated from the expression,
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𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝜎𝜎�

(𝐽𝐽1 𝐽𝐽2 )𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
.
𝐽𝐽1 + 𝐽𝐽2

Eq. 5.2.23

Although Eq. 5.2.23 is employed as a compromise, it must be kept in mind that
it is an extremely rough estimate worthy of further investigation in future efforts.
Nevertheless, it captures the qualitatively dependency on inertias and stiffness.

As

mentioned previously, 𝜎𝜎 is a material dependent property approximated by 𝜎𝜎 ≈ 0.035
assuming the AGB system is comprised of stainless steel components [45].

Combining the rotational impact pair theory with the linear contact force model
yields Eq. 5.2.24 - Eq. 5.2.30 describing the dynamic behavior of the gear pair based on
the contact regime. Unlike the general defined case of separation in Section 5.2.1, the
linear contact force model will include the gear mesh damping term even during periods
of separation in response to the functional form of the Kelvin-Voigt model. The reasons
for this will be discussed in a later section. Note, the equations only account for the
effects of inertia and the mating of the gear teeth. The connecting shaft stiffness and
torsional damping are considered negligible.

•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact

Front-side contact takes place when the leading edge of the pinion gear tooth
contacts the trailing edge of driven gear tooth such that 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 > 𝑐𝑐 resulting
in Eq. 5.2.24 and Eq. 5.2.25:
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𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1

𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2 𝑏𝑏2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

Eq. 5.2.24
Eq. 5.2.25

Case 2: Separation

Separation occurs when |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐 resulting in the equations of motion,

Eq. 5.2.26 and Eq. 5.2.27, still subject to the damping component of the contact
force:

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1

𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2 𝑏𝑏2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

Eq. 5.2.26
Eq. 5.2.27

Case 3: Back-Side Contact

Back-side contact takes place when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 < −𝑐𝑐 corresponding to when the
trailing edge of the pinion gear tooth contacts the leading edge of the driven gear
tooth such that the gear dynamics are given by Eq. 5.2.28 and Eq. 5.2.29:

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1 𝑏𝑏1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2
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Eq. 5.2.28
Eq. 5.2.29

5.2.4 NON-LINEAR CONTACT FORCE MODEL
Unlike some of the non-linear contact force models developed in literature [23,
24, 26], the non-linear contact force model derived here assumes a constant average value
of gear mesh stiffness provided from empirical data such that the number of contacting
teeth, gear operation angles, and specific gear tooth geometry are not required to
determine the contact ratio. Based on calculated angles of tooth contact, the contact ratio
provides a percentage value of the number of gear teeth in contact at one time during
operation. Knowing the constantly changing number of contacting teeth is a method
employed to determine the time-varying gear mesh stiffness.
Derived from a non-linear form of the contact force proposed by Azzar and
Crossley [21], a non-linear form of the contact force is given by,

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛 �1 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿̇ �.

Eq. 5.2.30

To accurately model the gear pair operation at the boundary conditions, the linear elastic
and non-linear damping components of the contact force are calculated utilizing the gear
mesh stiffness 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , damping coefficient 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , and Hertzian contact coefficient 𝑛𝑛.

The elastic component of the contact force takes a linearized form and is easily

calculable presuming the mesh stiffness is provided from the expression,

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛 .
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Eq. 5.2.31

Assumption of a linear elastic force between contacting gear teeth is feasible by
applying Hertzian contact theory [23, 24] such that the coefficient 𝑛𝑛 is based on the shape

of the contact surface between the two gear teeth. If the teeth are represented by spheres
with only one point of contact, the value of the Hertzian contact coefficient 𝑛𝑛 = 3/2 is
applied.

However, Eq. 5.2.31 is linearized when the gear teeth are assumed to be

cylinders resulting in an ideal line of contact where 𝑛𝑛 = 1 as long as the axes of the
cylinders are perfectly parallel. Ideal line contact is valid for academic interests and is

applied in this investigation. Yet in reality, the Hertzian contact coefficient should lie in
the range 1 < 𝑛𝑛 < 3/2 as a realistic system is subject to operating and manufacturing
errors [20].

The damping component of the contact force is given by the expression,

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 =

6(1 − 𝑒𝑒)
𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛
𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿̇ .
2
[(2𝑒𝑒 − 1) + 3] 𝛿𝛿̇0

Eq. 5.2.32

Calculation of the damping component of the contact force relies heavily on material
dependent, empirical data where 𝑒𝑒 is the coefficient of restitution is and 𝛿𝛿0̇ is the initial

impact velocity,

𝛽𝛽
𝑒𝑒 = 1 − 𝛼𝛼𝛿𝛿̇0 .
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Eq. 5.2.33

A function of the initial impact velocity, the coefficient of restitution given in Eq. 5.2.33
represents the ratio of velocities before and after impact [22]. Greatly dependent on the
objects’ material and geometric properties, the coefficient of restitution decreases as the
vibrational energy increases in response to the increased depletion of kinetic energy.
Representative of this fact, the 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 terms of Eq. 5.2.33 are scaling parameters

determined from experimental impact data [17].

Varying from a perfectly elastic

condition to a perfectly inelastic situation, the value of the coefficient of restitution will
range from a value of one to zero.
Applying the definitions of the elastic and damping components of the contact
force, Eq. 5.2.30 takes the form of,

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛 +

6(1 − 𝑒𝑒)
𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛
𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿̇ ,
[(2𝑒𝑒 − 1)2 + 3] 𝛿𝛿̇0

Eq. 5.2.34

where for the matter of future simplification, the non-linear gear mesh damping
coefficient is defined by,

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

6(1 − 𝑒𝑒)
.
𝛿𝛿̇0 [(2𝑒𝑒 − 1)2 + 3]

Eq. 5.2.35

The rotational impact pair theory and the non-linear contact force model produce
Eq. 5.2.36 - Eq. 5.2.41 describing the dynamic behavior of the gear pair based on the
location of gear tooth contact. Remember at this stage of development, the equations
only account for the effects of inertia and the mating of the gear teeth as the connecting
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shaft stiffness and torsional damping are considered negligible. The definitions of frontside contact, separation, and back-side contact are equivalent to those provided earlier in
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 > 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

1
�𝜏𝜏 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐)𝑛𝑛 �1 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 )��,
𝐽𝐽1 1

1
�𝜏𝜏 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐)𝑛𝑛 �1 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 )� �.
𝐽𝐽2 2

Eq. 5.2.37

Case 2: Separation when |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

Eq. 5.2.36

1
[𝜏𝜏 ],
𝐽𝐽1 1

1
[𝜏𝜏 ].
𝐽𝐽2 2

Eq. 5.2.38
Eq. 5.2.39

Case 3: Back-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 < −𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

1
�𝜏𝜏 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐)𝑛𝑛 �1 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 )��,
𝐽𝐽1 1

1
�𝜏𝜏 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐)𝑛𝑛 �1 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 )��.
𝐽𝐽2 2
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Eq. 5.2.40
Eq. 5.2.41

5.2.5 COMPARISON OF LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR MODELS
Non-linear models most often provide better accuracy and precision but can be
hindered by increased computational times. However, the main item of concern between
the linear and non-linear models is not accuracy, but the application and solution of the
gear pair at the boundary conditions. Physically, the contact force is non-existent when
the gear pair is not in mesh requiring that the damping component of the contact force is
equal to zero when δ = 0 as well as when 𝛿𝛿̇ = 0. Inserting the boundary conditions into

the non-linear form of the damping component given by Eq. 5.2.32 results in 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 0
and illustrates the non-linear contact force model’s ability to correctly apply the

governing physics to the system. However, when the boundary conditions are inserted
into the linear form of the damping component, only 𝛿𝛿̇ = 0 returns a damping component

of the contact force 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 0. If 𝛿𝛿̇ ≠ 0, a discontinuity exists such that the damping term
is present in the contact force calculation even when no contact is occurring between the
mating gear teeth.
Analysis of both the linear and non-linear contact force models was performed on
one gear pair in the Simulink environment to physically illustrate the similarities and
differences between the two models. Input parameters to both models, contained in
Table 5.2.3 have been selected such that the gear pair in each model is subject to the
same operating conditions. For the purpose of completeness, the gear pair is subjected to
both a constant driving torque as well as a sinusoidal torque.
Under steady torque operation, it is clearly seen in Figure 5.2.5 - Figure 5.2.8 that
the contact force calculated by the linear model does not equal zero when the gears are
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not in contact whereas the contact force determined by the non-linear model is equal to
zero during the expected points of operation. The regions highlighted by the green
rectangle in Figure 5.2.5 and Figure 5.2.7 are zoomed and pictured in Figure 5.2.6 and
Figure 5.2.8. Another interesting behavior that makes physical sense corresponds with
the spikes representing points of gear tooth contact. As time increases, the magnitude of
the contact force decreases and eventually settles to a near-constant value signifying the
gears have reached a point of constant mesh absent the effects of backlash. Except the
difference in value during separation, the linear and non-linear gear pair contact force
models are almost identical in the calculation of the contact force.
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Table 5.2.3: Input Parameter for Linear and Non-Linear Contact Force Models
Gear Pair Subject to the Linear Backlash Model
Driving Torque
Amplitude (in-lbf) Frequency (Hz)
24
NA
Constant
24
4
Cosine Wave
2

Lumped Inertia (in-lbf-s )
J1
0.0298
J2
0.1295
Gear Base Radii (in)
Rb1
0.4698
Rb2
2.4392
Gear Mesh Coefficients
βmi (in-lbf-s/rad)
0.485
κmi (in-lbf/rad)
2.20E+06
Backlash Clearance (in)
c
0.0154
Gear Pair Subject to the Non-Linear Backlash Model
Driving Torque
Amplitude (in-lbf) Frequency (Hz)
Constant
24
NA
24
4
Cosine Wave
2
Lumped Inertia (in-lbf-s )
J1
0.0298
J2
0.1295
Gear Base Radii (in)
Rb1
0.4698
Rb2
2.4392
Gear Mesh Stiffness (in-lbf/rad)
κmi
2.20E+06
Backlash Clearance (in)
c
0.0154
Coefficient of Restitution
α
0.0765
β
0.55
Initial Impact Velocity (in/s)
δ̇0
3
Hertzian Contact Coefficient
n
1
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Figure 5.2.5: Linear Contact Force of Gear Pair with Constant Load Torque

Figure 5.2.6: Linear Contact Force with Constant Load Torque - Zoom
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Figure 5.2.7: Non-Linear Contact Force of Gear Pair with Constant Load Torque

Figure 5.2.8: Non-Linear Contact Force with Constant Load Torque - Zoom
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Another measurement of the gear pair dynamics is the relative displacement
between the gear teeth during operation defined by,

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 .

Eq. 5.2.42

Particularly useful in determining if backlash occurs, the relative displacement is
an iterative measure of the relative linear distance between the gear teeth. A relative
displacement value of zero corresponds to the pinion gear tooth perfectly centered
between the two driven gear teeth where no contact occurs and the prescribed value of
backlash clearance is available on each side of the pinion gear tooth and the matching
driven gear tooth.

Essentially the measure of relative displacement is the quantity

utilized in Sections 5.2.1 – 5.2.4 to determine if the gears are in front-side contact,
separation, or back-side contact. If the relative displacement is greater than the specified
backlash value, the gears are in front-side contact. However, a relative displacement
value less than the negative backlash clearance is an indicator that a collision is occurring
via back-side contact. Values of relative displacement falling between the positive and
negative backlash clearance signifies the gear teeth are not in contact and operating in the
separation regime.
Analysis of the relative displacement of the linear and non-linear contact force
gear pair models subject to a constant and sinusoidal load torque is presented in Figure
5.2.9 - Figure 5.2.12. Examining the linear and non-linear contact force cases, only
minute differences exist in the calculated dynamic behavior of the gear pair. The linear
model subject to a constant load torque goes to steady state slightly slower than the non-
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linear model. Likewise, some differences in obtained values exist between the linear and
non-linear models subject to a sinusoidal load torque.

Depending on the accuracy

required, the linear model could prove sufficient as its results do not deviate far from the
performance of the non-linear model.

Figure 5.2.9: Relative Displacement of Linear Contact Force - Constant Load

Figure 5.2.10: Relative Displacement of Linear Contact Force - Sinusoidal Load
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Figure 5.2.11: Relative Displacement of Non-Linear Contact Force - Constant Load

Figure 5.2.12: Relative Displacement of Non-Linear Contact Force -Sinusoidal Load
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Several factors must be considered when choosing the appropriate contact force
for inclusion into the overall AGB system model. First, as evidenced above, the linear as
compared to the non-linear contact force model does not appropriately apply the physics
present at the boundary conditions. Mainly, the contact force is not equal to zero when
the gears are operating in the separation regime. However, the value during separation
determined by the linear model is small and does not deviate from zero by a large
amount. Depending on the required accuracy needed to solve the given system, the linear
model could provide the needed solutions.
Second, determination of the linear gear mesh coefficients 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 as

compared to the non-linear equivalents 𝜅𝜅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 differ significantly. Complicated

material dependencies characterize the non-linear coefficients often relying on not readily
available experimental data. In the case when empirical data is obtainable; often curve
fits must be performed, not always with high reliability, to generate a functional form of
the data applicable to the geometry and material properties of the system in question.
Inclusion of the initial impact velocity term 𝛿𝛿0̇ in the calculation of the non-linear

gear mesh damping term 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 presents the most difficulty. Following the model’s logic,

the initial impact velocity would have to be calculated for every occurring collision
within the system. Though possible, this task would be a taxing burden on the modeling
environment, especially as complexity is continually increased. As illustrated in Figure
5.2.13 when compared to Figure 5.2.12, a slight change in initial impact velocity from 3.0
in/s to 2.0 in/s results in a drastically different dynamic behavior.
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Figure 5.2.13: Similar to Figure. 5.2.12 but with an Initial Impact Velocity = 2.0 in/s

Due to the lack of sufficient empirical data and the problems encountered with the
inclusion of the initial impact velocity term, the linear contact force model was chosen
for implementation into the AGB system model in spite of the linear model’s inherent
inability to satisfy the boundary conditions. Conceivably, through slight modifications
detailed in the next section, different versions of the linear model can be constructed to
enforce boundary conditions or account for the effects of a surrounding oil medium.
5.2.6

LINEAR CONTACT FORCE MODEL MODIFICATIONS
To overcome the linear contact force model’s inability to enforce the boundary

conditions when the gears are not in mesh, the Simulink model has been modified via the
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inclusion of a Compare to Zero block to appropriately set the value of 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 based on the

value of the interpenetration distance. The forced dynamic behavior of the linear contact
force model such that no damping is present during separation is captured in Eq. 5.2.43 Eq. 5.2.48.

•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 > 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1
1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2 𝑏𝑏2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

Eq. 5.2.44

Case 2: Separation when |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

Eq. 5.2.43

1
[𝜏𝜏 ],
𝐽𝐽1 1

1
[𝜏𝜏 ].
𝐽𝐽2 2

Eq. 5.2.45
Eq. 5.2.46

Case 3: Back-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 < −𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1 𝑏𝑏1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

1
[ −𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2
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Eq. 5.2.47
Eq. 5.2.48

Continuing to build on the newly modified linear contact force, inclusion of the
frictional effects and damping attributed to the surrounding oil medium when the gears
are not in contact is also incorporated [38, 39].

Addition of the oil medium may prove

to be more of an academic problem than one of practical nature as the oil medium would
only affect systems subject to considerable gear teeth reversals.

Because gearbox

systems are designed with the goal for the gear teeth to stay in contact and avoid backlash
scenarios, most interaction between the gear teeth occurs during interpenetration.
Inclusion of oil damping as a velocity dependent value may be enough in some systems
to prevent the occurrence of backlash phenomena. Governed by the equations listed in
Eq. 5.2.49 - Eq. 5.2.54, the oil damping coefficient 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is only present during the periods
of separation and is completely different than the gear mesh damping coefficient.

•

Case 1: Front-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 > 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

•

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1
1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2 𝑏𝑏2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

Eq. 5.2.49
Eq. 5.2.50

Case 2: Separation when |𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 | ≤ 𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

1
[−𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1
1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2 𝑏𝑏2 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑏𝑏1 1
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Eq. 5.2.51
Eq. 5.2.52

•

Case 3: Back-Side Contact when 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃2 < −𝑐𝑐

𝜔𝜔̇ 1 =
𝜔𝜔̇ 2 =

1
[𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵 (𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏1 ],
𝐽𝐽1 𝑏𝑏1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏1 1

1
[ −𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜔𝜔1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝜔𝜔2 ) − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝑟𝑟2𝑏𝑏 𝜃𝜃2 + 𝑐𝑐) + 𝜏𝜏2 ].
𝐽𝐽2

Eq. 5.2.53
Eq. 5.2.54

To distinguish between the different variations of the linear contact force model,
the following nomenclature will be applied:

•

Conventional Linear Contact Force with Backlash (CLB): Eq. 5.2.36 - Eq.
5.2.41

•

Forced Boundary Condition Linear Contact Force with Backlash (FLB): Eq.
5.2.43 - Eq. 5.2.48

•

Viscous Linear Contact Force with Backlash (VLB): Eq. 5.2.49 - Eq. 5.2.54

In subsequent sections, the three contact force models will be incorporated into the AGB
system model and the differences in performance discussed.
Incorporating the contact force into the overall AGB system dynamics, the motion
of the gear pairs is directly influenced by the torsional damping and stiffness of the
rotating shafts as well as the viscous damping effects attributed to bearing loss.
Therefore, the total dynamic behavior of the gear pair subject to the contact force,
torsional shaft damping 𝐶𝐶, shaft stiffness 𝐾𝐾, and viscous bearing damping 𝐵𝐵 is given by,
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𝐽𝐽1 𝜔𝜔̇ 1 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐶𝐶1 𝜔𝜔1 + 𝐾𝐾1 𝜃𝜃1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏1 (𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 ) = 𝜏𝜏1 ,

𝐽𝐽2 𝜔𝜔̇ 2 + 𝐵𝐵2 𝜔𝜔2 + 𝐶𝐶2 𝜔𝜔2 + 𝐾𝐾2 𝜃𝜃2 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏2 (𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 ) = 𝜏𝜏2 .
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Eq. 5.2.55
Eq. 5.2.56

CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM MODELS - RGEAR AND PGEAR CODE
The AGB system pictured in Figure 3.1.1 is modeled using MATLAB 7.5.0
(R2007b) and its Simulink environment. Two separate models for have been created to
represent different scenarios of operation. To distinguish from the ideal mathematical
model and real physical system, the following nomenclature is assigned to the different
operational scenario models:

•

PGear: captures the behavioral dynamics of the AGB system composed of ideal
perfectly meshing, rigid gears devoid of manufacturing defects, wear, and the
effects of incorporating the contact force into system calculations.

•

RGear: representational of the AGB system in an aviation vehicle subject to realworld conditions where the gears possibly undergo backlash during operation.

The creation of two separate operational models is important as the PGear model
serves as benchmark against which the more complex RGear can be measured and
compared. Following the “building block” approach applied earlier in Chapter 4,
simplification assumptions applied to the RGear model can cause it to revert back to the
conditions of the PGear model.
Each AGB model requires three separate files necessary for proper operation.
Prediction of the behavior of the AGB system under ideal or simulated real case
conditions is performed using the following files included in Appendix E:
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•

PGear_xlsx.xlsx or RGear_xlsx.xlsx – Excel data files

•

PGear_m.m or RGear_m.m – MATLAB m-files

•

PGear.mdl or RGear.mdl – Simulink executable model files

All the input coefficients, i.e. polar inertias, damping, applied torque, etc., are
defined in the Excel spreadsheet.

Once the desired changes have been made, the

MATLAB m-file is executed; this places all the Excel variables in the MATLAB
Workspace and launches the Simulink model file. These three files must be opened,
manipulated, and operated in a specific sequence for the model to run and generate
results [62]. Post-processing of the system’s normal modes and plotting of the desired
parameters is performed via the following two MATLAB m-files also included in
Appendix E:

•

fft_AGB.m – post-processing fast Fourier transform file

•

Plot_Reactions.m – post-processing plot generation file
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CHAPTER 7: PGEAR MODEL WITH PERFECT GEARS
7.1

SETUP AND INITIALIZATION
Construction of the PGear model for the scenario of perfectly ideal gears is

performed by implementation of the same process utilized in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6
to eliminate the contact force between mating gear teeth. However, this time the process
must be applied to every gear pair contained in the AGB geometry of Figure 3.1.1.
Likewise, the dynamic behavior of each accessory must be mathematically captured.
Contained within either the PGear or RGear models are two different types of modeling
equations. The first type exclusively focuses on the gear/gear (gear mesh) interaction
while the second set concentrates on the behavior of accessory components connected to
a gear via a common shaft. Besides the engine and engine/starter generator denoted by 𝐸𝐸

and 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 respectively, the remaining accessories are designated by the generic labeling
categorization 𝐴𝐴1 , 𝐴𝐴2 , etc. Equation derivation of the two aforementioned categories
employs the nomenclature standard contained in Table 7.1.1.
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Table 7.1.1: Examples of Gear Subscripts
Gear Parameter Example Definition
JR1
Inertia of gear R1
Common torsional damping value of shaft between gear L1
CL1L2
and gear L2
rM3
Base radius of gear M3
A3
Generic accessory A3
Applied/load torque of accessory A6
τA6
fR4R5
Contact force between gear R4 and gear R5
B: damping corresponding to viscous bearing friction
B, β
β: accessory internal damping term

Applying Newton’s second law and creating a free body diagram for each
component in the AGB system, the governing equations of motion listed in Table 7.1.2
were developed for each gear and accessory. Note that during the derivation, the positive
direction was relative to each gear’s rotational direction. After calculation, a filter block
is employed by the Simulink model to assign an overall relative direction of motion to
each gear and accessory component. For each gear mesh, one gear’s motion is in the
positive direction while the other is negative.
Examples of the generated free body diagrams are given below in Figure 7.1.1
and Figure 7.1.2 while the entire collection is contained within Appendix A. Examining
the governing equation for accessory 𝐴𝐴6 based on the free body diagram of Figure 7.1.1,

it is clearly seen that 𝐴𝐴6 is driven by gear 𝑅𝑅4 . Investigation of the equation of motion for

gear 𝑅𝑅4 and its corresponding free body diagram, Figure 7.1.2, clearly illustrates the
gear’s behavior is directly related to the performance of accessory 𝐴𝐴6 . The term 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅4 is
included in the equation because of the two bearings employed to support the shaft
between gear 𝑅𝑅4 and accessory 𝐴𝐴6 .
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Table 7.1.2: Derived Governing Equations of Motion for AGB System
Gear
or
Accessory

Governing Equations of Motion

Gear
Mate

Drive Branch
D1
D2
D3
E
R1
R2
R3
A4
A5
R4
A6
R5
A7
A8
L1
L2
L3
A2
L4
A1

M1
ES
M2
M3
A3

𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷1 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷1 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2

M2

𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷3 + 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷3 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 − 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷3 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷3 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷3𝐷𝐷2

D2

𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷2 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷2 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷2 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷3𝐷𝐷2
𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐸𝐸 + 𝛽𝛽𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 + 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷3 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐸𝐸

Right Branch
(𝜔𝜔
𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅1 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3
𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅2 + 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅2 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅2 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅2

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅3 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅3 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴4 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴5 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅4

D3

M3
R3
R2, R4

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴4 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴4 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴4 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴4
𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴5 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴5 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴5 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴5 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴5

R3, R5

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴6 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴6

R4

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅4 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 )
= −𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅4𝑅𝑅5

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅5 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅5 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅5 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴7 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴8 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅5 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅4𝑅𝑅5
𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴7 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴7 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴7 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴7 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴7
𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴8 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴8 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴8 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴8 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴8
Left Branch

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿1 + 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1 + 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3

M1, L3

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿3 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿3 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴2 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿3 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3

L1

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿4 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿4 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴1 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿4 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4

L2

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿2 + 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿2 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿2 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4
𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴2 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴2 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴2 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴2

L4

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴1 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴1 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴1 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴1

Main Shaft
𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )
− 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1

𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝛽𝛽𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝜏𝜏𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀2 + 𝛽𝛽𝑀𝑀2 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀2 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀3 + 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 )
− 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴3 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴3 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴3 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴3
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L1

D1
R1

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴6 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴6

Figure 7.1.1: Free Body Diagram and Corresponding Equation of Accessory A6

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅4 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) = −𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅4𝑅𝑅5
Figure 7.1.2: Free-Body Diagram and Corresponding Equation of Gear R4

A synopsis of the total number of AGB system parameters is contained in Table
7.1.3 while the analogous units employed in the AGB system are specified in Table 7.1.4
unless noted otherwise.
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Table 7.1.3: Total Number of AGB Parameters in PGear Model
Item
Equations
State Variables (θ, ω)
Gears
Engine
Accessories
Shafts
System Parameters (J, B, β, C, and K)
Bearing Points
Source and Load Torques
Regenerative Torques

Number
25
50
15
1
9
15
80
21
10
1

Table 7.1.4: Units Employed in the AGB System – PGear Model

Variable
θ
ω = θ̇
α = ω̇ = θ̈
f
J
K
B, β
C
τ
N

Unit Definitions of AGB System Parameters
Definition
Units
Angular Displacement
radians (rad)
Angular Velocity
radians/sec (rad/s)
Angular Acceleration
rad/s2
Frequency
Hertz (Hz)
Moment of Inertia
inch-pound-s2 (in-lbf-s2)
Shaft Stiffness
in-lbf/rad
Viscous Damping Coefficient
in-lbf-s
Torsional Damping Component
in-lbf-s
Torque
in-lbf
Gear Ratio
NA

In the ideal case of operation, the gears are assumed to be perfectly rigid and the
contact force between two gears in mesh is equal. Employing these assumptions and the
techniques outlined in Section 4.5, one gear equation can be solved for the contact force
and substituted into the equation of the mating gear such that one equation and a known
gear ratio can be utilized to calculate the behavior of the gear pair. Given in Eq. 7.1.1
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and Eq. 7.1.2, the gear ratio of two gears, gear x and gear y, is defined such that the
performance of gear y is a function of the gear ratio and the behavior of gear x:

𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ) =

𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦
𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦
𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥
=
=
,
𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑦
𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥
𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥

𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ) (𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥 , 𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥 , 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑥𝑥 ) = �𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦 , 𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦 , 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑦𝑦 �.

Eq. 7.1.1
Eq. 7.1.2

Implementation of the relationships in Eq. 7.1.1 and Eq. 7.1.2 to the governing
equations of Table 7.1.2 eliminates the contact force present at each gear mesh. After
algebraic manipulation, the final equations of the AGB system subject to perfectly ideal
conditions are listed in Table 7.1.5. The performance of the gears not listed is directly
determined by the relationships of Eq. 7.1.1 and Eq. 7.1.2.
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Table 7.1.5: Final Equations of Perfectly Ideal AGB System
Item

D1

D2

L1

L2

R1

R2

Governing Equations of Motion for Perfectly Ideal System
All Equations = 0
Gear Equations
2
2
(𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
)𝜔𝜔̇
(2𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀2 𝐷𝐷1 +
𝐷𝐷1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2 𝛽𝛽𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 +
2
2
2
𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 )𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 + (𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 +
2
𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2
𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 )𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 − 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 +
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 )
2
(𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷2 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷3
𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷3 )𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷2 +
2
2
(2𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷2 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷3
𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷3
𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 )𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 + (𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 +
2
𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷3 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 )𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 − 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 − 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷3 (𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 +
𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 )

2
2
2
(𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3
(𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀1 + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 +
𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿3 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1
𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀1 )𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿1 + [𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1
2
(2𝐵𝐵
)]𝜔𝜔
[𝐾𝐾
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3
𝐿𝐿3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2
𝐿𝐿1 +
𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 +
2
2
(𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3
𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1
𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 ]𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 −
𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3 (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴2 ) − 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 +
𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )
2
(𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿2 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4
𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿4 )𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿2 +
2
2
(𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿2 + 2𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿4 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 + 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 )𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 + (𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 +
2
𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 )𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 − 𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4 (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 +
𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴1 )

2
(𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3
𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀3 )𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅1 +
2
2
2
(𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3
𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀3 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 )𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 +
2
2
(𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 )𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 −
𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 +
𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 )

2
2
2
(𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅3
𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅3 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅4
𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅5
𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅5 )𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅2 +
2
2
[𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅3 (2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅3 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 ) + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅4
(2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅4 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 ) +
2
𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅5 (2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅5 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 ]𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 + [𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 +
2
2
2
(𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 ) + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅4
(𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 +
𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅3
𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 + 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅5
𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 )]𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 − 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅3 (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 +
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴4 + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴5 ) − 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅4 (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 +
𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) − 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅5 (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴7 + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴8 )
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7.2

BEHAVIOR AND VALUES OF VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS

7.2.1 ENGINE MODEL SELECTION
Defining the interaction between the engine’s rotor gear and gear 𝐷𝐷3 is of utmost

importance as the AGB system’s dynamic performance is directly related to this
“physical connection”.

Creation of an inertia-spring-damper model is an involved,

intricate process as all system parameters of inertia and stiffness must be known and well
defined before any analysis can occur. Therefore, the question at hand becomes how
should the coupling between the engine rotor and gear 𝐷𝐷3 be modeled?

Three different viable configurations of the AGB drive branch, illustrated in

Figure 7.2.1, are available to capture the dynamics between the engine rotor and gear 𝐷𝐷3 .
The first option, already presented in Table 7.1.5, assumes all of the engine inertia is

contained in a rotor that is free to spin and rotate without hindrance. Similar to the SRO,
the second AGB system configuration assumes the engine acts as a grounding mechanism
unable to rotate due to its large inertia. Finally, inclusion of the engine inertia to the
inertia of gear 𝐷𝐷3 effectively eliminating the engine’s properties and behavior is
presented as third modeling strategy.
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Figure 7.2.1: Three Viable Options of Modeling the Engine Coupling to the AGB

Selection of the appropriate system representation from the three available options
of Figure 7.2.1 is a delicate process comprised of weighing the positive advantages
versus the potential pitfalls of each modeling technique. Option 3 completely neglects
the engine’s (except for its inertia added to the inertia of gear 𝐷𝐷3 ) effects on the AGB

system resulting in the loss of a calculable normal mode frequency. Holzer’s principle is
applicable in explaining the loss of a normal mode frequency as one normal mode exists
for each body contained in the system [45]. Contrary to Option 3, Option 2 includes all
physical components of the AGB system and thus all normal mode frequencies are
calculable quantities. However, Option 2 is not a realistic representation of the torsional
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system as the rotation of the engine is grounded in place such that its rotational
movement is restricted by perpetually forcing 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 = 0.

The model capturing both the physical properties and operational dynamics of the

AGB system is Option 1. Each component with its own corresponding inertial value is
free to rotate such that the first system normal mode pertains to a value of 𝜔𝜔 = 0 when

all the torsional bodies are rotating freely in uniform motion.

A drawback to this

particular method lies in the estimation of the large inertial value of the engine. What
value of the engine’s inertia is required to best represent the physical system? The
answer that one should use the actual inertia of the engine plus shaft is complicated due
to a number of programmatic and proprietary reasons as well as determining what
components should be included in the final value. Fortunately, as will be seen below, the
actual inertia value is not required as long as the inertia is large compared to the typical
inertias of other system components.
One approach to estimate an appropriate value of the engine’s inertia is to study
the normal mode frequencies of the AGB system in response to varying values of the
engine’s inertia. Employing a brute force, trial and error process described below,
involving the calculation of the system’s normal mode frequencies, the point of
diminishing returns was determined to be where continual increases of engine inertia no
longer increased the fidelity of the results, but rather engrossed the model in a
cumbersome calculation process. Showcased in Table 7.2.1 are the resulting normal
frequencies of the Right branch of the AGB system for engine inertias of 𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 =
1, 10, 100, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 1000 in-lbf-s2. The percent change between the calculated normal mode

frequencies of increasing engine inertial values is presented in Table 7.2.2. Results
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clearly illustrate the general trend that as the engine’s inertia is increased the percent
change in the calculated normal mode frequencies decreases. Examination from 𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 =

1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 10 in-lbf-s2 yields a maximum percent difference of 17.33% whereas the maximum
percent change from 𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 = 100 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 1000 in-lbf-s2 is 0.34%

The natural frequencies of the gears in the Right branch are accounted for in Table

7.2.2. Examining gears 𝑅𝑅1 and 𝑅𝑅2 , two natural frequencies acting on the other gears do

not influence the dynamic behavior of 𝑅𝑅1 and 𝑅𝑅2 . For aesthetic reasons, Table 7.2.2
includes the designation NA (not applicable) to act as place holders in an attempt to
format the table with each row denoting a shared natural frequency. Explained earlier,
the AGB possesses fifteen natural mode frequencies, one for each geared component.
However as evidenced by Table 7.2.1, only eleven natural mode frequencies act on the
Right branch while the remaining four natural frequencies are present in either the Drive,
Main, and/or Left branches. The same conclusions could be drawn by examining a
different gear branch or a single gear pair. Nevertheless, the Right branch was studied in
its entirety to discern the maximum change in calculated natural mode frequencies across
the spectrum of gear dynamic behavior.
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Table 7.2.1: Normal Modes of Right Branch for Varying Engine Inertias
Normal Modes (Hz) for J = 1 in-lbf-s2

Normal Modes (Hz) for J = 10 in-lbf-s2

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

131.99

131.99

131.99

131.99

131.99

128.94

128.94

128.94

128.94

128.94

286.11

286.11

286.11

286.11

286.11

236.51

236.51

236.51

236.51

236.51

348.67

348.67

348.67

348.67

348.67

312.05

312.05

312.05

312.05

312.05

542.46

542.46

542.46

542.46

542.46

543.22

542.46

542.46

542.46

542.46

1041.43

1041.43

1041.43

1041.43

1041.43

1031.51

1031.51

1031.51

1031.51

1031.51

NA

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

NA

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

NA

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

NA

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

2020.29

2020.29

2020.29

2020.29

2020.29

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

3123.52

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

3069.35

3069.35

3069.35

3069.35

3069.35

3247.88

3247.88

3247.88

3247.88

3247.88

3123.52

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

4109.60

4109.50

4109.60

4109.50

4109.50

4109.25

4109.90

4109.60

4109.60

4109.60

2

Normal Modes (Hz) for J = 1000 in-lbf-s2

Normal Modes (Hz) for J = 100 in-lbf-s
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

128.18

225.84

225.84

225.84

225.84

225.84

225.07

225.07

225.07

225.07

225.07

311.29

311.29

311.29

311.29

311.29

310.52

310.52

310.52

310.52

310.52

543.23

543.23

543.23

543.23

543.23

542.46

542.46

542.46

542.46

542.46

1030.00

1030.00

1030.00

1030.00

1030.00

1029.98

1029.98

1029.98

1029.98

1029.98

NA

1388.59

1388.59

1388.59

1388.59

NA

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

1389.33

NA

1576.28

1576.28

1576.28

1576.28

NA

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

1576.26

2018.80

2018.80

2018.80

2018.80

2018.80

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

2019.53

3050.33

3050.33

3050.33

3050.33

3050.33

3048.75

3048.75

3048.75

3048.75

3048.75

3123.57

3125.10

3125.10

3125.10

3125.10

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

3124.28

4109.32

4109.32

4109.32

4109.32

4109.32

4109.25

4109.25

4109.25

4109.25

4109.25
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Table 7.2.2: Percent Difference between Calculated Normal Frequencies

MAX DIFF

MAX DIFF

MAX DIFF

Percent Difference between J =1 and J = 10
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.31
17.33
17.33
17.33
17.33
17.33
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
0.140
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
NA
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
NA
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
1.73
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
3.82
3.80
3.80
3.80
3.80
0.0084
0.0097
0.00
0.0024
0.0024
17.33
17.33
17.33
17.33
17.33
Percent Difference between J =10 and J = 100
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.72
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.0015
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
NA
0.053
0.053
0.053
0.053
NA
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.0015
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.0015
0.014
0.0069
0.0069
0.0069
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.7
4.72
Percent Difference between J =100 and J = 1000
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
NA
0.053
0.053
0.053
0.053
NA
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.051
0.051
0.051
0.051
0.051
0.022
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
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Setting the minimum engine inertia value to use is important because the larger
the engine inertia, the longer computation time to run the Simulink model.

Basic

knowledge of rotating or oscillating systems infers that as one component’s inertia is
continually increased, the calculable normal modes reach a nominal limit while the time
to reach steady state operation responsively increases. Therefore, an increase in engine
inertia with the same amount of input torque ultimately leads to a slower rate of
acceleration and in conjunction an increased time to reach steady state operation.
Correspondingly, longer computational times will be required to perform transient
analysis on the path to reach steady state operation for ever increasing inertial values.
For implementation into both the PGear and RGear models, an engine inertia value of
𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 = 100 in-lbf-s2 was selected to represent the engine inertia as the maximum percent

difference in obtaining the system’s normal mode frequencies of the next higher-order of
magnitude inertia is less than one-half a percent.
The choice of 𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 through the results of Table 7.2.1 and Table 7.2.2 are best

quantified in that the determination of a system’s normal mode frequencies is dependent
on the functional relationship between the arrangement of component inertias and shaft
stiffness values. This has mathematical foundation in that the eigenvalue equation for
this system, although not easily expressible in a functional form, nevertheless contains
terms of the form 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁 /𝐽𝐽𝑁𝑁 and for some large 𝐽𝐽𝑁𝑁 the nth term would be small compared to
the others. The selected engine inertia value of 𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 = 100 in-lbf-s2 is on the order of 104
to 106 times greater than that of the gears or accessories inertias.

Even with setting the engine inertia to the minimum value possible, the small
simulation time steps of 10-5 needed by the Simulink environment’s numerical
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differential equation solvers, required uninterruptable, overnight runs on a standard 64-bit
personal computer. Reduction of simulation time to mere minutes, rather than numerous
hours, is accomplished by implementing Real-Time Workshop ® (RTW) to convert the
Simulink model into executable C-code.
7.2.2 PGEAR MODEL BREAKDOWN
The PGear model is composed of three main sections, illustrated in Figure 7.2.2,
devoted to calculation of dynamic behavior, visualization of component performance, and
application/modification of the regenerative torque profile.

Figure 7.2.2: Top-Level of PGear Simulink Model for Ideal AGB Operation

Underneath the calculation subsection highlighted by the red rectangle of Figure
7.2.2 is the AGB Gears and Accessory Equations/Parameters subsystem, Figure 7.2.3,
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containing the constructed AGB equations of dynamic motion of Table 7.1.5, relative
directional filters, and torque/energy/power calculation subsystems.

Figure 7.2.3: AGB Gears and Accessory Equations/Parameters Subsystem

Because all component governing equations are derived such that the direction of rotation
is defined as positive, the PGear model employs a set of filter subsystems to designate
the actual relative directions of motion. Illustrated in the filter subsystem of the left
branch, shown in Figure 7.2.4, this concept applies a gain block of -1 to the angular
velocities of gears 𝐿𝐿3 and 𝐿𝐿4 rotating in the previously defined negative direction.
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Figure 7.2.4: Filter Subsystem of Left Branch for Relative Rotational Directions

Delving inside the Gear Pair & Accessory Calculations subsystem yields two
other complex subsystems; AGB Gears and AGB Accessories are responsible for
calculating the dynamic behavior of the respective gears and accessories.

The

performance of each subsystem is coupled to the other as the state variable outputs of the
AGB Gears subsystem act as the input state variables of the AGB Accessories subsystem
and vice versa.
Continuing to explore AGB Gears, every gear mesh interaction is defined in
individual subsystems consisting of parameter inputs and the corresponding governing
equation listed in Table 7.1.5.

To understand the model structure pertaining to a

particular gear mesh, the individual subsystems related to the interaction of gears 𝐿𝐿2 and

𝐿𝐿4 are pictured in Figure 7.2.5 and Figure 7.2.6. The subsystem breakdown comprised of
processes ranging from the collection of input parameters to implementation into the
governing equation is a similar process followed by each gear pair or gear train mesh.
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Figure 7.2.5: AGB Gears Subsystem- Gear Pair L2 and L4

Figure 7.2.6: Subsystem Breakdown of Gear Pair L2 and L4

Similar to the AGB Gears subsystem, the AGB Accessories subsystem contains
the dynamic equations of motion for each accessory component driven by the AGB
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system. Expanding the AGB Accessories subsystem to better understand its internal
structure, the subsystems related to determining the state variables of accessory 𝐴𝐴1 are

pictured in Figure 7.2.7. In particular, the structure associated with the AGB Accessories
subsystem does not change when backlash between mating gears is introduced.
Therefore in the RGear model representing the gear dynamics subject to backlash, the
corresponding AGB Accessories subsystem is identical.

Figure 7.2.7: AGB Accessories Subsystem- Expansion of Accessory A1

Visualization of the AGB components operational dynamics during simulation
and/or after can be performed within the PGear model itself through a series of data
collection scopes pictured in Figure 7.2.8. However, efficient post-processing utilizes To
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Workspace blocks to export the accumulated state variable data to the MATLAB
workspace where the m-file Plot_Reactions.m is utilized to generate an array of plots.

Figure 7.2.8: Visualization- Visualization of Selected Quantities

7.2.3 REGENERATIVE ENERGY AND SYSTEM LOAD TORQUES
Regenerative energy is created when an electric actuator operating a flap or an
aileron returns under its own weight or aerodynamic loads to its initial starting position.
During return movements, the electric actuator will act as a power source producing an
electrical regenerative energy signal flowing back into the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 attached via a connecting

shaft to gear 𝑀𝑀1 . Theoretically, the only difference between an electric generator and a
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mechanical motor is the direction of the flow of energy, i.e. a mechanical motor coverts
electrical power into mechanical power.
Typically, electrical generators convert an input torque from some type of motor
into an electrical power signal to be utilized in various applications throughout the overall
architecture. The rotating input shaft of the motor overcomes the generator’s inherent
electromagnetic torque causing the generator’s armature to rotate past a set or series of
magnetic poles and wound coils called windings to induce a magnetic field resulting in
the creation of an electrical current [58]. However, the regenerative signal propagating in
the opposite direction enters the “electrical signal output” of the generator. Inversely, the
generator acts opposite of its characteristic nature as a mechanical motor creating a
regenerative torque applied to the attached AGB system.
Essentially, the regenerative energy and corresponding torque are additional
quantities added back into the AGB system thereby reducing the overall system load
whenever regenerative energy is generated.

Throughout the entire model, only the

regenerative torque is time variant and transient in nature. All other source/load torques
associated with the engine and accessories are constant in value and turn on at time 𝑡𝑡 =
0 sec. Though currently constant, the model is readily adjustable to define source and

load torques as time variant and transient to account for in-flight adjustments.

The specific shape and amplitude of the regenerative pulse profile traveling back
into the AGB system is open to debate and speculation. To account for the variety of
possible pulse profile options, both the PGear and RGear models contain a Regenerative
Torque Profile subsystem capable of creating various user-defined inputs ranging from
step functions, unit pulses, sine waves, and finite pulse trains. Also included in the
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Regenerative Torque Profile subsystem are two “pre-defined” scenario profiles
representative of the different regenerative pulse profiles created by the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. Illustrated in
Figure 7.2.9 and Figure 7.2.10 are the corresponding profiles of Event #1 and Event #2
where the parameters of each pulse scenario are defined in Table 7.2.3 and Table 7.2.4.
These profiles, including peak powers and time spacings, are chosen as being more
realistic than standard wave forms but are only representative of possible regenerative
profiles.
Before implementation into the AGB model, the pulse parameter power
amplitudes given in the units of kilowatts must be converted to the analogous torque in
in-lbf utilizing the relationship,

𝜏𝜏 =

𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃
= 265522 �
�,
𝜔𝜔
𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝜔𝜔

Eq. 7.2.1

where 𝑃𝑃 is the amplitude of the pulse’s power in kW and 𝜔𝜔 is the steady state rotational
speed in revolutions per minute of the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. Note in Figure 7.2.9 and Figure 7.2.10,

negative portions of the pulse profile indicate the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 is providing an additional load to the
AGB while the positive section represents regenerative energy entering into the AGB
system.
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Figure 7.2.9: Profile of Event #1

Table 7.2.3: Event #1: Finite Pulse Train Parameters

Applied/Regen
P_max_peak
P_max_regen

Event #1
kW
-252
225
Time (sec)

T_peak
T_hold
T_cycle

in-lbf
-850.01
758.93

0.045
0
3
Rotational Speed (rpm)
Engine/Starter Generator (ES)
25057
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Figure 7.2.10: Profile of Event #2

Table 7.2.4: Event #2: Finite Pulse Train Parameters

Applied/Regen
P_instant_peak
P_max_peak
P_instant_regen
P_max_regen

Event #2
kW
-504
-247
450
221
Time (sec)

in-lbf
-1700.01
-833.14
1517.87
745.44

T_instant_peak
0.001
T_peak
0.045
T_hold
0
T_cycle
3
Rotational Speed (rpm)
Engine/Starter Generator (ES)
25057
98

Provided in Figure 7.2.11, a quick glance at the Regenerative Torque Profile
subsystem illustrates the model’s capability to produce a regenerative pulse profile of
various shapes and amplitudes. Broken into two distinct switches, the Left Hand Side
Switch (LHSS) is used to construct a user-defined regenerative event where as the Right
Hand Side Switch (RHSS) is employed to choose the type of regenerative signal passed
into the AGB system (a user-defined or pre-defined regenerative event).

Figure 7.2.11: Regenerative Torque Profile Subsystem

To ensure discontinuities do not appear in the solution of the dynamic behavior of
the AGB, each regenerative signal travels through a low-pass filter constructed from a
first-order transfer function block in the form

𝑎𝑎

(𝑠𝑠+𝑎𝑎)

where 𝑠𝑠 is the Laplace domain and 𝑎𝑎

is a user-selected variable pertaining to the desired cut-off frequency. For the specific
case of the AGB system, the value of 𝑎𝑎 = 100,000 was chosen for both the PGear and
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RGear models. Theoretically, other values of 𝑎𝑎 could have been selected as long as the
desired shape of the signal is retained.

Operationally, low-pass filters reduce the amplitude of signals with frequencies
higher than that of the specified cut-off frequency but permit easy transmission of lower
frequency signals [65]. Typically, when an inputted form of a square wave emerges from
a low-pass filter, its leading and trailing edges are rounded as pictured in Figure 7.2.12.
Rounding the edges of the square pulse removes the sharp corners associated with
discontinuities. Correspondingly, the low-pass filter adds physical sensibility to the
system as any signal will have an attributed rise and settling time. However, in this
simulation, the signal was simply passed through the filter to ensure a continuous
function, not to accurately model the rise and settling times of the signal itself.

Figure 7.2.12: Square Pulse and Resulting Signal Passed through a Low-Pass Filter

7.2.4 COMPONENT VALUES
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 6, the input parameters of each component in the
AGB system captured by the PGear model are contained in the Excel spreadsheet
PGear_xlsx.xlsx. Fundamentally, the Excel file serves as an easily accessible storehouse
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of system parameters that can be modified as needed if one of the parameters happens to
incur a change in value. Pertinent information regarding the system geometry, operating
conditions, and component values listed on the Excel Spreadsheet include:

•

polar inertia (in-lbf-s2)

•

angular steady state velocity (rad/s)

•

bearing damping (in-lbf-s)

•

accessory internal damping (in-lbf-s)

•

torsional shaft damping (in-lbf-s)

•

torsional shaft stiffness (in-lbf/rad)

•

applied steady state load torque (in-lbf)

•

maximum applied transient load torque (in-lbf)

•

ratio of applied steady state load torque to maximum applied transient load torque

•

gear ratio

•

the initial conditions of angular position (rad) and angular velocity (rad/s) of the
gears and accessories

In the subsequent subsections, each parameter included in the bullet list above will be
chronicled and the default values provided. The default values are representative of
realistic values but do not correspond to any actual system.
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•

Polar Inertia Values
Employing a torsional lumped mass model, generic values of polar inertia, listed

in Table 7.2.5, are required for each gear and accessory before analysis can occur.
Remember, as explained in Section 7.2.1, the engine acts as a quasi-grounded element
because of the high order of magnitude difference between the polar inertias of the engine
and rest of the AGB system components.

Table 7.2.5: Component Values of Polar Inertia in Units of in-lbf-s2
Polar Inertia (in-lbf-s2)
Branch Variable
Value
Description
Drive
JE
1.00E+02 E (Engine) Inertia
Drive
JD1
3.35E-02 Gear D1 Inertia
Drive
JD2
3.52E-02 Gear D2 Inertia
Drive
JD3
3.52E-02 Gear D3 Inertia
Main
JM1
5.91E-03 Gear M1 Inertia
Main
JM2
2.33E-02 Gear M2 Inertia
Main
JM3
7.77E-03 Gear M3 Inertia
Left
JL1
4.87E-02 Gear L1 Inertia
Left
JL2
1.36E-02 Gear L2 Inertia
Left
JL3
6.20E-04 Gear L3 Inertia
Left
JL4
7.69E-03 Gear L4 Inertia
Right
JR1
7.14E-02 Gear R1 Inertia
Right
JR2
1.36E-02 Gear R2 Inertia
Right
JR3
3.98E-02 Gear R3 Inertia
Right
JR4
9.99E-03 Gear R4 Inertia
Right
JR5
1.54E-02 Gear R5 Inertia
Main
JES
3.70E-02 ES (Engine Starter/Generator) Inertia
Main
JA3
1.90E-01 Accessory A3 Inertia
Left
JA2
1.93E-02 Accessory A2 Inertia
Left
JA1
8.12E-02 Accessory A1 Inertia
Right
JA4
8.30E-03 Accessory A4 Inertia
Right
JA5
6.45E-02 Accessory A5 Inertia
Right
JA6
8.65E-04 Accessory A6 Inertia
Right
JA7
8.30E-03 Accessory A7 Inertia
Right
JA8
1.95E-02 Accessory A8 Inertia
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•

Steady State Angular Velocities
Initially given in units of rpm, the provided steady state angular velocities 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

were converted to units of rad/s via Eq. 7.2.2 to facilitate easy calculations within the
AGB system model. Utilized to obtain accurate behavior, the calculated steady state
angular velocities of the system components should match the provided default values of
Table 7.2.6.

1

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 1 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
2𝜋𝜋 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
=
∙
∙
𝑠𝑠
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 60 𝑠𝑠

Eq. 7.2.2

Table 7.2.6: Steady State Angular Velocities in Units of rad/s

Branch Variable
Drive
ωssE
Drive
ωssD3
Drive
ωssD2
Drive
ωssD1
Main
ωssM2
Main
ωssM1
Main
ωssM3
Left
ωssL1
Left
ωssL2
Left
ωssL3
Left
ωssL4
Right
ωssR1
Right
ωssR2
Right
ωssR3
Right
ωssR4
Right
ωssR5

Angular Velocity Steady State (rad/s)
Value
Description
1345.86
Steady State Angular Velocity of Engine
1345.86
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear D3
2482.17
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear D2
2482.17
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear D1
2623.96
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear M2
2623.96
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear M1
2623.96
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear M3
920.17
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear L1
920.17
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear L2
2920.63
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear L3
829.69
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear L4
961.22
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear R1
961.22
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear R2
695.02
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear R3
961.22
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear R4
695.02
Steady State Angular Velocity of Gear R5
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•

Viscous Bearing Damping
Along with providing aid in rotational motion, bearings help support the

connecting shafts in gear-to-gear and accessory-to-gear configurations [50].

Each

bearing rotates at a corresponding steady state angular velocity given in Table 7.2.6 and
experiences a frictional torque load of 𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 5 in-lbf.

Inserting the corresponding

parameters of frictional torque and steady state angular velocity into,

𝐵𝐵 =

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓
,
𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

Eq. 7.2.3

the amount of viscous damping 𝐵𝐵 generated in each bearing is determined and provided
in Table 7.2.7. Examining the AGB geometry, connecting shafts are supported by either

one or two bearings. The amount of viscous damping stemming from the number of
bearings present is accounted for in the dynamic equations of motion of Table 7.1.2 and
Table 7.1.5.
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Table 7.2.7: Viscous Bearing Damping Coefficients in Units of in-lbf-s

Branch
Drive
Drive
Drive
Main
Main
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
•

Viscous Bearing Damping (in-lbf-s)
Variable
Value
Description
D1 Bearings (2)
BD1
0.002014
D2 Bearings (2)
BD2
0.002014
BD3
0.003715
D3 Bearing Damping
BM1
0.001905
M1 Bearing Damping
BM3
0.001905
M3 Bearing Damping
BL1
0.005434
L1 Bearing Damping
BL2
0.005434
L2 Bearing Damping
L3 Bearings (2)
BL3
0.001712
L4 Bearings (2)
BL4
0.006026
BR1
0.005202
R1 Bearing Damping
BR2
0.005202
R2 Bearing Damping
BR3
0.007194
R3 Bearing Damping
BR4
0.005202
R4 Bearing Damping
BR5
0.007194
R5 Bearing Damping

Accessory Internal Damping
The coefficients of accessory internal damping are listed in Table 7.2.8 and

capture the internal damping within each accessory or rotating component as well as any
undetermined amounts of viscous damping. The given values are equal to one another
and are determined by the means of a trial and error process by adjusting the 𝛽𝛽 values

until the calculated steady state angular velocities match the default values of Table 7.2.6.
In essence, the coefficients of accessory internal damping are utilized to dial-in the
performance of the AGB system model. Without provided experimental or calculated
values, these parameters are to be freely adjusted to calibrate the model’s performance.
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Table 7.2.8: Coefficients of Accessory Internal Damping in Units of in-lbf-s

Branch
Drive
Main
Main
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Main
•

Accessory Internal Damping (in-lbf-s)
Variable
Value Description
βE
0.41985 E Internal Frictional Damping
βES
0.41985 ES Internal Frictional Damping
βA3
0.41985 A3 Internal Frictional Damping
βA2
0.41985 A2 Internal Frictional Damping
βA1
0.41985 A1 Internal Frictional Damping
βA4
0.41985 A4 Internal Frictional Damping
βA5
0.41985 A5 Internal Frictional Damping
βA6
0.41985 A6 Internal Frictional Damping
βA7
0.41985 A7 Internal Frictional Damping
βA8
0.41985 A8 Internal Frictional Damping
βM2
0.41985 M2 Internal Frictional Damping

Torsional Shaft Stiffness
Similar to a spring, the shafts of the AGB whose connections range from gear-to-

gear and accessory-to-gear have provided values of stiffness 𝐾𝐾 listed in Table 7.2.9
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Table 7.2.9: Torsional Shaft Stiffness Values in Units of in-lbf/rad
Torsional Shaft Stiffness Pairs (in-lbf/rad)
Branch
Variable
Value
Description
Engine/Drive
KED3
5.292E+07 E/D3 Shaft Stiffness
Drive
KD2D1
1.093E+06 D2/D1 Shaft Stiffness
Main
KM2M1
1.478E+06 M2/M1 Shaft Stiffness
Main
KM2M3
7.285E+06 M2/M3 Shaft Stiffness
Left
KL2L1
7.647E+05 L2/L1 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR2R1
1.291E+06 R2/R1 Shaft Stiffness
Main
KM1ES
1.320E+05 M1/ES Shaft Stiffness
Main
KM3A3
1.970E+06 M3/A3 Shaft Stiffness
Left
KL3A2
1.300E+04 L3/A2 Shaft Stiffness
Left
KL4A1
7.410E+06 L4/A1 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR3A4
7.840E+05 R3/A4 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR3A5
1.300E+07 R3/A5 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR4A6
7.570E+05 R4/A6 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR5A7
6.120E+05 R5/A7 Shaft Stiffness
Right
KR5A8
3.950E+06 R5/A8 Shaft Stiffness
•

Torsional Shaft Damping
Along with its associated torsional stiffness, each shaft possesses an inherent

energy loss due to resistance to rotation known as torsional damping. Utilizing Eq.
4.4.17, the torsional shaft damping coefficients 𝐶𝐶, provided in Table 7.2.10, are
determined using a non-dimensional material coefficient corresponding to stainless steel
where 𝜎𝜎 = 0.035.
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Table 7.2.10: Torsional Shaft Damping Coefficients in Units of in-lbf-s
Torsional Shaft Damping Pairs (in-lbf-s)
Branch
Variable
Value
Description
Engine/Drive
CED3
4.77E+01 E/D3 Shaft Damping
Drive
CD2D1
4.79E+00 D2/D1 Shaft Damping
Main
CM2M1
2.92E+00 M2/M1 Shaft Damping
Main
CM2M3
7.21E+00 M2/M3 Shaft Damping
Left
CL2L1
3.15E+00 L2/L1 Shaft Damping
Right
CR2R1
4.25E+00 R2/R1 Shaft Damping
Main
CM1ES
9.08E-01 M1/ES Shaft Damping
Main
CM3A3
4.24E+00 M3/A3 Shaft Damping
Left
CL3A2
9.78E-02 L3/A2 Shaft Damping
Left
CL4A1
7.99E+00 L4/A1 Shaft Damping
Right
CR3A4
2.57E+00 R3/A4 Shaft Damping
Right
CR3A5
1.98E+01 R3/A5 Shaft Damping
Right
CR4A6
8.59E-01 R4/A6 Shaft Damping
Right
CR5A7
2.01E+00 R5/A7 Shaft Damping
Right
CR5A8
6.45E+00 R5/A8 Shaft Damping
•

Applied/Load Steady State Accessory Torques
Subjected to a driving torque from the engine, each accessory also incurs a

respective torque load on the AGB system. Similar to the coefficients of accessory
internal damping, the engine drive torque is a free parameter able to be manipulated as
long as the value is large enough to overcome the load torques of the accessories.
However, a change in the engine drive torque dictates a modification of the accessory
internal damping values to preserve the AGB model’s ability to calculate the appropriate
steady state angular velocities. Opposite the trend associated to increased engine inertia
and computation time, an increase in engine drive torque results in a decrease of time
required to arrive at steady state operation. Contained in Table 7.2.11 are the default
applied/load accessory steady state torque 𝜏𝜏 values.
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Table 7.2.11: Accessory Steady State Applied/Load Torques in Units of in-lbf
Applied/Resultant Torques Steady State (in-lbf)
Branch Variable
Value
Description
Drive
τE
15000.00 Applied Engine Torque
Main
τES
-652.00
Accessory ES Load Torque
Main
τA3
-830.00
Accessory A3 Load Torque
Left
τA2
-9.00
Accessory A2 Load Torque
Left
τA1
-900.00
Accessory A1 Load Torque
Right
τA4
-240.00
Accessory A4 Load Torque
Right
τA5
-374.00
Accessory A5 Load Torque
Right
τA6
-69.00
Accessory A6 Load Torque
Right
τA7
-240.00
Accessory A7 Load Torque
Right
τA8
-290.00
Accessory A8 Load Torque
•

Gear Ratios
Because in the PGear version of the AGB model the gears were assumed to be

perfect structures, the gear ratios 𝑁𝑁 between the mating sets of gears are utilized to
simplify the governing equations of dynamic behavior. Calculated from the provided

steady state angular velocities and Eq. 7.1.1, the inclusion of the gear ratio, Table 7.2.12,
simplifies the solution process by avoiding the calculation of the contact force acting at
each gear mesh.
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Table 7.2.12: Gear Ratios of Ideal AGB System

Branch
Drive/Main
Drive
Left/Main
Left
Left
Right/Main
Right
Right
Right
•

Gear Ratios
Variable
Value
ND1M2
1.0571
ND2D3
0.5422
NL1M1
2.8516
NL1L3
3.1740
NL2L4
0.9017
NR1M3
2.7298
NR2R3
0.7231
NR2R4
1.0000
NR2R5
0.7231

Description
Gear Ratio D1/M2
Gear Ratio D2/D3
Gear Ratio L1/M1
Gear Ratio L1/L3
Gear Ratio L2/L4
Gear Ratio R1/M3
Gear Ratio R2/R3
Gear Ratio R2/R4
Gear Ratio R2/R5

Initial Conditions
As a result of the general second-order form of the governing equations of motion

listed in Table 7.1.5, an initial condition of angular position 𝜃𝜃0 and angular velocity 𝜔𝜔0

for each component must be provided for the solution process to occur. Initially set to a
default value of zero for every angular velocity, each component of the AGB system
starts the simulation at rest. Conversely, a zero value of all initial angular positions
indicates the relative displacements of every shaft is zero thereby resulting in shafts free
of twisting and resulting stresses. Furthermore, when the initial angular position of each
gear of a gear pair is set to zero, the gear pair is in separation as previously described in
Chapter 5.
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Table 7.2.13: Initial Angular Position and Angular Velocity of Components
Initial Conditions: Angular Velocity (rad/s) and Angular Position (rad)
Branch
Variable
Value Description
Drive
ω(0)E
0.00
Initial Engine Angular Velocity ω(0)
Drive
θ(0)E
0.00
Initial Engine Angular Position θ(0)
Drive
ω(0)D1
0.00
Initial Gear D1 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Drive
θ(0)D1
0.00
Initial Gear D1 Angular Position θ(0)
Drive
ω(0)D2
0.00
Initial Gear D2 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Drive
θ(0)D2
0.00
Initial Gear D2 Angular Position θ(0)
Left
ω(0)L1
0.00
Initial Gear L1 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Left
θ(0)L1
0.00
Initial Gear L1 Angular Position θ(0)
Left
ω(0)L2
0.00
Initial Gear L2 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Left
θ(0)L2
0.00
Initial Gear L2 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)R1
0.00
Initial Gear R1 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)R1
0.00
Initial Gear R1 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)R2
0.00
Initial Gear R2 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)R2
0.00
Initial Gear R2 Angular Position θ(0)
Main
ω(0)ES
0.00
Initial ES Angular Velocity ω(0)
Main
θ(0)ES
0.00
Initial ES Angular Position θ(0)
Main
ω(0)A3
0.00
Initial A3 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Main
θ(0)A3
0.00
Initial A3 Angular Position θ(0)
Left
ω(0)A2
0.00
Initial A2 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Left
θ(0)A2
0.00
Initial A2 Angular Position θ(0)
Left
ω(0)A1
0.00
Initial A1 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Left
θ(0)A1
0.00
Initial A1 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)A4
0.00
Initial A4 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)A4
0.00
Initial A4 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)A5
0.00
Initial A5 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)A5
0.00
Initial A5 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)A6
0.00
Initial A6 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)A6
0.00
Initial A6 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)A7
0.00
Initial A7 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)A7
0.00
Initial A7 Angular Position θ(0)
Right
ω(0)A8
0.00
Initial A8 Angular Velocity ω(0)
Right
θ(0)A8
0.00
Initial A8 Angular Position θ(0)
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7.3

PGEAR RESULTS: IDEAL SCENARIO

7.3.1 NORMAL MODES
Briefly mentioned earlier in Section 7.2.1, calculation of the system’s normal
modes is accomplished by determining the system’s Fourier Transform (FT). Essentially,
the FT converts a signal in the time domain into the coefficients of its representative
Fourier Series (FS) based in the frequency domain. Particularly useful in signal analysis,
the FS/FT theory states any continuous or discrete signal can be broken down into a
summation of sinusoidal waves of it natural occurring frequencies. Sinusoidal waves are
employed to decompose the input signal because of the concept of sinusoidal fidelity
dictating a sinusoidal input will produce a sinusoidal output. Only changes in amplitude
and phase of the decomposed sinusoidal waves are allowable such that when added
together, any input signal of the time domain can be modeled [60, 61].
Knowledge of a multi-dimensional system’s normal mode frequencies is critical
as each normal mode acts as a resonant frequency. Resonance is to be avoided as it
corresponds to the system driven at one of its natural frequencies resulting in unbounded
oscillatory motion in un-damped systems and oscillatory motion of maximum amplitude
in damped scenarios. Unchecked operation at resonant frequencies can quickly lead to
catastrophic failures within the system [40, 41].
The general procedure implemented to calculate the normal modes of the AGB
system includes the following series of actions [62]:

1. All damping terms and applied/load torques are set to a value of zero. These
input parameters include:
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Viscous bearing damping 𝐵𝐵

Accessory internal damping 𝛽𝛽
Torsional shaft damping 𝐶𝐶

Applied/load steady state torques 𝜏𝜏

2. All initial conditions of angular position and angular velocity are assigned a value
of zero except for one term to provide the system an initial displacement from
equilibrium or an initial velocity required to initiate un-damped motion. In the
particularly studied cases illustrated, the initial condition for steady state
operation of gear 𝐷𝐷2 , 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 = 2660.51 rad/s, was chosen to facilitate oscillatory

motion.

If another initial condition had been chosen, the calculation of the

system’s normal modes would remain largely unaffected. However, values of the
calculated power spectrum are subject to alteration in response to the changing
initial condition.
3. The MATLAB m-file, fft_AGB.m utilizing the discrete Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) functions analyzes the recorded component angular velocity output to
determine the AGB system’s normal mode frequencies.

Originally developed in 1805 by Karl Friedrich Gauss as an algorithm to calculate
the orbit of asteroids from a discrete set of equally-spaced measurements, the FFT relies
on fewer calculations than the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). However, Gauss’
work on this subject matter was never published during his lifetime and was largely
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forgotten until Cooley and Tukey [63] published their work at the dawn of the digital
computer in 1965 [60 - 62].
Fundamentally, the FFT is an extremely efficient method for calculating the
complex DFT by transforming two time domain signals (real and imaginary) composed
of 𝑁𝑁 number of points into two frequency domain signals (real and imaginary) of 𝑁𝑁
number of points.

In the frequency domain, points ranging from 𝑁𝑁 = 0 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑁𝑁/2

correspond to the positive frequencies where as the points 𝑁𝑁/2 + 1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑁𝑁 − 1 relate to the
values of negative frequency.

However, only the points from 𝑁𝑁 = 0 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑁𝑁/2 are

necessary as the range 𝑁𝑁/2 + 1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑁𝑁 − 1 are symmetric of the first set of points.

The number of computational operations performed by the FFT is on the order of

Nlog2N where as the number of operations associated with the DFT is approximately 𝑁𝑁 2 .

Based on the extremely large number of data points accumulated during the calculation
of the AGB operational dynamics, application of FFT is absolutely essential in
minimizing the number of operations and computational time. For example, a data set of
𝑁𝑁 = 1024 requires 150 times more operations by the DFT algorithm as compared to
application of the FFT.

Employing an algorithm to solve the DFT given by the expression,

𝑁𝑁−1

𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
1
� 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋 𝑁𝑁 ,
𝑋𝑋𝑘𝑘 =
𝑁𝑁
𝑗𝑗 =0
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Eq. 7.3.1

the FFT first breaks a time domain input composed of 𝑁𝑁 points into 𝑁𝑁 time domain
signals of one point. Next the 𝑁𝑁 time domain signals are converted to 𝑁𝑁 signals in the

frequency domain. Finally, the 𝑁𝑁 signals of the frequency domain are combined into a

single frequency domain signal of N points. During the solution process, the number of
points is subdivided such that 𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁1 𝑁𝑁2 . The subdivision process changes the one-

dimensional DFT equation into a two-dimensional equation employing a series of
algebraic manipulations,

𝑗𝑗 = 𝑗𝑗(𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏) = 𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁1 + 𝑏𝑏; 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 0 ≤ 𝑎𝑎 ≤ 𝑁𝑁2 , 0 ≤ 𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝑁𝑁1 ,

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘 (𝑐𝑐, 𝑑𝑑) = 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁2 + 𝑑𝑑; 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 0 ≤ 𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑁𝑁1 , 0 ≤ 𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑁𝑁2 ,

Eq. 7.3.2

𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏) 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑋𝑋𝑘𝑘 = 𝑋𝑋(𝑐𝑐, 𝑑𝑑),

to break Eq. 7.3.1 into the provided FFT form below,

𝑁𝑁2 −1 𝑁𝑁1 −1

−𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋
1
� � 𝑥𝑥 (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏)𝑒𝑒 𝑁𝑁 (𝑎𝑎 𝑁𝑁1 +𝑏𝑏)(𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁2 +𝑑𝑑) .
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑋𝑋(𝑐𝑐, 𝑑𝑑) =
𝑁𝑁

Eq. 7.3.3

𝑎𝑎 =0 𝑏𝑏=0

Factoring the number of operation points results in calculating 𝑁𝑁 DFT values of

length 𝑁𝑁2 and then finding 𝑁𝑁 DFT values of length 𝑁𝑁1 such that the number of performed

operations is approximately 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔2 𝑁𝑁.

Using this logic in conjunction with a

computational technique such as recursive or iterative implementation, MATLAB’s
inherent function capability is able to determine the FFT of the AGB system. Note in Eq.
7.3.1 - Eq. 7.3.3, lower case 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 represents the time domain, upper case 𝑋𝑋𝑘𝑘 signifies the
frequency domain, and 𝑖𝑖 is the imaginary number designation [60 - 62, 64]. Further in
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depth analysis can be found in the cited resources and is not explained here in more detail
as this is not the main focus of the document.
After calculation of the angular velocities of the AGB components, the normal
modes of the system were calculated via the aforementioned process.

A “power

spectrum” versus frequency plot was generated for each gear and accessory to be
analyzed for spikes denoting the normal mode frequencies of the system. Often times,
numerous normal modes occur on a component as well as on other system components.
During calculation, the “power spectrum” provided by the expression,

𝑁𝑁/2

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 2|𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹|0 ,

Eq. 7.3.4

is not the component’s actual power, but rather a consistently applied calculation such
that every measurement and comparison takes place from the same baseline.
Pictured below are several normal mode frequency plots generated by the
MATLAB m-file for gear 𝑅𝑅5 and accessory 𝐴𝐴7 . The first plot, Figure 7.3.1, captures the

overall frequency domain of gear 𝑅𝑅5 while Figure 7.3.2 is a zoomed-in analysis of the
normal modes between the frequencies 0 and 600 Hertz. Similar to gear 𝑅𝑅5 , Figure 7.3.3

is an analysis of the entire frequency spectrum for accessory 𝐴𝐴7 while Figure 7.3.4 is
zoomed to the region between 800 and 2400 Hz. Normal mode analysis plots and

reference tables for the rest of the AGB system are located in Appendix B. Compared in
Table 7.3.1, gear 𝑅𝑅5 and accessory 𝐴𝐴7 share all of the same normal mode frequencies.

However, even though the normal modes of gear 𝑅𝑅5 and accessory 𝐴𝐴7 match identically,

they contain many frequencies not present in gear 𝐷𝐷2 as illustrated in Table 7.3.1, Figure
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7.3.3, and Figure 7.3.5.

Approximately only half the calculated normal modes of

components 𝑅𝑅5 and 𝐴𝐴7 are present in the dynamic behavior of gear 𝐷𝐷2 .

Figure 7.3.1: Normal Modes of Gear R5 for Full Frequency Spectrum

Figure 7.3.2: Normal Modes of Gear R5 for 0 to 600 Hz
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Figure 7.3.3: Normal Modes of Accessory A7 for Full Frequency Spectrum

Figure 7.3.4: Normal Modes of Accessory A7 for 800 to 2400 Hz
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Figure 7.3.5: Normal Modes of Gear D2 for Full Frequency Spectrum

Figure 7.3.6: Normal Modes of Gear D2 for 0 to 350 Hz
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Table 7.3.1: Normal Mode Frequencies of Selected AGB Components
Normal Mode Frequencies (Hz)
R5
A7
D2
128.18
128.18
NA
225.84
225.84
225.84
311.29
311.29
311.29
543.23
543.23
NA
1030.00
1030.00
1030.00
1388.59
1388.59
NA
1576.28
1576.28
NA
2018.8
2018.8
2018.80
3050.33
3050.33
3050.33
3125.1
3125.1
NA
4109.32
4109.32
4109.32

After examination of every gear and accessory component, a list of the AGB
system’s normal modes is compiled in Table 7.3.2. For the fifteen geared components of
the AGB system, one frequency of zero value and fourteen non-zero frequencies are
determined to be the system’s normal mode frequencies.
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Table 7.3.2: Calculated Normal Mode Frequencies of Ideal AGB System
Normal Modes Found by Frequency
Analysis
Normal Mode
Frequency (Hz)
1
128.18
2
225.84
3
309.76-311.29
4
445.57-447.10
5
541.70-543.23
6
1030.00
7
1388.59
8
1576.28
9
2018.8
10
3050.33
11
3125.1
12
3286.84
13
4109.32
14
4765.47

7.3.2 VELOCITY PROFILES: WITHOUT REGENERATIVE ENERGY
A simulated scenario from initial engine start-up to steady state operation without
any regenerative torque input serves as a baseline of the AGB’s operational dynamics
against which the addition of a regenerative energy profile can be compared.
Implementing the system parameters of Table 7.2.5 - Table 7.2.13, a simulation of 120
seconds was performed to capture the transient behavior of the AGB when all
applied/load torques activate at 𝑡𝑡 = 0 sec without the effects of regenerative energy
pulsing back through the system.

Each AGB component’s angular velocity profile displays the same general trend;
a smooth curve from rest to the characteristic steady state rotational velocity of Table
7.2.6 (except for some small initial start-up transients discussed below). Examination of
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the rotational speeds of the gears 𝐿𝐿1 and 𝑀𝑀1 , pictured in Figure 7.3.7 and Figure 7.3.8,
clearly demonstrates the concept that two gears in mesh exhibit the same behavioral trend

except for the difference in amplitude directly tied to the corresponding gear ratio of
Table 7.2.12. The disparity in the positive velocity of gear 𝑀𝑀1 and negative velocity of
gear 𝐿𝐿1 is attributed to the gears’ opposite rotational directions.

Figure 7.3.7: Angular Velocity of Gear M1 without Regenerative Energy

Figure 7.3.8: Angular Velocity of Gear L1 without Regenerative Energy
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The dynamic behavior of the gear pair of 𝐿𝐿1 and 𝑀𝑀1 is similarly experienced by

the other gear mesh interactions in the AGB system. To further prove the point, the
angular velocities of the gear pair closest to the engine (gears 𝐷𝐷3 and 𝐷𝐷2 ) and the gear

pair furthest away from the ES (gears 𝑅𝑅4 and 𝑅𝑅5 ) are pictured in Figure 7.3.9 - Figure

7.3.12. As expected, the performance of each gear in mesh is the mirror image of its
corresponding mate only differing in magnitude by the value of the gear ratio.

Figure 7.3.9: Angular Velocity of Gear D3 without Regenerative Energy

Figure 7.3.10: Angular Velocity of Gear D2 without Regenerative Energy
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Figure 7.3.11: Angular Velocity of Gear R4 without Regenerative Energy

Figure 7.3.12: Angular Velocity of Gear R5 without Regenerative Energy

Attached to the gears via connecting shafts, the angular velocities of the
accessories match the operational angular velocities of the attached gear. Evidenced in
Figure 7.3.13, the transient dynamics of the ES corresponds directly to that of the
attached gear 𝑀𝑀1 .
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Figure 7.3.13: Angular Velocity of Accessory ES without Regenerative Energy

Not visible in the performance plots, each component experiences initial
transients during the start-up period of the AGB.

Small in nature, these transients

eventually damp out allowing the component to gently accelerate to steady state
operation. Note the damping time scale of the initial transients shown in Figure 7.3.14.

Figure 7.3.14: Initial Transients of Gear M1 Velocity without Regenerative Energy
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7.3.3 VELOCITY PROFILES: WITH REGENERATIVE ENERGY
Detailed earlier in Section 7.2.3, the regenerative profiles Event #1 and Event #2
were applied to the AGB simulation scenario via the accessory 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 pulsing at a predefined frequency from 𝑡𝑡 = 70 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 = 87 sec. After regenerative pulse application, the
AGB system was allowed to settle back to steady state operating conditions.

Regenerative pulse profiles of Event #1 and Event #2 applied during the operational
scenario are provided in Figure 7.3.15 - Figure 7.3.18.
Performance of the AGB system identically matches that of Section 7.3.2 until the
inclusion of the regenerative pulse. The effects of the first initial pulse are studied as the
responses to subsequent regenerative pulses are close to identical because ensuing
regenerative pulses occur after the effects of the previous pulse have been effectively
damped. However if the frequency of the regenerative pulse is increased, the reaction of
each subsequent pulse, by the concept of superposition, could add to the response of the
preceding pulse resulting in drastically different behavior from pulse to pulse [40, 41,
46].

Figure 7.3.15: Regenerative Pulse Profile for Event #1
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Figure 7.3.16: Magnified View of First Pulse for Event #1

Figure 7.3.17: Regenerative Pulse Profile for Event #2
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Figure 7.3.18: Magnified View of First Pulse for Event #2

Dynamic behavior of the AGB components in response to each regenerative pulse
profile is compared in Figure 7.3.19 - Figure 7.3.26. The incurred oscillations of the
components’ angular velocities are relatively insignificant as the oscillatory deviations
from steady state operation are less than 1%. As expected, the oscillatory behavior much
resembles that of an under-damped system, but not lightly damped, subject to a forcing
function where the response of the system overshoots but quickly settles back to
equilibrium. Physically, when the positive portion of the regenerative pulse enters the
AGB system, it decreases the acting load resulting in an increase in rotational velocity.
The negative portion of the regenerative pulse increases the load action on the AGB and
effectively decreases the components’ rotational velocities.
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Figure 7.3.19: Effect of First Pulse of Event #1 on the Angular Velocity of Gear M1

Figure 7.3.20: Effect of First Pulse of Event #2 on the Angular Velocity of Gear M1

Figure 7.3.21: Effect of First Pulse of Event #1 on the Angular Velocity of Gear L1
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Figure 7.3.22: Effect of First Pulse of Event #2 on the Angular Velocity of Gear L1

Figure 7.3.23: Effect of First Pulse of Event #1 on the Angular Velocity of ES

Figure 7.3.24: Effect of First Pulse of Event #2 on the Angular Velocity of ES
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Figure 7.3.25: Effect of First Pulse of Event #1 on the Angular Velocity of Gear R5

Figure 7.3.26: Effect of First Pulse of Event #2 on the Angular Velocity of Gear R5

Regarding the response to each regenerative profile, Event #2 causes a slightly
larger change in angular velocity and decays to steady state slightly slower. Though the
difference in angular velocity due to the applied regenerative energy is minimal, the true
nature of the AGB system’s response to the different regenerative profiles will not be
completely known until its affect on the transient torques encountered in the connecting
shafts is investigated.
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7.3.4 TORQUE PROFILES
Depending on the associated value of stiffness, each shaft will experience a
degree of twisting during operation. The resulting angle difference between the ends of
the shaft generates a time dependent, torsional stress. During the progression to steady
state operation without the influence of regenerative energy, the shaft will twist from an
initial state of zero deformation to a constant value when operating at steady state.
However, when the shaft is subjected to the transient regenerative torque, the shaft’s
angle difference and generated torsional stress will change in magnitude and possibly
direction. Of particular interest, the shafts response to the incurred and regenerative
transient torques could lead to possible catastrophic or fatigue failure if the selected
material’s properties do not meet the yield stress requirements.

The transient shaft

torque 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 , given by,
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 (𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖1 ),

Eq. 7.3.5

is a function of both material properties and calculable state variables, where 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 is the

shaft’s attributed stiffness and 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖2 as well as 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖1 are the angular positions of the
corresponding ends of the ith shaft.

Before analyzing the effect of regenerative energy on the generated torsional
stress present in the AGB shafts, a baseline reference is established in Figure 7.3.27 Figure 7.3.29 for several of the system’s shafts (𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸, 𝑀𝑀3 -𝐴𝐴3 , 𝑅𝑅5 -𝐴𝐴8 ) operating at

steady state conditions. Though only a handful of results are pictured in this section, a
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full set of resultant plots of the shaft torques at steady state and under the influence of
both Event #1 and Event #2 are provided in Appendix C.

Figure 7.3.27: Steady State Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES

Figure 7.3.28: Steady State Torque Profile of Shaft M3-A3
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Figure 7.3.29: Steady State Torque Profile of Shaft R5-A8

Subjecting the AGB system to either Event #1 or Event #2 causes a myriad of
reactions within the connecting shafts. Of particular interest is the shaft connecting the
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 to gear 𝑀𝑀1 as it is the first shaft to encounter the regenerative energy when it travels

back through the AGB. The responses of shaft 𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 to both regenerative energy

profiles are pictured below in Figure 7.3.30 - Figure 7.3.33. Notice, when a regenerative

pulse enters the AGB the shaft 𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 deviates from steady state operation by essentially
loading and unloading instantaneously. The magnitude of the load/unload experienced
by shaft 𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 is on the order of the steady state torque value.

In Event #1, analysis of the first regenerative pulse, pictured in Figure 7.3.31,

reveals that after approximately doubling in value the torque on the shaft completely
unloads and causes a reversal in shaft direction. Effectively, the reversal in rotational
direction enacts a negative torque load opposite the original torsional stress component.
Similar in behavior, the response enacted on shaft M1-ES by regenerative Event #2,
shown in Figure 7.3.33, follows the behavior trend of Event #1 except the change in
magnitude caused by Event #2 is larger due to the increased regenerative load.
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Figure 7.3.30: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES Subject to Regenerative Event #1

Figure 7.3.31: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #1
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Figure 7.3.32: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES Subject to Regenerative Event #2

Figure 7.3.33: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #2

Moving further down the main branch, the torsional stress loads of the connecting
shaft between accessory 𝐴𝐴3 and gear 𝑀𝑀3 exhibits similar behavior to that of shaft 𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

when encountering regenerative Event #1 or Event #2. Illustrated in Figure 7.3.34 and
Figure 7.3.35, the torsional stress dramatically increases and decreases causing a
variation in positive and negative torque values equating to reversals of the shaft
rotational direction.
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Figure 7.3.34: Torque Profile of Shaft M3-A3 – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #1

Figure 7.3.35: Torque Profile of Shaft M3-A3 – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #2

At the furthest location from the point of entry of the regenerative energy, the
torsional stress on the connecting shaft between accessory 𝐴𝐴8 and gear 𝑅𝑅5 is only
minutely affected by the introduction of regenerative energy. Unlike the two previously
analyzed shafts, shaft 𝑅𝑅5 -𝐴𝐴8 experiences load/unload phenomena, seen in Figure 7.3.36

and Figure 7.3.37, but does not encounter reversals in directional rotation. At the point of
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largest change in magnitude of torsional stress during Event #2, shaft 𝑅𝑅5 -𝐴𝐴8 only

undergoes a load/unload of approximately 17% of the steady state value.

Figure 7.3.36: Torque Profile of Shaft R5-A8 – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #1

Figure 7.3.37: Torque Profile of Shaft R5-A8 – First Regenerative Pulse of Event #2

A point of concern resulting from the high magnitudes of load/unload transient
behavior is the effect on the performance and lifetime of the shaft component.
Particularly, do the high stress levels encountered lie within the shaft’s material strength
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properties or will high cycles of the transient torque result in premature fatigue failure?
Although material failure is not the focus of this work, the analysis above provides
insight into the magnitude of torsional stresses given all input conditions.
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CHAPTER 8: RGEAR MODEL WITH BACKLASH DYNAMICS
8.1

SETUP AND INITIALIZATION
Unlike the PGear model, RGear is intended to model the AGB system whose

performance is influenced by backlash. Following the format of PGear, RGear is an
extension of the simpler model’s form, function, and capabilities while retaining the
initial look, feel, and operational procedure.

Therefore, the same conventions and

notations of Chapter 7 apply to the RGear model except the governing equations of
motion built in the Simulink environment are those of Table 7.1.2 not Table 7.1.5. With
the addition of several new parameters to the RGear model, Table 8.1.1 replaces Table
7.1.4 in defining the units associated with each parameter while Table 8.1.2 provides an
overall model summary.
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Table 8.1.1: Units Employed in AGB System – RGear Model
Unit Definitions of AGB System Parameters
Variable
Definition
Units
θ
Angular Displacement
radians (rad)
ω = θ̇
Angular Velocity
radians/sec (rad/s)
α = ω̇ = θ̈ Angular Acceleration
rad/sec2
θc
Gear Backlash Angle
radians (rad)
F
Frequency
Hertz (Hz)
J
Moment of Inertia
inch-pound-s2 (in-lbf-s2)
K
Shaft Stiffness
in-lbf/rad
Km
Gear Mesh Stiffness
in-lbf/rad
B, β
Viscous Damping Coefficient
in-lbf-s
Bm
Gear Mesh Damping Coefficient
in-lbf-s
Bv
Oil Damping Coefficient
in-lbf-s
C
Torsional Damping Component
in-lbf-s
r
Gear Radius
in
c
Gear Linear Backlash
in
τ
Torque
in-lbf

Table 8.1.2: Total Number of AGB Parameters in RGear Model
Item
Equations
State Variables (θ, ω)
Gears
Engine
Accessories
Shafts
System Parameters (J, B, β, C, K, Bm, Km, r, c)
Bearing Points
Source and Load Torques
Regenerative Torques

Number
88
59
15
1
9
15
140
21
10
1

Determination of the contact force resulting from the meshing of gear teeth is
performed by utilizing one of the three linear contact force methods (CLB, FLB, VLB)
detailed earlier in Section 5.2.6 and summarized below:
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• CLB: Conventional Linear Contact Force with Backlash method of calculation
takes the Kelvin-Voigt form and is given by Eq. 5.2.36 - Eq. 5.2.41. Of the three
methods of linear contact force determination, the CLB provides the most intergear damping as the gear mesh damping coefficient is always included in the
calculation of the contact force - even if the gear teeth are in separation.
• FLB: Forced Boundary Condition Linear Contact Force with Backlash method
of calculation, Eq. 5.2.43 - Eq. 5.2.48, provides the least amount of inter-gear
damping as the gear mesh damping component is only included in the
computation of the contact force when the mating gear teeth are in contact.
When the gear teeth are not in contact, the Simulink code forces the contact force
to be zero.
• VLB: Viscous Linear Contact Force with Backlash method of calculation, Eq.
5.2.49 - Eq. 5.2.54, takes into account the varying regions of damping
experienced by gear teeth during operation. Tooth to tooth collisions and tooth
interaction with lubrication oil during periods of separation each possess a
different damping coefficient. Because it best replicates the physical phenomena
of mating gears surrounded by lubrication oil, the VLB is the default approach
employed by the RGear model.
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8.2

BEHAVIOR AND VALUES OF VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS

8.2.1 RGEAR MODEL BREAKDOWN
Although more complicated with three times as many equations to solve, the
RGear model retains the same format as the PGear model. By maintaining format and
structure, many of the same features of the initial PGear model appear identically
replicated in the RGear model. Because of the presence of backlash, the calculation of
the state variables within the AGB Gears subsystem is modified to account for the three
cases of gear mesh interaction defined in Section 5.2.6.
Inside each gear mesh calculation block, two distinct sets of equations of motion
are contained in separate subsystem blocks. After calculating the contact force, the value
of relative displacement is utilized to determine the region of contact and the proper
subsystem block of equations to be used for the next incremental calculation step. As
before in Section 7.2.2, the gear pair 𝐿𝐿2 -𝐿𝐿4 is broken down in Figure 8.2.1 to detail the

inner workings of the Simulink model and compare to the simpler PGear format of
Figure 7.2.6.

Additional explanations of the regenerative torque, visualization, and

accessory components subsystems are not provided for the RGear model as no significant
discrepancies from the PGear model exist.
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Figure 8.2.1: Subsystem Breakdown of Gear Pair L2 and L4 for RGear Model

8.2.2 COMPONENT VALUES
In similar fashion to the PGear model, the input parameters required for solution
of the AGB system are contained in the Excel worksheet RGear_xlsx.xlsx.

Input

parameters of Section 7.2.4 employed in the PGear model are utilized by the RGear
model in conjunction with the additional parameters required to incorporate the solution
techniques of the contact force and backlash phenomena. Additional input parameters
required to apply any of the contact force models to the gear mesh interactions of the
AGB system include:
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•

gear radii (in)

•

gear backlash angle (deg)

•

linear backlash (in)

•

gear mesh damping (in-lbf-s)

•

gear mesh stiffness (in-lbf/rad)

•

oil damping coefficient (in-lbf-s)

•

the initial conditions of angular position (rad) and angular velocity of each
individual gear and accessory component

In the subsequent subsections, each additional parameter from the bulleted list above will
be detailed and the default values provided.

•

Backlash Calculation Parameters
Determination of the contact force, relative displacement, and interpenetration

distance via one of the backlash models requires the knowledge of the radii of each gear
and either the gear backlash angle or value of linear backlash. Ultimately, the value of
linear backlash is required for implementation into the model but through the provided
expression,

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ∙

𝜋𝜋
tan 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 ,
180

Eq. 8.2.1

the value of linear backlash can be determined from the gear backlash angle. Contained
in Table 8.2.1 are the corresponding radii, backlash angles, and calculated values of the
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linear backlash for each gear of the AGB system. Recall that the calculated linear
backlash is the maximum distance of travel for a gear tooth in either direction before a
collision occurs with an adjacent tooth on the mating gear.

Table 8.2.1: Default Gear Values of Radii, Backlash Angle, and Linear Backlash
Gear
Pairs

Radii
(in)

D3
D2
D1
M2
M1
L1
M3
R1
L3
L1
L2
L4
R2
R3
R4
R3
R4
R5

4.06
2.20
2.16
2.04
1.35
3.85
1.35
3.68
1.21
3.85
2.79
3.09
2.35
3.25
2.35
3.25
2.35
3.25

•

Backlash
Angle
(deg)
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.17
0.06
0.17
0.06
0.17
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.08

Linear
Backlash
(in)
0.003548
0.003847
0.003765
0.003562
0.004005
0.004031
0.004005
0.003859
0.003599
0.004031
0.003894
0.003780
0.004101
0.003971
0.004101
0.003971
0.004101
0.004537

Selected
Limiting
Gear

Linear Backlash
of Gear Pair (in)

D3

0.003548

M2

0.003562

M1

0.004005

R1

0.003859

L3

0.003599

L4

0.003780

R3

0.003971

R3

0.003971

R4

0.004101

Gear Mesh Stiffness, Gear Mesh Damping, and Oil Damping
During gear tooth interaction, the calculated contact force is a function of both the

gear mesh stiffness and damping components. Table 8.2.2 lists the values of gear mesh
stiffness in conjunction with the component inertias employed by Eq. 4.4.17 to calculate
the gear mesh damping listed in Table 8.2.3. Because the actual amount of damping
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present at the gear tooth collisions is a complex function warranting in-depth independent
study, the values utilized by the RGear model are only serve as a crude estimation. For
the particular cases of this study, the oil damping coefficient 𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 , Table 8.2.4, is assumed
to be equal to half the corresponding value of 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 .

Table 8.2.2: Gear Mesh Stiffness in Units of in-lbf/rad

Branch
Drive
Drive/Main
Main/Left
Main/Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right

Gear Mesh Stiffness (in-lbf/rad)
Variable
Value
Description
Km,D3D2
1.464E+07 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair D3/D2
Km,D1M2
1.970E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair D1/M2
Km,L1M1
8.945E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair L1/M1
Km,R1M3
1.687E+07 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair R1/M3
Km,L1L3
6.389E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair L1/L3
Km,L2L4
5.619E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair L2/L4
Km,R3R2
1.302E+07 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair R3/R2
Km,R3R4
3.955E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair R3/R4
Km,R4R5
3.946E+06 Gear Mesh Stiffness of Gear Pair R4/R5

Table 8.2.3: Gear Mesh Damping in Units of in-lbf-s

Branch
Drive
Drive/Main
Main/Left
Main/Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right

Gear Mesh Damping (in-lbf-s)
Variable
Value
Description
Bm,D3D2 1.78E+01 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair D3/D2
Bm,D1M2 5.76E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair D1/M2
Bm,L1M1
7.60E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L1/M1
Bm,R1M3 1.20E+01 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R1/M3
Bm,L1L3
2.19E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L1/L3
Bm,L2L4
5.81E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L2/L4
Bm,R3R2
1.27E+01 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R3/R2
Bm,R3R4
6.22E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R3/R4
Bm,R4R5
5.41E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R4/R5
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Table 8.2.4: Oil Damping in Units of in-lbf-s

Branch
Drive
Drive/Main
Main/Left
Main/Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right

Gear Mesh Damping (in-lbf-s)
Variable
Value
Description
Bv,D3D2
8.90E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair D3/D2
Bv,D1M2
2.88E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair D1/M2
Bv,L1M1
3.80E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L1/M1
Bv,R1M3
6.00E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R1/M3
Bv,L1L3
1.10E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L1/L3
Bv,L2L4
2.91E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair L2/L4
Bv,R3R2
6.35E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R3/R2
Bv,R3R4
3.11E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R3/R4
Bv,R4R5
2.71E+00 Gear Mesh Damping of Gear Pair R4/R5

• Initial Conditions
Similar to the initial conditions of the PGear model, all values of initial angular
position and velocity are set to zero. The only difference between the two models is the
requirement for RGear to specify the initial conditions of each AGB system component.

8.3

RGEAR RESULTS: INCLUSION OF BACKLASH

8.3.1 BACKLASH AT START-UP AND REGENERATIVE APPLICATION
Throughout steady state operation, gear teeth of mating gears are most likely in
constant contact with a stable value of interpenetration. However, dynamic behavior
most susceptible to backlash occurs during periods of transient operation when torque
loads are added or removed from the AGB system. Particularly, periods of engine startup and the addition of regenerative energy are of interest. As regenerative energy pulses
back through the AGB system, the operational dynamics will be greatly affected if the
regenerative energy is large enough to cause the gear teeth to come out of contact causing
fluctuating chatter between the two mating gears.
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•

Backlash at Start-Up
At initial engine start-up, the engine torque along with the accessory load torques

turn on at a time of 𝑡𝑡 = 0 sec. The initial positions of the mating gears are such that the

separation between mating gear teeth is equal to the prescribed linear backlash distance.
With concurrent activation of all system torques, the initial interaction of mating gears
can possibly cause the meshing teeth to bounce off of one another through the entire
linear backlash clearance resulting in contact on the opposite side of the tooth. Studied
below is the dynamic behavior subject to the linear contact force models of Section 5.2.6
(FLB, VLB, CLB) for gear pairs 𝐿𝐿1 -𝑀𝑀1 , 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 , 𝑅𝑅1 -𝑀𝑀3 during the engine start-up period

with the initial conditions described above as well as the gear pair starting in contact.

Performance charts of Figure 8.3.1 - Figure 8.3.6 depict the relative displacement
of an individual gear pair. The top-left chart of each figure corresponds to the dynamic
behavior of the gear pair subject to the CLB method, the top-right chart represents
application of the VLB approach, and the bottom chart denotes the utilization of the FLB
method. Starting at 𝑥𝑥 = 0 in, the relative displacement moves between and outside of
the two red lines denoting the edge of the linear backlash clearance distances. Calculated

values of relative displacement residing outside of the red lines indicate the occurrence of
gear tooth contact and interpenetration whereas the region between the red lines
corresponds to gear tooth separation.
During steady state operation, the relative displacement will be a constant value
greater than the value of linear backlash indicating continuous contact and
interpenetration. Visible in the relative displacement performance plots, backlash occurs
when successive gear tooth contacts take place on opposite sides of the gear tooth.
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Specifically observed when the calculated value of relative displacement first lies outside
one of the red line regions and then immediately passes through the middle region of
separation to reside in the region outside of the other red line.
Analyses of the performance plots for the gear pairs initially separated and
initially in contact reveal some general trends between the gear pairs’ dynamics and
applied method of contact force calculation. Particularly noticeable in Figure 8.3.3 and
Figure 8.3.4, the gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 undergoes multiple bouts of backlash for either set of

initial conditions and method of contact force determination. Additionally, the amount of
damping present in each method of backlash calculation has a dramatic effect on the
magnitude of gear tooth oscillation. Ranking from the greatest to the least amount of
damping acting in the method of contact force calculation (CLB – greatest, VLB –

medium, FLB – least), the occurrence of backlash phenomena is diminished as the
amount of damping is continually increased.

Quite possibly, increased amounts of

damping, possibly from non-compressible lubrication oil, could prevent or decrease
backlash. Correspondingly, scenarios outfitted with the high damping CLB method reach
steady state operation faster than those utilizing the VLB or FLB. In the case of gear pair
𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 , the difference between the CLB and FLB extremes is approximately 0.05 sec.

Compared to the other presented gear pairs, 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 experiences greater oscillatory

motion and is much slower in reaching constant contact operation. Both 𝐿𝐿1 -𝑀𝑀1 and 𝑅𝑅1 -

𝑀𝑀3 barely, if at all, experience backlash and only require about 0.03 to 0.04 sec to arrive

at steady state. Despite the applied initial contact conditions, the amount of encountered
backlash is primarily a function of inertia, gear mesh stiffness, and gear mesh damping.
Gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 is composed of gear 𝐿𝐿1 with an associated inertia of 4.87E-02 in150

lbf-s2 and gear 𝐿𝐿3 whose inertia is the smallest of all the gears by two orders of
magnitude at 6.20E-04 in-lbf-s2. Accompanied by a large amount of gear mesh stiffness,

the physics governing the collision between the two gears dictates the smaller inertia will
experience a substantial change in velocity and position. Related directly to the incidence
of backlash, the amount of interpenetration between meshing teeth is also a function of
the material and gear mesh properties. Illustrated in Figure 8.3.5 and Figure 8.3.6, gear
pair 𝑅𝑅1 -𝑀𝑀3 experiences approximately 0.00141 inches of inter-gear penetration while
operating at steady state.

Figure 8.3.1: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-M1 with No Initial Contact
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Figure 8.3.2: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-M1 with Initial Contact
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Figure 8.3.3: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-L3 with No Initial Contact
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Figure 8.3.4: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-L3 with Initial Contact
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Figure 8.3.5: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair R1-M3 with No Initial Contact
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Figure 8.3.6: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair R1-M3 with Initial Contact
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•

Backlash at Regenerative Energy Application
As stated earlier, regenerative energy in the form of Event #1 or Event #2 is

introduced to the AGB system at steady state operation. Therefore, unlike the start-up
condition where gear pairs may or may not be in mesh, at the initial application of
regenerative energy each gear pair will be operating at the conditions of continuous
contact and interpenetration. The question at hand becomes when regenerative energy
pulses back through the AGB system, what is the affect on inter-gear penetration and
does backlash occur?
Using acquired knowledge from previous results, the dynamic behavior of
backlash susceptible, gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 operating at steady state is subjected to the

regenerative profiles of Event #1 and Event #2 and pictured in Figure 8.3.7 and Figure
8.3.8. To view the responsive behavior of the other gear pairs to the regenerative energy,
please reference to Appendix C and Appendix D. Similar to the backlash analysis at

engine start-up, each figure portrays the responsive behavior of the gear pair utilizing the
linear contact force calculation methods (CLB, VLB, and FLB) to the acting regenerative
pulse profile. As compared to Event #1, it is expected that regenerative Event #2 and its
larger associated amplitude will enact the largest response within the AGB system and
have the greatest possibility to induce backlash between the mating gears.
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Figure 8.3.7: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-L3 – First Pulse of Event #1
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Figure 8.3.8: Relative Displacement of Gear Pair L1-L3 – First Pulse of Event #2

The first general trend gathered from inspection of Figure 8.3.7 and Figure 8.3.8
is that the discrepancies between the calculated relative displacements by each linear
contact force method for either regenerative profile are very small. Essentially, the
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method of linear contact force calculation is irrelevant when a regenerative pulse is
introduced to the AGB system operating at steady state conditions.
Addition of regenerative energy to the AGB operating at steady state conditions
causes fluctuations in the gears’ contact profiles.

Variations of the gear-to-gear

interpenetration distances can cause occurrences of gear backlash. The gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3

possess a linear backlash clearance of approximately 0.003599 in. Therefore, the gear
teeth of 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 will only separate and lose contact with one another if the gear pair’s
relative displacement drops below the prescribed value of linear backlash.

Operating at steady state, gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 maintains a constant value of relative

displacement of 0.003759 in.

Employing the simple calculation, 0.003759 −

0.003599 = 0.00016, the gear teeth of 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 penetrate one another approximately
0.00016 in.

When applied, the regenerative pulses of Event #1 cause the relative

displacement of gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 to oscillate between minimum and maximum values of

0.003743 and 0.003775 in. Because the calculated values of relative displacement never

drops below the provided linear backlash clearance, the gear teeth of 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 do not come

out of contact.

Instead, the gear-to-gear interpenetration distance fluctuates from

approximately 0.000144 to 0.000176 in as a response to the regenerative energy pulse.
Likewise, the regenerative energy profile of Event #2 enacts a response similar to
Event #1. The regenerative pulse of Event #2 causes the relative displacement between
gears 𝐿𝐿1 and 𝐿𝐿3 to oscillate between 0.003741 and 0.003778 in. As before, the gear pair

𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 never comes out of contact since the calculated relative displacement is never less
than the linear backlash clearance.

Compared to Event #1, the gear-to-gear

interpenetration resulting from Event #2 covers a greater range from 0.000142 to
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0.000179 in. Although the varying amounts of inter-gear penetration may cause fatigue
or other types of material failure, no backlash occurs for the gear pair 𝐿𝐿1 -𝐿𝐿3 . Likewise,

all other gear pairs, pictured in Appendix D, do not experience any operational dynamics
associated with backlash when subjected to either regenerative pulse profile.
8.3.2 VELOCITY PROFILES
Few if any discernable inconsistencies exist between the steady state calculations
of the PGear and RGear models. However, the addition of regenerative energy and the
various methods of contact force calculation may introduce some variance in the
behavioral response of the AGB. Figure 8.3.9 shows the angular velocity of gear 𝑀𝑀1 and

its response to the regenerative profile of Event #1 employing the ideal, CLB, VLB, and
FLB methods of computation. Similarly, Figure 8.3.10 captures the ideal, CLB, VLB, and
FLB dynamic responses of gear 𝑀𝑀1 subjected to regenerative Event #2.

In both sets of responses to the regenerative profile, the methods employing

contact force calculation arrive at almost identical results. Conversely, the CLB, VLB,
and FLB methods compare favorably to the ideal results. Only minute differences appear
between the ideal and real solutions that possibly suggest the results obtained by the real
solutions of the RGear model accurately capture some “error” dynamics not incorporated
into the perfectly functioning PGear model.

The largest discrepancy between the

solution methods lies in the ideal model’s inability to damp the system back to steady
state approximately a tenth of a second faster as to match the performance of the real
models.
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Figure 8.3.9: Velocity Profile of Gear M1 - First Regenerative Pulse of Event #1
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Figure 8.3.10: Velocity Profile of Gear M1 - First Regenerative Pulse of Event #2
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8.3.3 TORQUE PROFILES
Analogous to analysis of the previous section, the computation of the transient
torque of shaft 𝑀𝑀1 -𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 via the ideal and backlash methods subject to the regenerative
torque profiles is illustrated in Figure 8.3.11 and Figure 8.3.12.

Once again, the

aforementioned trends associated with the angular velocity hold true for the calculation of
the transient torque.

Figure 8.3.11: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES - First Regenerative Pulse of Event #1
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Figure 8.3.12: Torque Profile of Shaft M1-ES - First Regenerative Pulse of Event #2
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two transient models were created in the MATLAB/Simulink workspace to
accurately calculate an AGB’s operational dynamics under the effects of regenerative
energy, generated by an electric actuator, pulsing through an AGB system. The first
model, PGear, represents a perfectly rigid system composed of gears, shafts, and
accessories not subject to backlash. However, the second model, RGear, assumes gear
backlash associated phenomena.
Utilizing a lumped inertia approach, equations of motion were derived
incorporating damping and stiffness parameters pertaining to the bearings, shafts, and
gear mesh interactions. Using representative generic parameter values and the FFT
method, the systems normal modes were calculated.
During the determination of the angular velocity and transient torque profiles
subject to regenerative events, both models predicted instantaneous oscillations of the
load torques experienced by the connecting shafts as a regenerative pulse entered the
AGB system.

Depending on the particular shaft stiffness, a few shafts actually

encountered complete shaft unloading and reversal. Both the high stress fluctuations and
absolute reversal of directions experienced by the shaft could possibly act as sources
leading to accelerated fatigue failure.

However utilizing either AGB model, input

parameter studies can be performed to analyze the system wide effects of component
properties manipulation.
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Inclusion of backlash phenomena into the operational dynamics of the AGB
increases the complexity of the governing system equations as the relative displacement
between the mating gear teeth for each gear pair must be considered. Encountered in two
regions of operation, engine start-up and regenerative application, collisions between
mating gear teeth cause possible occurrences of backlash. Depending on the amount of
inter-gear damping included in the applied method of contact force calculation, instances
of backlash could possibly increase or decrease. At engine start-up, the three methods of
backlash prediction result in slightly different dynamic behavior, but all predict some
occurrences of backlash in several gear pairs.

During regenerative application, the

predictive behavior of each contact force method was almost identical. When applied at
steady state operation, the regenerative energy does not cause backlash incidents in any
gear pair. In fact, the meshing gear teeth never separate and exit the constant contact
regime such that only a fluctuation of interpenetration distance occurs.
As it is always possible to improve the functionality and computational
capabilities of a model, both the PGear and RGear models have areas of concern and
possibilities for enhanced predictive behavior.

Several opportunities for increased

performance and improvement include:

•

Obtain experimental data for model validation.

•

Construction of an improved graphical user interface environment to facilitate
clarity and ease the task of model implementation.

•

Better models and methods for estimating the amount of torsional damping
present in each connecting shaft.
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•

Better bearing frictional models and improved estimates of the accessory internal
damping.

•

Improved FFT implementation process.

•

Increased complexity to the current contact force models.

•

Develop the capability to include other sources of operational gear error
including transmission error, mesh quality/variance, and gear misalignment.

•

Obtain and incorporate improved time-transient engine, accessory, and
regenerative torque profiles.

•

Include the capability to perform energy, power, and thermal analysis of the
AGB to incorporate into an aircraft’s overall thermal management system.
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APPENDIX A: FREE BODY DIAGRAMS

Drive Branch:

𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐸𝐸 + 𝛽𝛽𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 + 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷3 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐸𝐸

Figure A.1: FBD of Engine

𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷3 + 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷3 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 − 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷3 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸3 (𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷3 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷3 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷3𝐷𝐷2

Figure A.2: FBD of Gear D3
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𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷2 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷2 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷2 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷3𝐷𝐷2

Figure A.3: FBD of Gear D2

𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐷𝐷1 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷1 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷2𝐷𝐷1 (𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷1 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷1 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2

Figure A.4: FBD of Gear D1
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Right Branch:

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅1 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3

Figure A.5: FBD of Gear R1

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅2 + 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅2 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅1 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅2

Figure A.6: FBD of Gear R2
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𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅3 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅3 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴4 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴5 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅4

Figure A.7: FBD of Gear R3

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴4 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴4 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴4 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴4 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴4 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴4

Figure A.8: FBD of Accessory A4
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𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴5 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴5 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴5 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴5 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅3𝐴𝐴5 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴5 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴5

Figure A.9: FBD of Accessory A5

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅4 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅4 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅3𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅4 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅4𝑅𝑅5

Figure A.10: FBD of Gear R4
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𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴6 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴6 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴6 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅4𝐴𝐴6 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴6 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴6

Figure A.11: FBD of Accessory A6

𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅5 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑅𝑅5 + 2𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅5 𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴7 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴8 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅5 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅4𝑅𝑅5

Figure A.12: FBD of Gear R5
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𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴7 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴7 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴7 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴7 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴7 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴7 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴7

Figure A.13: FBD of Accessory A7

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴8 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴8 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴8 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜔𝜔𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴8 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅5𝐴𝐴8 (𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅5 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴8 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴8

Figure A.14: FBD of Accessory A8
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Left Branch:

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿1 + 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿1 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1 + 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3

Figure A.15: FBD of Gear L1

𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿2 + 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿2 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿2 − 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿1 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿2 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4

Figure A.16: FBD of Gear L2
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𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿3 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿3 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴2 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿3 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿3

Figure A.17: FBD of Gear L3

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴2 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴2 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴2 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿3𝐴𝐴2 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴2 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴2

Figure A.18: FBD of Accessory A2
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𝐽𝐽𝐿𝐿4 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐿𝐿4 + 2𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿4 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴1 ) = −𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿4 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿4

Figure A.19: FBD of Gear L4

𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴1 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴1 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴1 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿4𝐴𝐴1 (𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿4 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴1 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴1

Figure A.20: FBD of Accessory A1
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Main Branch:

𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀2 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀2 + 𝛽𝛽𝑀𝑀2 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 ) + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀2 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷1𝑀𝑀2

Figure A.21: FBD of Gear M2

𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀1 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀1 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀1 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿1𝑀𝑀1

Figure A.22: FBD of Gear M1
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𝐽𝐽𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝛽𝛽𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀1𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀1 − 𝜃𝜃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝜏𝜏𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Figure A.23: FBD of Accessory ES

𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑀𝑀3 + 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀3 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2𝑀𝑀3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀2 − 𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 )
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴3 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀3 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅1𝑀𝑀3

Figure A.24: FBD of Gear M3
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𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝐴𝐴3 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴3 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 − 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴3 ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀3𝐴𝐴3 (𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀3 − 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴3 ) = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴3

Figure A.25: FBD of Accessory A3
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APPENDIX B: PGEAR NORMAL MODES
Table B.1: Normal Mode Frequencies of AGB Utilizing PGear Analysis

Drive Branch:
Table B.2: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Drive Branch Utilizing PGear
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Figure B.1: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear D1

Figure B.2: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear D2
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Figure B.3: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear D3

Main Branch:
Table B.3: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Main Branch Utilizing PGear
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Figure B.4: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear M1

Figure B.5: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear M2
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Figure B.6: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear M3

Left Branch:
Table B.4: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Left Branch Utilizing PGear
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Figure B.7: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear L1

Figure B.8: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear L2
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Figure B.9: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear L3

Figure B.10: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear L4
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Right Branch:
Table B.5: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Right Branch Utilizing PGear

Figure B.11: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear R1
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Figure B.12: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear R2

Figure B.13: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear R3
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Figure B.14: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear R4

Figure B.15: Normal Mode Frequencies of Gear R5
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Accessories:
Table B.6: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Accessories Utilizing PGear

Figure B.16: Normal Mode Frequencies of the Engine E
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Figure B.17: Normal Mode Frequencies of the ES

Figure B.18: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A1
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Figure B.19: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A2

Figure B.20: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A3
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Figure B.21: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A4

Figure B.22: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A5
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Figure B.23: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A6

Figure B.24: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A7
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Figure B.25: Normal Mode Frequencies of Accessory A8
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APPENDIX C: PERFORMANCE PLOTS OF PGEAR MODEL
Steady State Operation
Gear Angular Velocities:
Drive Branch

Left Branch

Main Branch

206

Right Branch

Accessory Angular Velocities:
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Gear-Accessory Torque

Shaft Torques:
Gear-Gear Torque
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Gear Angular Velocities:
Drive Branch

Main Branch

Regenerative Event #1
Regenerative Torque Profile:
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Right Branch

Left Branch
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Accessory Angular Velocities:
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Gear-Accessory Torque

Shaft Torques:
Gear-Gear Torque
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Regenerative Event #2
Regenerative Torque Profile:

Gear Angular Velocities:
Drive Branch

213

Main Branch

Right Branch
Left Branch

214

Accessory Angular Velocities:

215

Gear-Accessory Torque

Shaft Torque:
Gear-Gear Torque

216

217

APPENDIX D: PERFORMANCE PLOTS OF RGEAR MODEL
As the velocity and torque profiles are
nearly

identical

to

those

already

presented in Appendix C: Performance
Plots of PGear Model, only the relative
displacements subject to the CLB, VLB,
and FLB are presented:

Steady State Operation - CLB
Relative Displacement at Start Up:

218

Steady State Operation – VLB
Relative Displacement at Start Up:

Steady State Operation – FLB
Relative Displacement at Start Up:

219

Regenerative Event #1 - CLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:

Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s
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Regenerative Event #1 - VLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:

Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s
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Regenerative Event #1 - FLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:

Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s
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Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s

Regenerative Event #2 - CLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:
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Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s

Regenerative Event #2 - VLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:

224

Relative Displacement for First Pulse at t = 70 s

Regenerative Event #2 - FLB
Regenerative Torque Profile:

225
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APPENDIX E: MATLAB CODE
assignin('base','J_R1',Inertia(1
2,1));
assignin('base','J_R2',Inertia(1
3,1));
assignin('base','J_R3',Inertia(1
4,1));
assignin('base','J_R4',Inertia(1
5,1));
assignin('base','J_R5',Inertia(1
6,1));
assignin('base','J_ES',Inertia(1
7,1));
assignin('base','J_A3',Inertia(1
8,1));
assignin('base','J_A2',Inertia(1
9,1));
assignin('base','J_A1',Inertia(2
0,1));
assignin('base','J_A4',Inertia(2
1,1));
assignin('base','J_A5',Inertia(2
2,1));
assignin('base','J_A6',Inertia(2
3,1));
assignin('base','J_A7',Inertia(2
4,1));
assignin('base','J_A8',Inertia(2
5,1));

PGear_m.m
%Use to load data parameters for
the following model:
%PGear.mdl
%Clicking the 'play button' will
load the data parameters from
the Excel
%worksheet into the Matlab
workspace and will call the
model
%PGear.mdl
%After model has been called,
make the desired changes within
the Simulink
%workspace and run the model by
click the Simulink 'play
button'.
%% Excel Read Inertias
Inertia =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','C3:C27');
assignin('base','J_E',Inertia(1,
1));
assignin('base','J_D1',Inertia(2
,1));
assignin('base','J_D2',Inertia(3
,1));
assignin('base','J_D3',Inertia(4
,1));
assignin('base','J_M1',Inertia(5
,1));
assignin('base','J_M2',Inertia(6
,1));
assignin('base','J_M3',Inertia(7
,1));
assignin('base','J_L1',Inertia(8
,1));
assignin('base','J_L2',Inertia(9
,1));
assignin('base','J_L3',Inertia(1
0,1));
assignin('base','J_L4',Inertia(1
1,1));

%% Excel Read Shaft Damping
Pairs
Shaft_Damp =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','H3:H17');
assignin('base','C_ED3',Shaft_Da
mp(1,1));
assignin('base','C_D2D1',Shaft_D
amp(2,1));
assignin('base','C_M2M1',Shaft_D
amp(3,1));
assignin('base','C_M2M3',Shaft_D
amp(4,1));
assignin('base','C_L2L1',Shaft_D
amp(5,1));
assignin('base','C_R2R1',Shaft_D
amp(6,1));
assignin('base','C_M1ES',Shaft_D
amp(7,1));
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assignin('base','Beta_ES',Access
ory_Damp(2,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A3',Access
ory_Damp(3,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A2',Access
ory_Damp(4,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A1',Access
ory_Damp(5,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A4',Access
ory_Damp(6,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A5',Access
ory_Damp(7,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A6',Access
ory_Damp(8,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A7',Access
ory_Damp(9,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A8',Access
ory_Damp(10,1));
assignin('base','Beta_M2',Access
ory_Damp(11,1));

assignin('base','C_M3A3',Shaft_D
amp(8,1));
assignin('base','C_L3A2',Shaft_D
amp(9,1));
assignin('base','C_L4A1',Shaft_D
amp(10,1));
assignin('base','C_R3A4',Shaft_D
amp(11,1));
assignin('base','C_R3A5',Shaft_D
amp(12,1));
assignin('base','C_R4A6',Shaft_D
amp(13,1));
assignin('base','C_R5A7',Shaft_D
amp(14,1));
assignin('base','C_R5A8',Shaft_D
amp(15,1));
%% Excel Read Bearing Damping
Bearing_Damp =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','M3:M16');
assignin('base','B_D1',Bearing_D
amp(1,1));
assignin('base','B_D2',Bearing_D
amp(2,1));
assignin('base','B_D3',Bearing_D
amp(3,1));
assignin('base','B_M1',Bearing_D
amp(4,1));
assignin('base','B_M3',Bearing_D
amp(5,1));
assignin('base','B_L1',Bearing_D
amp(6,1));
assignin('base','B_L2',Bearing_D
amp(7,1));
assignin('base','B_L3',Bearing_D
amp(8,1));
assignin('base','B_L4',Bearing_D
amp(9,1));
assignin('base','B_R1',Bearing_D
amp(10,1));
assignin('base','B_R2',Bearing_D
amp(11,1));
assignin('base','B_R3',Bearing_D
amp(12,1));
assignin('base','B_R4',Bearing_D
amp(13,1));
assignin('base','B_R5',Bearing_D
amp(14,1));

%% Excel Read Shaft Stiffness
Pairs
Shaft_Stiff =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','R3:R17');
assignin('base','K_ED3',Shaft_St
iff(1,1));
assignin('base','K_D2D1',Shaft_S
tiff(2,1));
assignin('base','K_M2M1',Shaft_S
tiff(3,1));
assignin('base','K_M2M3',Shaft_S
tiff(4,1));
assignin('base','K_L2L1',Shaft_S
tiff(5,1));
assignin('base','K_R2R1',Shaft_S
tiff(6,1));
assignin('base','K_M1ES',Shaft_S
tiff(7,1));
assignin('base','K_M3A3',Shaft_S
tiff(8,1));
assignin('base','K_L3A2',Shaft_S
tiff(9,1));
assignin('base','K_L4A1',Shaft_S
tiff(10,1));
assignin('base','K_R3A4',Shaft_S
tiff(11,1));
assignin('base','K_R3A5',Shaft_S
tiff(12,1));
assignin('base','K_R4A6',Shaft_S
tiff(13,1));
assignin('base','K_R5A7',Shaft_S
tiff(14,1));
assignin('base','K_R5A8',Shaft_S
tiff(15,1));

%% Excel Read Accessory Damping
Accessory_Damp =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','M20:M30');
assignin('base','Beta_E',Accesso
ry_Damp(1,1));
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assignin('base','N_R2R5',Gear_Ra
tios(9,1));

%% Excel Read Heat Efficiency
Terms for Gears and Shafts
Heat_Eff =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','R35:R36');
assignin('base','HE_Gear',Heat_E
ff(1,1));
assignin('base','HE_Shaft',Heat_
Eff(2,1));

%% Excel Read Angular Velocity
Steady State Values
W_SteadyState =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','C32:C46');
assignin('base','Wss_D3',W_Stead
yState(1,1));
assignin('base','Wss_D2',W_Stead
yState(2,1));
assignin('base','Wss_D1',W_Stead
yState(3,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M2',W_Stead
yState(4,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M1',W_Stead
yState(5,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M3',W_Stead
yState(6,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L1',W_Stead
yState(7,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L2',W_Stead
yState(8,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L3',W_Stead
yState(9,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L4',W_Stead
yState(10,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R1',W_Stead
yState(11,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R2',W_Stead
yState(12,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R3',W_Stead
yState(13,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R4',W_Stead
yState(14,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R5',W_Stead
yState(15,1));

%% Excel Read Applied &
Resultant Torques
Torque =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','W3:W12');
assignin('base','tau_E',Torque(1
,1));
assignin('base','tau_ES',Torque(
2,1));
assignin('base','tau_A3',Torque(
3,1));
assignin('base','tau_A2',Torque(
4,1));
assignin('base','tau_A1',Torque(
5,1));
assignin('base','tau_A4',Torque(
6,1));
assignin('base','tau_A5',Torque(
7,1));
assignin('base','tau_A6',Torque(
8,1));
assignin('base','tau_A7',Torque(
9,1));
assignin('base','tau_A8',Torque(
10,1));
%% Excel Read Gear Ratios
(Driven/Pinion)
Gear_Ratios =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','AB3:AB11');
assignin('base','N_D1M2',Gear_Ra
tios(1,1));
assignin('base','N_D2D3',Gear_Ra
tios(2,1));
assignin('base','N_L1M1',Gear_Ra
tios(3,1));
assignin('base','N_L1L3',Gear_Ra
tios(4,1));
assignin('base','N_L2L4',Gear_Ra
tios(5,1));
assignin('base','N_R1M3',Gear_Ra
tios(6,1));
assignin('base','N_R2R3',Gear_Ra
tios(7,1));
assignin('base','N_R2R4',Gear_Ra
tios(8,1));

%% Excel Read Max/Steady State
Torque Ratio
Torque_Ratio =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','W31:W40');
assignin('base','tau_Eratio',Tor
que_Ratio(1,1));
assignin('base','tau_ESratio',To
rque_Ratio(2,1));
assignin('base','tau_A3ratio',To
rque_Ratio(3,1));
assignin('base','tau_A2ratio',To
rque_Ratio(4,1));
assignin('base','tau_A1ratio',To
rque_Ratio(5,1));
assignin('base','tau_A4ratio',To
rque_Ratio(6,1));
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assignin('base','omega0_A1',Init
_Conds(21,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A1',Init
_Conds(22,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A4',Init
_Conds(23,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A4',Init
_Conds(24,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A5',Init
_Conds(25,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A5',Init
_Conds(26,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A6',Init
_Conds(27,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A6',Init
_Conds(28,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A7',Init
_Conds(29,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A7',Init
_Conds(30,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A8',Init
_Conds(31,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A8',Init
_Conds(32,1));

assignin('base','tau_A5ratio',To
rque_Ratio(7,1));
assignin('base','tau_A6ratio',To
rque_Ratio(8,1));
assignin('base','tau_A7ratio',To
rque_Ratio(9,1));
assignin('base','tau_A8ratio',To
rque_Ratio(10,1));
%% Excel Read Initial
Conditions: Angular
Velocity(omega) &
Position(theta)
Init_Conds =
xlsread('PGear_xlsx.xlsx','Varia
bles','AG3:AG34');
assignin('base','omega0_E',Init_
Conds(1,1));
assignin('base','theta0_E',Init_
Conds(2,1));
assignin('base','omega0_D1',Init
_Conds(3,1));
assignin('base','theta0_D1',Init
_Conds(4,1));
assignin('base','omega0_D2',Init
_Conds(5,1));
assignin('base','theta0_D2',Init
_Conds(6,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L1',Init
_Conds(7,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L1',Init
_Conds(8,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L2',Init
_Conds(9,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L2',Init
_Conds(10,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R1',Init
_Conds(11,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R1',Init
_Conds(12,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R2',Init
_Conds(13,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R2',Init
_Conds(14,1));
assignin('base','omega0_ES',Init
_Conds(15,1));
assignin('base','theta0_ES',Init
_Conds(16,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A3',Init
_Conds(17,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A3',Init
_Conds(18,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A2',Init
_Conds(19,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A2',Init
_Conds(20,1));

%% Load Simulink Model
PGear
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assignin('base','J_R4',Inertia(1
5,1));
assignin('base','J_R5',Inertia(1
6,1));
assignin('base','J_ES',Inertia(1
7,1));
assignin('base','J_A3',Inertia(1
8,1));
assignin('base','J_A2',Inertia(1
9,1));
assignin('base','J_A1',Inertia(2
0,1));
assignin('base','J_A4',Inertia(2
1,1));
assignin('base','J_A5',Inertia(2
2,1));
assignin('base','J_A6',Inertia(2
3,1));
assignin('base','J_A7',Inertia(2
4,1));
assignin('base','J_A8',Inertia(2
5,1));

RGear_#########_m.m
(replace ######## with appropriate damping
model)
%Use to load data parameters for
the following model:
%AVGear_######.mdl
%Clicking the 'play button' will
load the data parameters from
the Excel
%worksheet into the Matlab
workspace and will call the
model
% AVGear_######.mdl
%After model has been called,
make the desired changes within
the Simulink
%workspace and run the model by
click the Simulink 'play
button'.

%% Excel Read Gear Radii
radius =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','C50:C64');
assignin('base','r_D1',radius(1,
1));
assignin('base','r_D2',radius(2,
1));
assignin('base','r_D3',radius(3,
1));
assignin('base','r_M1',radius(4,
1));
assignin('base','r_M2',radius(5,
1));
assignin('base','r_M3',radius(6,
1));
assignin('base','r_L1',radius(7,
1));
assignin('base','r_L2',radius(8,
1));
assignin('base','r_L3',radius(9,
1));
assignin('base','r_L4',radius(10
,1));
assignin('base','r_R1',radius(11
,1));
assignin('base','r_R2',radius(12
,1));
assignin('base','r_R3',radius(13
,1));
assignin('base','r_R4',radius(14
,1));
assignin('base','r_R5',radius(15
,1));

%% Excel Read Inertias
Inertia =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','C3:C27');
assignin('base','J_E',Inertia(1,
1));
assignin('base','J_D1',Inertia(2
,1));
assignin('base','J_D2',Inertia(3
,1));
assignin('base','J_D3',Inertia(4
,1));
assignin('base','J_M1',Inertia(5
,1));
assignin('base','J_M2',Inertia(6
,1));
assignin('base','J_M3',Inertia(7
,1));
assignin('base','J_L1',Inertia(8
,1));
assignin('base','J_L2',Inertia(9
,1));
assignin('base','J_L3',Inertia(1
0,1));
assignin('base','J_L4',Inertia(1
1,1));
assignin('base','J_R1',Inertia(1
2,1));
assignin('base','J_R2',Inertia(1
3,1));
assignin('base','J_R3',Inertia(1
4,1));
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assignin('base','Cm_R4R5',Gear_D
amp(9,1));

%% Excel Read Shaft Damping
Pairs
Shaft_Damp =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','H3:H17');
assignin('base','C_ED3',Shaft_Da
mp(1,1));
assignin('base','C_D2D1',Shaft_D
amp(2,1));
assignin('base','C_M2M1',Shaft_D
amp(3,1));
assignin('base','C_M2M3',Shaft_D
amp(4,1));
assignin('base','C_L2L1',Shaft_D
amp(5,1));
assignin('base','C_R2R1',Shaft_D
amp(6,1));
assignin('base','C_M1ES',Shaft_D
amp(7,1));
assignin('base','C_M3A3',Shaft_D
amp(8,1));
assignin('base','C_L3A2',Shaft_D
amp(9,1));
assignin('base','C_L4A1',Shaft_D
amp(10,1));
assignin('base','C_R3A4',Shaft_D
amp(11,1));
assignin('base','C_R3A5',Shaft_D
amp(12,1));
assignin('base','C_R4A6',Shaft_D
amp(13,1));
assignin('base','C_R5A7',Shaft_D
amp(14,1));
assignin('base','C_R5A8',Shaft_D
amp(15,1));

%% Excel Read Bearing Damping
Bearing_Damp =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','M3:M16');
assignin('base','B_D1',Bearing_D
amp(1,1));
assignin('base','B_D2',Bearing_D
amp(2,1));
assignin('base','B_D3',Bearing_D
amp(3,1));
assignin('base','B_M1',Bearing_D
amp(4,1));
assignin('base','B_M3',Bearing_D
amp(5,1));
assignin('base','B_L1',Bearing_D
amp(6,1));
assignin('base','B_L2',Bearing_D
amp(7,1));
assignin('base','B_L3',Bearing_D
amp(8,1));
assignin('base','B_L4',Bearing_D
amp(9,1));
assignin('base','B_R1',Bearing_D
amp(10,1));
assignin('base','B_R2',Bearing_D
amp(11,1));
assignin('base','B_R3',Bearing_D
amp(12,1));
assignin('base','B_R4',Bearing_D
amp(13,1));
assignin('base','B_R5',Bearing_D
amp(14,1));
%% Excel Read Accessory Damping
Accessory_Damp =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','M20:M30');
assignin('base','Beta_E',Accesso
ry_Damp(1,1));
assignin('base','Beta_ES',Access
ory_Damp(2,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A3',Access
ory_Damp(3,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A2',Access
ory_Damp(4,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A1',Access
ory_Damp(5,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A4',Access
ory_Damp(6,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A5',Access
ory_Damp(7,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A6',Access
ory_Damp(8,1));

%% Excel Read Gear Mesh Damping
Gear_Damp =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','H23:H31');
assignin('base','Cm_D3D2',Gear_D
amp(1,1));
assignin('base','Cm_D1M2',Gear_D
amp(2,1));
assignin('base','Cm_L1M1',Gear_D
amp(3,1));
assignin('base','Cm_R1M3',Gear_D
amp(4,1));
assignin('base','Cm_L1L3',Gear_D
amp(5,1));
assignin('base','Cm_L2L4',Gear_D
amp(6,1));
assignin('base','Cm_R3R2',Gear_D
amp(7,1));
assignin('base','Cm_R3R4',Gear_D
amp(8,1));
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assignin('base','K_R3A5',Shaft_S
tiff(12,1));
assignin('base','K_R4A6',Shaft_S
tiff(13,1));
assignin('base','K_R5A7',Shaft_S
tiff(14,1));
assignin('base','K_R5A8',Shaft_S
tiff(15,1));

assignin('base','Beta_A7',Access
ory_Damp(9,1));
assignin('base','Beta_A8',Access
ory_Damp(10,1));
assignin('base','Beta_M2',Access
ory_Damp(11,1));
%% Excel Read Backlash Clearence
Backlash =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','M40:M48');
assignin('base','BB_D3D2',Backla
sh(1,1));
assignin('base','BB_D1M2',Backla
sh(2,1));
assignin('base','BB_L1M1',Backla
sh(3,1));
assignin('base','BB_R1M3',Backla
sh(4,1));
assignin('base','BB_L1L3',Backla
sh(5,1));
assignin('base','BB_L2L4',Backla
sh(6,1));
assignin('base','BB_R3R2',Backla
sh(7,1));
assignin('base','BB_R3R4',Backla
sh(8,1));
assignin('base','BB_R4R5',Backla
sh(9,1));

%% Excel Read Gear Mesh
Stiffness
Gear_Stiff =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','R23:R31');
assignin('base','Km_D3D2',Gear_S
tiff(1,1));
assignin('base','Km_D1M2',Gear_S
tiff(2,1));
assignin('base','Km_L1M1',Gear_S
tiff(3,1));
assignin('base','Km_R1M3',Gear_S
tiff(4,1));
assignin('base','Km_L1L3',Gear_S
tiff(5,1));
assignin('base','Km_L2L4',Gear_S
tiff(6,1));
assignin('base','Km_R3R2',Gear_S
tiff(7,1));
assignin('base','Km_R3R4',Gear_S
tiff(8,1));
assignin('base','Km_R4R5',Gear_S
tiff(9,1));

%% Excel Read Shaft Stiffness
Pairs
Shaft_Stiff =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','R3:R17');
assignin('base','K_ED3',Shaft_St
iff(1,1));
assignin('base','K_D2D1',Shaft_S
tiff(2,1));
assignin('base','K_M2M1',Shaft_S
tiff(3,1));
assignin('base','K_M2M3',Shaft_S
tiff(4,1));
assignin('base','K_L2L1',Shaft_S
tiff(5,1));
assignin('base','K_R2R1',Shaft_S
tiff(6,1));
assignin('base','K_M1ES',Shaft_S
tiff(7,1));
assignin('base','K_M3A3',Shaft_S
tiff(8,1));
assignin('base','K_L3A2',Shaft_S
tiff(9,1));
assignin('base','K_L4A1',Shaft_S
tiff(10,1));
assignin('base','K_R3A4',Shaft_S
tiff(11,1));

%% Excel Read Heat Efficiency
Terms for Gears and Shafts
Heat_Eff =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','R35:R36');
assignin('base','HE_Gear',Heat_E
ff(1,1));
assignin('base','HE_Shaft',Heat_
Eff(2,1));
%% Excel Read Applied &
Resultant Torques
Torque =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','W3:W12');
assignin('base','tau_E',Torque(1
,1));
assignin('base','tau_ES',Torque(
2,1));
assignin('base','tau_A3',Torque(
3,1));
assignin('base','tau_A2',Torque(
4,1));
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assignin('base','Wss_L2',W_Stead
yState(8,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L3',W_Stead
yState(9,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L4',W_Stead
yState(10,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R1',W_Stead
yState(11,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R2',W_Stead
yState(12,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R3',W_Stead
yState(13,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R4',W_Stead
yState(14,1));
assignin('base','Wss_R5',W_Stead
yState(15,1));

assignin('base','tau_A1',Torque(
5,1));
assignin('base','tau_A4',Torque(
6,1));
assignin('base','tau_A5',Torque(
7,1));
assignin('base','tau_A6',Torque(
8,1));
assignin('base','tau_A7',Torque(
9,1));
assignin('base','tau_A8',Torque(
10,1));
%% Excel Read Gear Ratios
(Driven/Pinion)
Gear_Ratios =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','AB3:AB11');
assignin('base','N_D1M2',Gear_Ra
tios(1,1));
assignin('base','N_D2D3',Gear_Ra
tios(2,1));
assignin('base','N_L1M1',Gear_Ra
tios(3,1));
assignin('base','N_L1L3',Gear_Ra
tios(4,1));
assignin('base','N_L2L4',Gear_Ra
tios(5,1));
assignin('base','N_R1M3',Gear_Ra
tios(6,1));
assignin('base','N_R2R3',Gear_Ra
tios(7,1));
assignin('base','N_R2R4',Gear_Ra
tios(8,1));
assignin('base','N_R2R5',Gear_Ra
tios(9,1));

%% Excel Read Max/Steady State
Torque Ratio
Torque_Ratio =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','W31:W40');
assignin('base','tau_Eratio',Tor
que_Ratio(1,1));
assignin('base','tau_ESratio',To
rque_Ratio(2,1));
assignin('base','tau_A3ratio',To
rque_Ratio(3,1));
assignin('base','tau_A2ratio',To
rque_Ratio(4,1));
assignin('base','tau_A1ratio',To
rque_Ratio(5,1));
assignin('base','tau_A4ratio',To
rque_Ratio(6,1));
assignin('base','tau_A5ratio',To
rque_Ratio(7,1));
assignin('base','tau_A6ratio',To
rque_Ratio(8,1));
assignin('base','tau_A7ratio',To
rque_Ratio(9,1));
assignin('base','tau_A8ratio',To
rque_Ratio(10,1));

%% Excel Read Angular Velocity
Steady State Values
W_SteadyState =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','C32:C46');
assignin('base','Wss_D3',W_Stead
yState(1,1));
assignin('base','Wss_D2',W_Stead
yState(2,1));
assignin('base','Wss_D1',W_Stead
yState(3,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M2',W_Stead
yState(4,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M1',W_Stead
yState(5,1));
assignin('base','Wss_M3',W_Stead
yState(6,1));
assignin('base','Wss_L1',W_Stead
yState(7,1));

%% Excel Read Initial
Conditions: Angular
Velocity(omega) &
Position(theta)
Init_Conds =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','AG3:AG52');
assignin('base','omega0_E',Init_
Conds(1,1));
assignin('base','theta0_E',Init_
Conds(2,1));
assignin('base','omega0_D1',Init
_Conds(3,1));
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assignin('base','theta0_R5',Init
_Conds(32,1));
assignin('base','omega0_ES',Init
_Conds(33,1));
assignin('base','theta0_ES',Init
_Conds(34,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A3',Init
_Conds(35,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A3',Init
_Conds(36,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A2',Init
_Conds(37,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A2',Init
_Conds(38,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A1',Init
_Conds(39,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A1',Init
_Conds(40,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A4',Init
_Conds(41,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A4',Init
_Conds(42,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A5',Init
_Conds(43,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A5',Init
_Conds(44,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A6',Init
_Conds(45,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A6',Init
_Conds(46,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A7',Init
_Conds(47,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A7',Init
_Conds(48,1));
assignin('base','omega0_A8',Init
_Conds(49,1));
assignin('base','theta0_A8',Init
_Conds(50,1));

assignin('base','theta0_D1',Init
_Conds(4,1));
assignin('base','omega0_D2',Init
_Conds(5,1));
assignin('base','theta0_D2',Init
_Conds(6,1));
assignin('base','omega0_D3',Init
_Conds(7,1));
assignin('base','theta0_D3',Init
_Conds(8,1));
assignin('base','omega0_M1',Init
_Conds(9,1));
assignin('base','theta0_M1',Init
_Conds(10,1));
assignin('base','omega0_M2',Init
_Conds(11,1));
assignin('base','theta0_M2',Init
_Conds(12,1));
assignin('base','omega0_M3',Init
_Conds(13,1));
assignin('base','theta0_M3',Init
_Conds(14,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L1',Init
_Conds(15,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L1',Init
_Conds(16,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L2',Init
_Conds(17,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L2',Init
_Conds(18,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L3',Init
_Conds(19,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L3',Init
_Conds(20,1));
assignin('base','omega0_L4',Init
_Conds(21,1));
assignin('base','theta0_L4',Init
_Conds(22,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R1',Init
_Conds(23,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R1',Init
_Conds(24,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R2',Init
_Conds(25,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R2',Init
_Conds(26,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R3',Init
_Conds(27,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R3',Init
_Conds(28,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R4',Init
_Conds(29,1));
assignin('base','theta0_R4',Init
_Conds(30,1));
assignin('base','omega0_R5',Init
_Conds(31,1));

%% Excel Read Transmission Error
of Gear Pairs
trans_error =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','AB15:AB23');
assignin('base','e_D3D2',trans_e
rror(1,1));
assignin('base','e_D1M2',trans_e
rror(2,1));
assignin('base','e_L1M1',trans_e
rror(3,1));
assignin('base','e_R1M3',trans_e
rror(4,1));
assignin('base','e_L1L3',trans_e
rror(5,1));
assignin('base','e_L2L4',trans_e
rror(6,1));
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assignin('base','e_R3R2',trans_e
rror(7,1));
assignin('base','e_R3R4',trans_e
rror(8,1));
assignin('base','e_R4R5',trans_e
rror(9,1));
%% Excel Read Velocity
Transmission Error of Gear Pairs
v_trans_error =
xlsread('AVGear_######_xlsx.xlsx
','Variables','AB27:AB35');
assignin('base','e_dot_D3D2',v_t
rans_error(1,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_D1M2',v_t
rans_error(2,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_L1M1',v_t
rans_error(3,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_R1M3',v_t
rans_error(4,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_L1L3',v_t
rans_error(5,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_L2L4',v_t
rans_error(6,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_R3R2',v_t
rans_error(7,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_R3R4',v_t
rans_error(8,1));
assignin('base','e_dot_R4R5',v_t
rans_error(9,1));
%% Load Simulink Model
AVGear_######
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fft_AGB.m
%Find the range of frequency for
Accessories
freq_a=((Fs/2)*linspace(0,1,Q/2)
)';

%Calculation of Normal Modes by
Employing the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)
%Simulation must be run on a
fixed time step
%Time step of 0.000001 sec seems
to produce acceptable results
%Simulation time of
approximately 0.5 seconds

%% Plot Frequency vs. Power to
find resonant frequencies of
Gears
%Plot of Drive Branch Gears
figure(1);
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,1)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear D3');

t=Regen_Torque.time(:,1);
%Run Time
tmax=max(t);
%Calculate the time step, dt
dt=t(2,1)-t(1,1);

subplot(3,1,2)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,2)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear D2');

%Calculate the sampling
frequency
Fs=1/dt;
%% Gears
%Determine number of steps to be
in the fft for Gears
M=2^nextpow2(length(Gears));

subplot(3,1,3)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,3)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear D1');

%Perform the the FFT on Gears
utilizing built-in Matlab
command FFT
Y=fft(Gears,M)/M;
%Determine the power function of
Gears
power_g=2*abs(Y(1:M/2,:));

%Plot of Main Branch Gears
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,4)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear M2');

%Find the range of frequency for
Gears
freq_g=((Fs/2)*linspace(0,1,M/2)
)';
%% Accessories
%Determine number of steps to be
in the fft for Accessories
Q=2^nextpow2(length(Accessories)
);
%Perform the FFT on Accessories
utilizing built-in Matlab
command FFT
Z=fft(Accessories,Q)/Q;

subplot(3,1,2)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,5)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear M1');

%Determine the power function of
Accessories
power_a=2*abs(Z(1:Q/2,:));

subplot(3,1,3)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,6)), grid
on
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subplot(3,2,3)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,13)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear R3');

xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear M3');
%Plots of Left Branch Gears
figure(3)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,7)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear L1');

subplot(3,2,4)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,14)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear R4');

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,8)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear L2');

subplot(3,2,5)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,15)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear R5');

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,9)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear L3');

%% Plot Frequency vs. Power to
find resonant frequencies of
Accessories
%Plot of Drive, Main, and Left
Branch Accessories
figure(5)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,1)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory E');

subplot(2,2,4)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,10)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear L4');

subplot(3,2,2)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,2)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory ES');

%Plot of Right Branch Gears
figure(4)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,11)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear R1');

subplot(3,2,3)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,3)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A3');

subplot(3,2,2)
plot(freq_g,power_g(:,12)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Gear R2');

subplot(3,2,4)
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plot(freq_a,power_a(:,4)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A2');
subplot(3,2,5)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,5)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A1');
%Plot of Right Branch
Accessories
figure(6)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,6)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A4');
subplot(3,2,2)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,7)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A5');
subplot(3,2,3)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,8)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A6');
subplot(3,2,4)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,9)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A7');
subplot(3,2,5)
plot(freq_a,power_a(:,10)), grid
on
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
title('Frequency Response of
Accessory A8');
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ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
M2','FontSize',14)

Plot_Reactions.m
% This will plot the reactions:
% 1. Gear Velocity [rad/s]
% 2. Accessory Velocity [rad/s]
% 3. Shaft Torque [in-lbf]
% 4. Regenerative Torque [inlbf] (given in kW)
% 5. Power [kW]
% 6. Relative Displacement (REAL
CASE ONLY) [in]
% Comment out the relative
displacement plot section when
the
% PGear.mdl is employed

subplot(3,1,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,5),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
M1','FontSize',14)
subplot(3,1,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,6),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
M3','FontSize',14)

%% Gear Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Drive Branch
figure(1)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,1),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
D3','FontSize',14)

%% Gear Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Left Branch
figure(3)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,7),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
L1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,2),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
D2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,8),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
L2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,3),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
D1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,9),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
L3','FontSize',14)

%% Gear Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Main Branch
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,4),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
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xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
R5','FontSize',14);

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,10),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
L4','FontSize',14)

%% Accessory Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Drive and Main
Branches
figure(5)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,1),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory E','FontSize',14)

%% Gear Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Right Branch
figure(4)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,11),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
R1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,2),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory ES','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,12),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
R2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,3),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A3','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,13),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
R3','FontSize',14)
subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,14),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on Gear
R4','FontSize',14)

%% Accessory Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Left Branch
figure(6)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,4),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Gears(:,15),'b','LineWidth',1);
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title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A7','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,5),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory a1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,10),'b','LineWidth
',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A8','FontSize',14)

%% Accesssory Angular Velocities
[rad/s] - Right Branch
figure(7)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,6),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A4','FontSize',14)

%% Shaft Torques: Drive, Main &
Left Branches [in-lbf]
figure(8)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,1),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
D2D1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,7),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A5','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,2),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
M2M3','FontSize',14)
subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,3),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
M2M1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,8),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
title('Angular Velocity on
Accessory A6','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,4),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
L2L1','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Accessories(:,9),'b','LineWidth'
,1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Angular Velocity
(rad/s)','FontSize',14);
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xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
L4A1','FontSize',14);

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,5),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
R2R1','FontSize',14)

%% Shaft Torques: Accessories
and Gears: Right Branch [in-lbf]
figure(10)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,11),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
R3A4','FontSize',14)

%% Shaft Torques: Accessories
and Gears: Drive, Main & Left
[in-lbf]
figure(9)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,6),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
ED3','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,12),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
R3A5','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,7),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
M1ES','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,13),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
R4A6','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,8),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
M3A3','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,14),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
R5A7','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,9),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Torque on Shaft
L3A2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,15),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Shaft Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Shafts(:,10),'b','LineWidth',1);
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xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Power
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total Frictional Gear
Power','FontSize',14)

title('Torque on Shaft
R5A8','FontSize',14)
%% Regenerative Torque [in-lbf]
(given in kW)
figure(11)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Regen_Torque.signals.values(:,1)
,'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Regenerative Torque (inlbf)','FontSize',14);
title('Regenerative Torque
Profile','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Shaft_Power(:,1),'b','Line
Width',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Power
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total Shaft
Power','FontSize',14)

%% Total AGB, Acc, Int, Gear,
Shaft Power [kW]
figure (12)
subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_AGB_Power(:,1),'b','LineWi
dth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Power
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total AGB
Power','FontSize',14)

%% Heat Rate to Oil [kW]
figure (13)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Heat_Rate_to_Oil(:,1),'b',
'LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Heat Rate
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total Heat Rate to Oil in
AGB','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Accessory_Power(:,1),'b','
LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Power
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total Frictional
Accessory Power','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Gear_Heat_Rate_to_Oil(:,1)
,'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Heat Rate
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Heat Rate to Oil from
Gears','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Internal_Power(:,1),'b','L
ineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Power
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Total Internal
Power','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,1,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Shaft_Heat_Rate_to_Oil(:,1
),'b','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Heat Rate
(kW)','FontSize',14);
title('Heat Rate to Oil from
Shafts','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Total_Gear_Power(:,1),'b','LineW
idth',1);

%% Relative Shaft Displacement
[in]
figure (14)
subplot(3,2,1)
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subplot(3,2,1)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,6),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair R1M3','FontSize',14)

plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,1),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair L1M1','FontSize',14)
subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,2),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair L1L3','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,2)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,7),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair R3R2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,3),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair L2L4','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,3)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,8),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair R3R4','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,4),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair D3D2','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,4)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,9),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair R4R5','FontSize',14)

subplot(3,2,5)
plot( Regen_Torque.time(:,1),
Rel_Disps(:,5),'b','LineWidth',1
);
xlabel('Time
(sec)','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Relative Displacement
(in)','FontSize',14);
title('Relative Displacement for
Gear Pair D1M2','FontSize',14)
%% Relative Shaft Displacement
[in]
figure (15)
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